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Proved the best sellers . . .

last year's triumphant range enhanced

with exciting new styles
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This year's CANNON campaign will be seen in

the National Press, Women's Magazines, Radio
and TV Times and in the Baby Publications.

The advertisements will emphasize all the unbeat-

able qualities that make Cannon feeding 'nearest to

natural' and end the feeding time temperament
common with inferior products.

Supporting your sales of

mam MODERN Anti-colic Teats

The preferred baby teat today!

ORDER NOW TO ENSURE AMPLE SUPPLIES

!

THE CMINON RUBBER MANUFACTURERS LTD. ASHLEY ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.17
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Television Advertising
PRIOR CHECK. ON ALL MEDICINES

THE following statement was issued by the Independent Television

Companies Association, Ltd., on April 17, with regard to the advertis-

ing of proprietary medicines :

" There has recently been some criti-

cal comment about television advertise-

ments for proprietary medicines and the

independent television companies think

it may be of general interest to explain

the careful steps taken to ensure that

all advertisements comply with the
" Principles for Television Advertising."'

All advertisements are carefully scruti-

nised and checked . . . and whenever
there is any doubt about the validity

of specific claims they are referred to

specialist advisers. Medicinal advertise-

ments are submitted to the Association's
medical adviser, who was nominated by
the British Medical Association and
who is a Fellow of the Royal College
of Physicians and a senior consulting
physician at a London teaching hospi-
tal. In certain cases a "second opinion"
is sought from specialists in various
fields of medicine. The television com-
panies also have at their disposal the
services of a dental consultant, a well-
known analytical chemist and an emi-
nent specialist on food and nutritional
values. . . . The majority of proprietary
medicine advertisements have in the
past been referred to the programme
companies' advisers and only in a very
few cases has it been found that the
claims in an advertisement could not
be substantiated or in some other re-

spect did not comply with the rules.

Nevertheless, to ensure complete accu-
racy, the programme companies have
now decided to obtain expert medical
advice on all advertisements for pro-
prietary medicines, whether they are
new or have been previously shown."

Oral Polio Vaccine
MINISTRY DECIDES AGAINST RELEASE

A TWO-HOUR discussion between
officials at the Ministry of Health and
Dr. R. H. Leader, medical officer of
health for Ipswich (scene of the latest
outbreak of poliomyelitis) on April 18,
resulted in a decision not to release sup
plies of oral polio vaccine -for mass
immunisation of the town's inhabitants.
The Ministry pointed out the long-term
value of the Salk injection, which was
being well accepted in the town, and
explained the complicated procedure
that would be involved in carrying out
emergency immunisation on such a
large scale with the oral preparation.
A Ministry spokesman had stated on

the previous day that use of oral vac-

cine in the way recommended by the
Joint Committee on Poliomyelitis Vac-
cine was to provide a temporary pro-
tective barrier against the spread of an
epidemic. " It can only do this job if it

is given within a few days to a large

proportion of the population of the

area affected." An assurance that an
adequate quantity of oral vaccine was
available for immediate use if such an
epidemic arose merely confirmed a
statement issued earlier by The Well-
come Foundation. Ltd.

A problem in handling the oral pre-
paration is that prior to reconstitution
it must be stored at a temperature of
— 20° C. or lower. When required for
use, the contents of a container are
allowed to thaw just to melting point
and an appropriate quantity is with-
drawn using aseptic precautions; the
remainder is then again frozen. It is

recommended that concentrated thawed
vaccine should be diluted with a buf-
fered saline solution before use. Diluted
vaccine may be kept for up to a week,
provided storage temperatures do not
exceed 4° C. A quantity of the dilute
vaccine so small as 0-1 mil has been
found a satisfactory dose, which may
be given in a little syrup.
The immediate protective effect of

the oral vaccine is attributed to its

ability to produce local intestinal re-

.
sistance to other, pathogenic, polio
viruses. A single dose of a particular
strain may be used as an emergency
measure, but more complete cover and
a prolonged effect may be obtained by
the sequential feeding of each of the
three virus types at six-weekly intervals,
or by administration of a mixture of all

three types on two occasions ten or
more weeks apart.

Whitley Council
EVENING MEAL ALLOWANCE

AN evening meal allowance of 3s. 9d.
payable to National Health Service staff

who work late at night in addition to
ordinary day duly has been agreed by
the General Whitley Council. The ar-
rangements do not apply to staff within
the purview of the Ancillary Staffs
Council. The allowance is not payable
to those whose conditions of service
envisage it as normal for them to be
on call at night or staff " whose late
duties begin or end at a time when they
could reasonably be expected to take a
main meal at home."

Cancer Fund
NEW RESEARCH CENTRE FOR LONDON

LHE most advanced cancer research
centre in Europe, housing laboratories
costing over £1 million, will be in oper-
ation at Lincoln's Inn Fields, London,
by July 1962, according to a statement
by Sir Cecil Wakeley at the annual
meeting of the Imperial Cancer Re-
search Fund on April 18. Speaking as
chairman of the fund. Sir Cecil said
the centre should " make a powerful
contribution to the intensive war being
waged against the disease."

Mi. 3. H. Wood (centre) receives the Evans medal from Mr. C. W. Robinson (director, Evans Medical,
Ltd.) (see p. 402).
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The Budget
CHANGE IN TAXATION AND REVENUE

TO restrain the growth of consumption,
continue to encourage investment, leave

room for increased exports and provide
additional incentives to effort and ini-

tiative was how the Chancellor of the

Exchequer (Mr. Selwyn Lloyd) des-

cribed the objects of his first Budget
which he introduced to Parliament on
April 17. The following are among the

proposed changes affecting businessmen.

Income Tax: The general flat-rate

allowance for income tax for National
Insurance contributions to be increased
for adult employees from £15 to £18
to take account of the pension element
of the increased contributions intro-

duced since the last Budget. For others
an increase of £3 is proposed and for

juveniles an increase of £2.

Surtax: Income at which surtax be-

gins will be raised from £2,000 to
£4,000 a year for earned income but as
the earned income allowance will be
deductable in computing income for
surtax, the surtax will not be payable
until about £5,000 or more—applicable
for 1961-62 tax assessments, payable
January 1, 1963.

Profits Tax: Profits tax is raised by
2r per cent, to 15 per cent., operating
from April 1. Capital allowances for
ordinary motor cars used for business
limited to a maximum of £2,000 for any
one vehicle.

Stamp Duties: The present ad valorem
stamp duty on bills of exchange and
promissory notes will be replaced by a
fixed duty of twopence from August 1.

Hydrocarbon Oil: A duty on fuel
and gas oils and kerosene of twopence
per gallon is imposed.
Motor Duties: Licence duties on pri-

vate cars increased from £12 10s. to

£15 a year with similar increases for
other vehicles effective immediately.

Television Advertising: A 10 per
cent, duty on the cost of advertisements
in television programmes.

Further Powers Sought: The Chan-
cellor is to take powers enabling him at
any time to raise or reduce purchase
tax and all the main Customs and Excise
revenue duties by a maximum change
in either direction of up to 10 per cent,

of existing charges. Protective duties
are not involved.
Power is also to be taken to impose

an " at any time " surcharge on em-
ployers up to a maximum of 4s. a week
per employee.

Holiday Rotas
BIRMINGHAM COMMITTEES TO MEET

BIRMINGHAM Health Committee on
April 14 appointed three representatives
to meet the Executive Council about
opening times of dispensing chemists
in the area. The Executive Council had
rejected suggestions of the Health Com-
mittee that dispensing hours should be
extended from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in win-
ter and a fuller rota system introduced
at bank holidays. Last month the
Health Committee decided to make re-

presentations to the Minister of Health,
but these have now been deferred until

after the meeting between the two
bodies on May 19. Alderman W. T.
Bowen (chairman of the Health Com-

mittee), who complained after people
queued at a city centre chemist's shop
at Christmas, said that the meeting was
being called as a result of a letter he
had received from Dr. A. Beauchamp
(chairman of the Executive Committee);
" I hope that, as a result, we can arrive
at an understanding of what may need
to be done," Alderman Bowen said.

While deciding that no major changes
should be made the Health Executive
Council agreed to midday and evening
rotas on the third day of any public
holiday.

Public Pharmacists
MEETINGS OF GUILD

AT 'the thirty-eighth annual meeting of
the Guild on April 15, Messrs. W. G.
Smith, C. H. Preston Robinson, E. J.

Fitchett and J. C. Barfield and Miss
M. C. Islip were elected ordinary mem-
bers of council. With Messrs. T. D.
Clarke, H. S. Grainger, W. Mott, S.

Powlson and G. Raine, and the district

members Messrs. J. Morrison (Scot-
tish); N. W. Blacow (North-eastern);
B. H. Smith (North-western); F. W.
Sambidge (Midland); E. George (South-
western); and J. W. B. Fish and D. F.
Smith (South-eastern), they constitute

the council for 1961-62. The meeting
made certain changes of rule governing
associate membership and instructed
the council to go forward with plans
to seek a revaluation of salary scales.

A meeting of the council held on
April 13 considered the International
Hospital Equipment Exhibition at

Olympia during the week of which (at

5.15 p.m. on May 17) the research and
planning committee of the Guild is

organising a meeting. It is hoped that
the reprinted and enlarged edition of
" Hospital Pharmacy Planning " will be
available at that date: the price will be
5s. 6d. The council is advising its mem-
bers that no deviation from the statu-

tory prescription charge may be made in

hospitals, as the prescription charge is

a tax and not a payment for medicines,
and as the advice given by the Minis-
ter of Health to suggest that patients

should buy items costing less than 2s.

was given specifically to retail pharma-
cist contractors.

The council referred to the Hospital
Pharmacists' Consultative Committee
for official guidance on the question of
what attitude to adopt to requests for
information by market research organi-
sations. It was reported that " Dartford
Weighting " now applies to pharma-
cists' salaries. Claims for a salary allow-
ance (retrospective), on the same basis

as the present Group Pharmacist allow-
ance, for sole Chief Pharmacists ser-

vicing a group of hospitals, and for an
increased London weighting, have been
received by the management side of the
Whitley Council, committee C.

Statutory Committee
AN INQUIRY TO BE RESUMED

THE Statutory Committee of the Phar-
maceutical Society is to meet at 17
Bloomsbury Square. London, W.C.I, at

2.45 p.m. on May 3 to consider
information and evidence from which
it appears that a member of the Society

has been convicted on a charge of em-
bezzling cash from his employers.

Agricultural Chemicals
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SAFE USE

A NEW complex of zineb and poly-
ethylene thiuram disulphide has been
considered by an Advisory Committee
of the Ministry of Agriculture, which
has recommended that the preparation
need not be included in the Agriculture
(Poisonous Substances) Regulations. Use
of the product is not considered likely

to cause a hazard to operators provided
they avoid unnecessary contact with, or
inhalation of, powder or spray. Distri-

butors are requested to include details

of the necessary precautions on their

labels. The manufacturers, Boots Pure
Drug Co., Ltd., Nottingham, have sug-
gested metiram as a common name
for the complex.

IRISH NEWS
THE REPUBLIC

Tipperary Pharmacists
DANCE AT CAHIR

A LARGE gathering of pharmacists
and professional colleagues from ad-
joining counties attended the annual
dinner and dance of the Tipperary
Pharmacists' Association in Cahir on
April 6. Mr. Patrick Joy, Clonmel
(chairman) welcomed the guests, who
included the president of the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Ireland, and Mrs.
Loughman; the registrar (Mr. J. G.
Coleman); the president of the Irish

Drug Association and Mrs. Hennessy;
the former president, and Mrs. Mc-
Auliffe; Dr. T. Prendiville (president.

South Tipperary Clinical Society), and
Dr. Herlihy (president, North Munster
Medical Golfing Society). Proposing the

toast of the Society, Mr. Coghlan, who
welcomed the president and registrar,
" both born in co. Tipperary," paid tri-

bute to the work of the Council and its

representatives present, in the interests

of pharmacy. Replying, Mr. Loughman
outlined the Council's activities in re-

cent months, particularly in regard to

the new Poisons Bill. The toast of the

Irish Drug Association was proposed
by Mr. T. Moran and responded to by
Mr. Hennessy. Dr. Prendiville, replying
to the toast " Our Guests " (proposed
by Mr. T. Kennedy), said that, when
he was attached to a hospital where
one of his colleagues was in charge of
the pharmacy, the arrangement was un-
satisfactory. Later, when a pharmacist
was appointed to the position the im-
provement was " unbelievable."

THE NORTH

Associates' Section
MONTHLY COMMITTEE MEETING

AT the April meeting of the Committee
of the Associates' Section of Ulster
Chemists' Association held in Belfast,

on April 10, Mr. R. J. Davidson (chair-

man) presiding, letters of resignation

were received from Messrs. H. M.
Hamilton and J. Kerr (two past chair-

men of the Section). Regret was ex-
pressed by all those present. Mr. Kerr
had been on the Committee for eight

years, and Mr. Hamilton had been a
Committee member for four years.

The good wishes of all were expressed
for their success in the future.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
East Lancashire chemists helped to

publicise the recent " first-aid week

"

with shop and window displays of first-

aid boxes and equipment.

A revised edition of the Industrial

Relations Handbook has been published

by the Ministry of Labour (H.M. Sta-

tionery Office, price 5s. 6d.).

The Ophthalmic Optician and the

Dispensing Optician is the title of a

revised booklet in the Choice of
Careers series. (H.M. Stationery Office,

price sixpence.)

The seat for Accrington North on
Lancashire County Council has been re-

tained by Alderman W. Brownbill,

M.P.S., 70 Avenue Parade, Accrington,
after the recent local government elec-

tions.

An urgent request for surgical sup-
plies for a patient in Hammersmith
Hospital, London, W.12, was met re-

cently by Baxter Laboratories, Ltd.,

London Road Trading Estate, High
Wycombe, Bucks, with the aid of police
patrol cars.

Kirkcaldy, Fife, town council
agreed on April 10 to issue a statement
protesting against the increase in

N.H.S. charges for prescriptions, den-
tures and spectacles. Copies of the
statement were to be sent to the Prime
Minister, the Leader of the Opposition,
the Minister of Health and Mr.
H. P. H. Gourlay, M.P. for Kirkcaldy.

The Waverley gold medal essay
competition is being sponsored for the
ninth year in succession by Research,
88 Kingsway, London, W.C.2. A prize
of £100 and two of £50 are to be
awarded for essays of about 3,000
words describing a new project or prac-
tical development in pure or applied
science. Closing date for entry is

luly 31.

Aylesbury Trades Council has writ-
ten to the local Chamber of Commerce
asking whether it would be possible for
more than one chemist to remain open
in the evenings. The request stems from
complaints that during the recent in-
fluenza epidemic some patients attend-
ing late clinics were unable to get their
prescriptions made up until the follow-
ing morning.

The list of prescribed industrial dis-

eases has been extended to include
ocular ochronosis due to exposure to
quinone or hydroquinone. A person
contracting the disease at work will be
covered for the benefits of the Indus-
trial Injuries Scheme from April 28.
That is the effect of the National Insur-
ance (Industrial Injuries) (Prescribed
Diseases) Amendment Regulations 1961
(H.M. Stationery Office, price three-
pence).

With the object of interesting younger
members of the profession in the ac-
tivities of the pharmaceutical organisa-
tions,- three representatives addressed
final year students at the School of
Pharmacy, City Technical College,
Liverpool, on April 13. Mr. W. G.
Fowler spoke on the Liverpool School
of Pharmacy Old Students' Association,
Mr. C. Leigh on the N.P.U. and Mrs.
E. Leigh on the Liverpool Chemists'
Association and branch of the Pharma-
ceutical Society.

TOPICAL REFLECTIONS
By Xrayser

More tribulation

The lot of the physician has not been made easier by the publication

of the recent report of the " Cohen " Committee. The conscientious doctor,

who takes his duties seriously—the singular in this case is not to be taken

too literally—will have to take time off from the desirable pastime of

keeping his therapeutics up to date, and turn his attention to the com-

plicated task of memorising the new classification of drugs. It would never

do if he were to excuse himself to his patient immediately before writing

his prescription in order that he might refresh his memory as to the

category into which his treatment fell. Such reference might impair the

patient's confidence in the prescriber. The question as to whether the pre-

paration may or may not have exact unbranded equivalents is not one for

that precise moment. That is all by the way, for pharmacy has its own
problems, and no purpose is to be gained by shouldering the burden of the

general medical practitioner. There is, of course, quite a problem for

pharmacy contained in the report. It becomes almost impossible to give a

satisfactory service under conditions which are so unstable. It is no time

since the statement of Mr. Enoch Powell on the increased prescription levy

upset the calculations on which the Contractor's remuneration was based.

Now, by the advice of an expert committee, a large number of expensive

preparations, taken into stock by pharmacists in order to meet a demand
on prescription, may find themselves occupying a shelf in company with

syrup of pale roses, tincture of chiretta, tincture of sumbul, and stavesacre

ointment. One of the recommendations of the Gillebaud Committee was
that the Health Service needed a period of stability. From the time that

wise observation was made, we have been subjected to earthquakes, tidal

waves and upheavals. If as little attention were paid to the new Cohen
report as to that of Gillebaud, we would have little cause for alarm, but

one feels that the findings of the Cohen Committee, in the recent report, will

be more to the taste of the Government than those of the earlier report.

The latro-mechanical school

Having given some general impressions of first reactions to the report

of the Standing loint Committee on Classification of Proprietary Articles

on Classification in Category S—for I find that that is what I have been
writing about—-I should now like to examine one statement in more detail.

Paragraph 6(c) states that many admixtures of which undiscriminating

prescription could be questioned on therapeutic grounds " combine in a
fixed proportion drugs of differing and valuable therapeutic action, whereas
the relative amounts should be determined by the individual patient's

needs." The justice of that observation has to be admitted at once. The
addition of one drug to another inevitably eliminates individual treatment,

and when a third is added to the combination in tablet form the patient's

particular requirements are still less catered for. It has perhaps been made
simpler for the prescriber, but such a " package deal " has not the merit

of flexibility, and it has the grave demerit of multiplicity of stocks, to

the detriment of the contractor's normal urbanity of manner on occasion.

Broad thinking

I read with the greatest interest your editorial entitled " Liberal Studies

and Future Status "
(p. 378), and I am pleased to find that the conference

of British Pharmaceutical Students has expressed its concern over the

dangers of over-specialisation in the prescribed course of study. So much
has to be learned about so little these days, that the opportunity for
cultural pursuit is reduced to the minimum, and the danger is present, as

has been said, of producing a race who are illiterate outside of their own
restricted field. Unfortunately, the entrance examinations for many of the
professions now involve a still earlier specialisation, so that the final

structure is being built on a foundation which is narrower than it used to
be. If it is thought impossible to widen the scope of the technological
course itself, there is much to be said for basing the entrance on the
broadest possible educational lines.
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IN PARLIAMENT
By a Member of the Press Gallery, House of Commons

DURING a debate concerning acci-

dents in the home. Lord Crock, in the

House of Lords on April 12. referred

to " beautifully coloured dangerous
drugs" and exhibited a glass jar "of
coloured things that look like Smar-
ties." He stated " There are twenty-two
there and every one capable of killing

a child." He said he was aware of the

need for differentiation " for the pur-
pose of medical men who have to pre-

scribe recognisable instruments for cure.

But these glamorous two- and three-

colour drugs are not that at all. It is

part ... of salesmanship." The pills had
been provided by " the British Pharma-
ceutical Society's chief inspector who
was glad to make them available be-
cause the Society is so worried." The
pills were properly prescribed but " the
mothers will not get rid of them when
they have finished taking their proper
doses." The average medicine cupboard
in the average home would " frighten

the life out of anyone who went in."

Lord Crook continued :
" What I am

drawing attention to is the over-glam-
orisation of these drugs."

Purchase Tax
Sir I. Duncan asked the Chancellor

of the Exchequer whether he was aware
that there was a Purchase Tax of
4s. lOd. on a 30s. half-gallon tin of
terebene balsam, 6s. 5d. on a 35s. two-
gallon drum of foot-rot wash and
6s. 6d. tax on a £2 drum of fluke and
worm drench all of which were agri-

cultural medicines for the treatment
of sheep; and whether he would exempt
from Purchase Tax those and all other
agricultural medicines for the treatment
of farm animals. Mr. A. Barber (Econo-
mic Secretary, Treasury) said he could
not anticipate the Budget statement, to

which Sir J. Duncan replied that the
tax increased the cost of the produc-
tion of food. Mr. Barber: "We will

certainly bear that in mind. I would
point out that all the medicines . . .

terebene balsam, foot-rot wash and
fluke and worm drench—qualify for
exemption if put up in a non-proprie-
tary form."

Export Credits Guarantee

Radical improvements in the method
of financing and insuring British exports
through the Export Credits Guarantee
Department were announced by Mr.
Reginald Maudling (President of the

Board of Trade) on April 12.

He said that the improvements are

in three parts: (1) The scale of charges
for medium-term insurance was being

reduced by an average of 25 per cent.

The biggest reductions would be for

cover in markets where the insurance

charge was formerly the highest. (2)

The E.C.G.D. would in future be
allowed to guarantee finance for longer
periods than the present maximum of

five years; and (3) a new and simplified

service was to be provided for the

small exporter of consumer goods so

long as his turnover in export markets
did not at present exceed £10,000 a

year.

For a charge of 15s. for every £100
covered an exporter would get a guar-

antee of payment of 90 per cent, of his

sales in export markets. He would also
avoid accounting difficulties since

E.C.G.D. was going to run a scheme for
buying credit by instalments. The guar-
antee would also help the man ventur-
ing into export markets for the first

time to raise bank finance at more
favourable rates.

Poliomyelitis Vaccine

In a written reply to Lord Balniel
on April 12, Mr. Enoch Powell (Min-
ister of Health) said the loint Commit-
tee on Poliomyelitis Vaccine had ad-
vised that the vaccination programme
should continue to employ vaccine ad-
ministered by injection, and that fourth
doses should now be offered to children
of primary school age. Arrangements
were being made for this to. be done
during the coming school term. The
Committee were studying the informa-
tion available about oral vaccine and
had made an interim recommendation
that a stock should be available for
emergency use in a community or area

An Undesirable Power
Sir,—On the day following the Bud-

get there was no comment in the Press
of the chaos, that could follow if the
Chancellor of the Exchequer gets the

power he is seeking to increase or de-
crease purchase tax by any amount up
to 10 per cent., whenever he feels it

necessary to curtail public spending or
otherwise. There is no need to remind
anyone connected with retail or whole-
sale trade of the vast amount of work
involved in price changes if there were
to be a penny or so on or off retail

prices. For instance how could any
manufacturer include the correct retail

price on Christmas coffrets when he has
to plan many months in advance. Ap-
parently such price changes could
happen several times in a year. Pur-
chase tax is complicated enough in its

present form without being liable to

fractional increases or decreases due to

the available spending power in the

country. F. Widocks & Co., Ltd.,

E. I. Widocks, Managing Director,

Croydon

" Cohen " Committee
Sir,—In the Daily Telegraph, April

14. prominence was given to the re-

commendations of the Standing joint

Committee on the Classification of Pro-
prietary Preparations (see C. & D.,

April 15. p. 371). The article stated

that if standard drugs were largely sub-

stituted the drug bill could be halved.

The implications, if those recommenda-
tions were accepted, are widespread and
serious not only for the patient and the

industry but for the retail pharmacist
and the medical profession. In the case

of the retail pharmacist, if the drug
bill was halved, the average net profit

per shop would be reduced by about
£600 a year and the result would be

bankruptcy and unemployment. For the

where poliomyelitis became, or showed
signs of becoming, prevalent. This re-

commendation was being implemented.

The Budget

The Chancellor of the Exchequer pre-

sented the Budget on April 17 (see p.

394).

Diphtheria Prophylaxis

Mrs. J. S. Butler was informed by
Miss E. Pitt (Parliamentary Secretary,

Ministry of Health), in a written answer
on April 17. that when poliomyelitis

was present in a locality it was the nor-

mal practice to suspend routine immu-
nisation against other diseases, includ-

ing diphtheria, in order to avoid any
risk of provoking paralysis in a person

already infected with poliomyelitis

virus.

Drugs and Driving

Mr. E. Powell told Sir William
Bromley-Davenport on April 17. that

most drugs which impaired the human
ability to drive a motor car were re-

stricted to supply on a doctor's pre-

scription, and it was the doctor's re-

sponsibility to warn patients of the

risks of driving after taking such drugs.

general practitioner it could be the thin

edge of the wedge. His prescribing
would be restricted in gradual stages
until his " freedom to prescribe " be-
came limited to a Prescribers' Hand-
book " recommending " a drug for each
indication. Of course, the foreword to

the handbook would provide the then
empty phrase " there is no absolute re-

striction on the prescribing of any
drug. . . ."'All should be quite clear

about the Ministry's aims. They are
first to eliminate the use of trade names,
secondly to dictate to doctors their

prescribing habits. In achieving those
two aims they would gain de facto con-
trol of the only private sector of the
National Health Service.

The Association of British Pharma-
ceutical Industry is apparently quite
perturbed by the I.C.P.'s latest recom-
mendations. If it believes that doctors
are going to follow the lead given to

the G.P. it should plan its next move
now. It should co-opt a top sales pro-
motion executive, with drive and or-

ganising ability, from within the indus-
try and give him full authority to act

without committee interference. He
should be given every co-operation.
Members should agree to call a sales

promotion truce for one month if cir-

cumstances make it necessary. During
that month all Press advertising and
direct mail booked and all medical re-

presentatives should be at the disposal

of the A.B.P.I. They should all be used
to tell pharmacists and doctors the true

facts about the cost of drugs and the

implications of the J.C.P.'s recommend-
ations. The short-term aim of this cam-
paign would be to sell the industry to

the professions and the longer term to

weld all three into an effective unit in

order to present a united front to the

Ministry. K. I. Knight,
Shoreham-by-Sea

Correspondence
Letters when received must bear the name and address of the sender, not necessarily

for publication. The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the views expressed.
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LEGAL REPORTS
Undertaking " Under Seal "

Recently, F. H. Harrold (Wholesale),

Ltd.. Wisbech, Cambridgeshire, execu-

ted under Seal an Undertaking in fav-

our of Johnson & Johnson (Gt. Brit-

ain), Ltd., by which F. H. Harrold

(Wholesale), Ltd.. undertook to observe

the manufacturer's fixed price condi-

tions.

Injunction Granted

In the High Court, London, on April

11, Morny, Ltd., 22 Wadsworth Road,

Pe'rivale, Middlesex, were granted a

perpetual injunction against Alex Drug
Stores, Ltd., trading as Alex Super-

stores, Surrey Street, Croydon, Surrey,

restraining the defendants from resell-

ing any of the plaintiff's goods except

at the fixed retail prices stated in their

price lists, in breach of an Undertaking

under Seal executed by the defendants,

and dated May 12, 1959 (see C. & D-,

May 30, 1959, p. 576). An order for

costs was made against the defendants.

Forged Prescription

At Northampton Borough magis-

trates' court recently, Irene Helen Hun-
ter, 68 Henry Street, Northampton,

admitted that she had attempted to

obtain sixty Dexedrine tablets by

means of a forged instrument and that

she had forged a National Health pre-

scription with intent to defraud. She

was fined £3 for the first offence and

£7 for the second and was also ordered

to pay £4 4s. costs. Hunter was alleged

to have told the police that she com-

mitted the offences as she had been

taking rather more of the tablets than

she should have done, after ^
being " put

on Dexedrine by her doctor."

COMPANY NEWS
Last year's figures in parentheses

W. H. LEGAT. LTD.—Mr. Kenneth

A. Warren has been appointed joint

managing director with Mr. A Warren.

AYRTON. SAUNDERS & CO.,

LTD.—Mr. B. C. Lewis (chairman and

managing director since 1953) is to re-

tire at the conclusion of the annual

meeting on April 21.

CYANAMID INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATION.—Mr. C. F. Bonnet

(associate regional director for Europe)

has been appointed managing director,

with headquarters at Zurich.

BARFOS, LTD. — Proposed final

dividend at 12! per cent., makes 20

per cent, for 1960 (against 171 per

cent.). A two-for-three scrip issue in

Ordinary shares is also proposed. The
group net profit is £149,727 (£148,545).

after tax of £150,176 (£148,545) and de-

preciation £35,064 (£30,878). There is

a special provision for tax arising on
acquisition of new subsidiaries amount-
ing to £24,172 (nil).

EDWARDS HIGH VACUUM. LTD.
—Group trading profit increased from
£295,851 to £363,127 in 1960 and the

dividend is raised from the equivalent

of 131 per cent, to 15 per cent, with a

final of 10 per cent. The company has
agreed to acquire the capital of J. H.
Holmes & Son, Ltd., a private company,
for approximately £38,500 cash and
35,000 Edwards 4s. Ordinary shares.

Group net profit of Edwards rose from
£145,598 to £176,426.

SMITH & NEPHEW ASSOCIATED
COMPANIES, LTD.—Group net profit

for 1960, £1,151,114 (£1,158,522) and
dividend 12y per cent. (11-8 per cent,

equivalent) as reported (C. & D.. April

15, p. 374). Fixed assets £6,949,026

(£6,174,281). Net current assets

£6,020,745 (£5,939,031). Commitments
£135,000 (£345,000). "Figures available

covering that portion of the new year
that already lies behind us are satisfac-

tory," says chairman (Mr. G. E. Leavey).
One of the subsidiary companies.
Hospital Instruments, Ltd., the chair-

man states, has suffered from lack of
sufficient syringes and needles to make
fully effective the service which it is

giving to some of the hospitals and
" fairly heavy financial losses have had
to be met in the current year." He
believed the present year will see an
end to the difficulties experienced by
the subsidiary.

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUS-
TRIES, LTD. — Manufacturing and
trading profits for 1960 were 17 per
cent, higher in 1960 at £93,629,000 than
in 1959 in the case of the group and
18 per cent, higher for the company
at £74.506.000 (£62,991,000). The an-
nual report of the directors states that

sales in the home market were up by
9 per cent, in value and 1 1 per cent, in

volume. Exports at £96-6 millions,

f.o.b., were at a record level and repre-
sented a 10 per cent, increase on 1959.

Sales outside the United Kingdom of
chemicals produced by the company's
subsidiaries overseas are now about
equal to the overseas sales of products
manufactured in the U.K. The group's
overseas sales of £255 millions now ap-
proaches in value the total home sales

of the group. Exports of the company's
pharmaceutical products increased by
23 per cent. Nearly £40 millions of new
capital expenditure was sanctioned dur-
ing the year. Expenditure on research
during the year was £15 millions. [For
accounts and proposed dividend see

C. & D., April 1. p. 320.]

TIMOTHY WHITES & TAYLORS.
LTD.—A final dividend of 10 per cent,

is proposed making 16 per cent, for
the year to January 14 (against the
equivalent of 13f per cent, for the pre-
vious fifty-four weeks' period). Group
trading profit and sundry income rose
from £2.073,351 to £2,277,740. and after

all charges and minority interest, the
net balance is up from £694,491 to

£803.974. Attributable to parent com-
pany is £803,974 (£694.491). Separate
accounts for the subsidiaries covering
the same periods are given and include
the following : Taylors (Cash Chem-
ists) Trust, Ltd. — Group profit,

£695.091 (£600,765); tax, £353.031
(£301.112); net profit, £342.060
(£299,653). Taylors Drug Co., Ltd.—
Profit, £431.487 (£357.688); tax,

£218.526 (£179.803); net profit, £212.961
(£177,885). Taylors (Cash Chemists)
London, Ltd. — Profit, £294,103
(£273.806); tax, £150,188 (£138,986):
net profit, £143,915 (£134,820). Taylors
(Cash Chemists) Midland, Ltd.—
Profit, £215,941 (£197,034); tax, £1 1 1,358

(£99,838); net profit, £104,583 (£97,196).

P. P. PAYNE & SONS, LTD. —
Group profits for 1960 after all charges

including taxation are £74,790 (against

£111.782, fifteen months ended Decem-
ber 31, 1959); United Kingdom taxa-
tion, £61,700 (£76,750). Proposed final

dividend on Ordinary is 15 per cent.,

making a total of 20 per cent. (same).

The company's seasonal peak trading
period occurs in the last quarter of the
calendar year and accordingly the re-

sults for the year to December 31, I960,

are not directly comparable with those
for the preceding period since the latter

had the benefit of two Christmas quar-
ters. Considerable expansion has taken
place in the last twelve months particu-

larly in connection with the introduc-
tion of new products. The company is

also embarking on a long-term develop-
ment programme which will require
additional permanent capital. To pro-
vide the money required, the directors

propose to issue 268,800 Ordinary
shares of 5s. by way of " rights " in the
proportion of two new shares for every
five shares held, at a price to be an-
nounced after the annual meeting on
May 12.

NEW COMPANIES
P.C.=Private Company; R.O.=Registered Office

VIGNY PERFUMES (DISTRIBUTORS), LTD.
(P.C.):—Capital £1,000. To carry on the business

of dealers in perfumes, cosmetics, etc. Directors:

loseph S. Lee and Sidney E. Lee. R.O. : 10

Bury Place, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I.
WET & SET, LTD. (P.O.—Capital £1,000.

To carry on the business of and dealers in cos-

metic and toilet preparations, etc. Directors:

Arthur H. Lowe and George T. Day. R.O.:
34 Upper Brook Street, London, W.l.

R. G. POTTS, LTD. (P.O.—Capital £2,000.

To carry on the business of chemists, etc. Direc-

tors: Elsie Potts, John R. T. Bangs and Laurence
L. Smith, M.P.S. R.O.: 14 Stonegate Road,
Leeds. 6.

BELL GREEN PHARMACY, LTD. (E.O.—
Capital £1,500. To carry on the business of

dispensing chemists and druggists, opticians, etc.

Directors: Roy O. Chew, M.P.S. , and John B.

Carroll. R.O. : 21 Queen's Road, Coventry.

C. SWIFT (CHEMIST), LTD. (P.O.—Capital
£1,000. To carry on the business of chemists and
druggists, etc. Directors: Claude Swift, M.P.S.,

and Gladys C. Swift, R.O.: 256 Lee High Road,
London, S.E.13.

ERIC C. E. WEEKLEY, LTD. (P.O.—Capi-

tal £2,500. To acquire the business of a phar-

macist carried on at 131 Bishopton Road, Ely,

Cardiff, etc. Directors: Eric C. E. Weekley,
M.P.S., Robert E. Jones, M.P.S., and John D. A.
Morgan, M.P.S. R.O.: 4 Museum Place, Cardiff.

FRANCIS J. CARR & SON, LTD. (P.O.—
Capital £2,000. To carry on the business of

pharmaceutical and dispensing chemists, etc.

Directors: Francis J. Carr, M.P.S., Doris Carr
and James R. I. Carr, M.P.S. R.O. : 11 The
Crescent, Hyde Park Corner, Leeds, 6.

WILLETTS & BRADLEY, LTD. (P.O. —
Capital £1,000. To carry on the business of

chemists, druggists, drysalters, etc. Directors:

Malcolm S. Willetts, Margaret L. Willetts, M.P.S.,

and Wilfred D. Bradley. R.O.: 488 Coventry
Road. Small Heath, Birmingham.
REXALL DRUG CO., LTD. (P.O.—Capital

£100. To carry on the business of chemists,

druggists, drysalters, etc. Subscribers: William A.
Kneen and Eric V. Ridgeway. The first directors

are to be appointed by the subscribers. R.O.:
Morley Street, Loughborough, Leics.

BRITISH GLANDULAR PRODUCTS, LTD.
(P.O—Capital £15,000. To carry on the business

of manufacturers of and dealers in chemicals,

etc. Subscribers: Richard T. Jeffree! and Cedric

A. Jeffree. R.O.: 1 Southampton Place, London,
W.C.I.
GEOFFREY BACK (CHEMIST). LTD. (P.O.

—Capital £1,000. To carry on the business of

wholesale and retail chemists, etc. Directors:

Geoffrey Back, M.P.S., and Shealegh M. Back.

R.O.: 155 High Street, Stoke Newington, Lon-
don, N.16.
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BROWNS CHEMISTS (HELSBY), LTD.
(P.O.—Capital £1,000. To carry on the business

of chemists and dispensing opticians, etc. Direc-

tors: Frederick Brown, Pamela Brown, John E.

Hughes, Mildred M. Hughes and George L.

Hogg. R.O.: Britannia Road, Helsby, Ches.

A. W. HIDDLESTON (CHEMISTS), LTD.
(P.O.—Capital £2,000. To carry on the business

of manufacturers of and dealers in chemicals,

gases, drugs, etc. Subscribers: Alfred W.
Hiddleston, M.P.S., and Kathleen M. Hiddleston.

Alfred W. Hiddleston is the first director. R.O.:

53 Broad Park Road, Henley Green, Coventry.

BUSINESS CHANGES
H. S. MARTIN & CO., Chemists,

are opening a pharmacy at Hambledon
Road (Berg Estate), Waterlooville,

Hants.

THE name of Leda Chemicals, Ltd.,

has been changed to Leda Pharmaceu-
ticals, Ltd. The company, which is a

subsidiary of F. W. Berk & Co., Ltd.,

has its plant at Edmonton, London,
N.18.

Appointments
VINATEX. LTD., Devonshire Road,

Carshalton, Surrey, have appointed Mr.
D. E. Gatfield sales manager.

H. J. ELLIOTT, LTD., E-Mil Works,
Treforest Industrial Estate, Pontypridd.

Glam, have appointed Mr. F. E. Broad-
field their general works manager.

CULLINGFORD OF CHELSEA,
Webber Road, Kirkby, Liverpool, have
appointed Mr. G. Birkwood their re-

presentative for the Newcastle and
North-eastern area.

RADIOL CHEMICALS. LTD., 78

Upper Richmond Road, London,
S.W.15, have appointed Mr. B.

Pritchard their representative in the

Birmingham area and Mr. S. D. Arthur
in East Anglia.

ARMOUR PHARMACEUTICAL
CO., LTD., Hampden Park, East-

bourne, Sussex, have appointed the fol-

lowing representative staff:—Mr. M.
Nolan (for Huntingdonshire, Cam-
bridgeshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex and
parts of East London); Mr. J. G.
Wilson (Cumberland, Durham, West-
morland and Northumberland); and
Mr. G. H. Hoyle (Herefordshire, Glou-
cestershire, Wiltshire and part of

Somerset).

DISTILLERS CO. (BIOCHEMI-
CALS), LTD., The Broadway, Wimble-
don, London,
S.W.I 9, have
appointed Mr.
C. A. Barnes,
M.P.S., to the

new position of
general sales

manager. The
appointment of
home sales
manager, which
has been held
by Mr. Barnes
for the past five

years, is taken
over by Mr.
T. W. Webster,
M.P.S. Mr.
L. W. Goulding, M.P.S., who has been
a regional manager in Northern Eng-
land, is now assistant home sales man-
ager, replacing Mr. J. D. Ironside,
M.P.S., who is now appointed hospital
sales manager.

MANUFACTURERS'
ACTIVITIES

A New Factory Goes Up. — Three
Hands Products, Ltd., recently started

construction work on new premises at

Porters Wood, St. Albans, Herts, to

meet their expanding business in Three
Hands and Evan Williams products.

Medical Supplies for an Expedition.
—Willows Francis, Ltd., Epsom, Sur-
rey, have donated supplies of Xylotox
brand lignocaine local anaesthetics,

P.M. Co. syringes and needles, Minac
buffered analgesic tablets and Vesagex
antiseptic ointment to the Royal Air
Force Karakoram Expedition. The
expedition, which consists of sixteen
members of the R.A.F., and includes
two liaison members of the Pakistan
Air Force, is leaving the United King-
dom in June next to survey and climb
K6 (Peak Baltistan), a 24,000-ft. moun-
tain in the Karakoram range in North
Kashmir.—Explorers are taking with
them to a peak 23,000 ft. high in the
Himalayas in April supplies of Lacto-
calamine and tubes of hand cream
donated by the manufacturers, the
Crookes Laboratories, Ltd., London,
N.W.10. A spokesman of the company
states that previous explorers have
found that the product gave protection
against sunburn and protected face and
hands from wind chapping and skin
cracks. The expedition is being led by
Mr. John Tyson, a geography master at

Rugby school, whose party hope to be
the first to complete a circuit of three
Himalayan ranges in Nepal. To do
that they must traverse a 20-mile gorge
which has, so far, defeated all comers,
and must scale peaks of up to 23,000 ft.

in the Kanjiroba area.

Mr. C. A. Barnes

LONG-SERVICE AWARDS : Seven employees
with 180 years' service to Genatosao, Ltd., Lough-
borough, Leics, were recently presented by Sir

Clavering Fison (chairman of the Fison Group
of Companies) with long-service awards.

EXPANSION PLANS
THE heavy organic chemicals divi-

sion of Imperial Chemical Industries,
Ltd., is to construct a maleic anhydride
plant at the company's Wilton works
on Tees-side. A new process will be
used in which butene is oxidised with
air, and the plant will have a capacity
approaching 10,000 tons a year of
maleic anhydride when it is fully de-
veloped.

COLGATE-Palmolive, Ltd., have re-

cently opened a new warehouse at

Brimsdown, near Enfield to provide a
personal van service to customers
within a 30-mile radius and, in addi-
tion, to serve Essex, Hertfordshire,
North Middlesex, Buckinghamshire,
Berkshire and Bedfordshire. The com-
pany expect to open a further four or

five warehouses within the next few
years to give an improved and quicker
distribution service to their customers.

COURTAULDS, LTD., announce
plans to erect a plant to manufacture
monochloracetic acid and sodium
monochloracetate which are not at

present made in Great Britain. The
plant is to be at the Spondon factory

of British Celanese, Ltd., who will

utilise a continuous process capable of
giving high yields. Plans are sufficiently

advanced to indicate that supplies will

be available early in 1962. Production
capacity has been planned to meet for-

seeable United Kingdom requirements
of both chemicals and to enable the
company to enter export markets.

BIRTHS
McALINDEN.—At Belfast on April

4, to Dorothy, wife of Dennis McAlin-
den, M.P.S.N.I., 67 Belmont Church
Road, Belfast, a daughter (Orla
Meleesa).

MARRIAGES
KIRRANE—ALYMER. — At Don-

nybrook Church. Dublin, on April 3,

Carmel Teresa Kirrane, M.P.S. I., Cal-
low, Ballina, co. Mayo, to Francis Aly-
mer, Castledermot, co. Kildare.

SEWELL—TRANT.—At St. Mary's
Cathedral, Killarney, on April 3, Mary
Angela Sewell, M.P.S.I., New Street,

Killarney, to Lieutenant John Trant,
Army Corps of Engineers, Collins Bar-
racks, Cork.

DEATHS
ANDERSON. — On April 1, Mr.

Charles Anderson, M.P.S., Maud, Aber-
deenshire. Mr. Anderson qualified in

1915.

BOWIE.—On March 31, Mr. Archi-
bald Bowie, M.P.S., 104 Motspur Park,
New Maiden, Surrey. Mr. Bowie quali-

fied in 1922.

CLEGG.—On February 11 Mr Alan
Clegg, F.P.S., 146 Wall Hill Road,
Dobcross, Oldham, Lanes. Mr. Clegg
qualified in 1954.

EASTWOOD. — On March 16, Mr.
George Hamilton Eastwood, M.P.S., 55
Blyth Road, Maltby, near Rotherham,
Yorkshire. Mr. Eastwood qualified in

1918.

HEBGIN.—On March 27, Mr. Wil-
liam Hebgin, M.P.S., 15 Roseacre
Road, Welling, Kent. Mr. Hebgin
qualified in 1924.

KIRKMAN. — On April 6, Miss
Kathleen Mary Kirkman, M.P.S., 60
London Road, Tunbridge Wells. Miss
Kirkman qualified in 1922.

KNIGHT. — On March 30, Mr.
Leonard Holder Knight, M.P.S., 12
Russell Hill Road, Purley, Surrey. Mr.
Knight qualified in 1903.

THOMAS.—On April 5, Mr. Ronald
Percival Thomas, M.P.S., 109 Hazel-
bank Road, London, S.E.6. Mr. Thomas
qualified in 1929.

WATTS.—On April 1, Mr. Walter
Watts, for thirty-six years a director of
Stevenson & Howell, Ltd., Standard
Works, Southwark Street, London,
5.E.I. Mr. Watts retired in 1953 after

fifty-nine years' service with the com-
pany.
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NEW PRODUCTS AND PACKS
Coronary Vasodilator.—For the pre-

vention and relief of angina pectoris,

Benger Products division of Winthrop
Group, Ltd., Winthrop House, Surbiton

on Thames, Surrey, have introduced

Gina tablets each containing 2-ethyl-2

hydroxymethylpropan-l:3 diol trinitric

acid ester 10 mgm. Pack is a bottle of

100.

New Antihistamine.—Boots Pure

Drug Co., Ltd., Station Street, Notting-

ham, announce the introduction of

Febramine, a new antihistamine com-
pound said to be devoid of sedative or

anticholinergic actions or any other

side-effects. Febramine is presented as

yellow, scored tablets, each containing

cetoxime hydrochloride 100 mgm. in

containers of thirty and 250.

Not Yet for General Release. —
Merck Sharp & Dohroe, Ltd., Hoddes-

don, Herts, announce the introduction

of a new product Tryptizol (amitripty-

line hydrochloride). The release at this

stage is to meet hospital requirements

only. Tryptizol is to be issued in two

strengths, 10-mgm. and 25-mgm. tab-

lets, but at present only 25-mgm. tablets

are available in bottles of thirty, 100

and 500.

Multi-purpose Disinfectant.— Devel-

oped to provide increased germicidal

and virucidal properties over a wide

and evenly balanced spectrum, Ibcol

Extra is manufactured by Jeyes Sales,

Ltd., River Road, Barking, Essex. It

is claimed to destroy airborne infec-

tion and may be used in offices, fac-

tories, etc. to reduce the spread of

infection and give a freshening effect

on stuffy atmosphere. It may also be

used domestically for washing walls

and floors or for use in washing mach-

ines. Ibcol Extra is available in con-

tainers of one, five and forty gallons.

For Hay Fever.—G. D. Searle & Co.,

Ltd., High Wycombe, Bucks, announce

the availability of Mitronal brand cin-

narizine, which they claim provides

better symptomatic control, is extremely

well tolerated over a wide dosage

range and practically devoid of side

effects. Mitronal is also recommended
by the manufacturers for chronic aller-

gic rhinitis, vasomotor rhinitis, cutane-

ous allergic disorders and vertigo. It is

claimed that there are no known contra-

indications to Mitronal. The presenta-

tion is a scored tablet containing cin-

narizine 15 mgm. and packs are bottles

of fifty and 250 tablets.

Pocket Size Insulin Syringe Case.

—

Surgical Equipment Supplies, Ltd.,

Westfields Road, London, W.3, have
made available a new pocket size

plastic syringe case specially designed

for the B.S.I. 1619 insulin syringe. The
case is spirit proof and has a polythene
washer and retaining spring to hold

the syringe firmly in the spirit. It is

made for syringes up to 2-mil size.

Aerosol Foot Spray.—To cool and
give relief to hot and tired feet Messrs.
Ayrton, Saunders & Co., Ltd., Hanover
Street, Liverpool, 1, have introduced
Jaunty foot spray in an aerosol con-
tainer.

Trainer Pants for Babies.—Kleinerts
Rubber Co., Walpole House, 91 New

Bond Street, London, W.l, have intro-

duced " Trainer " baby pants for use
during toilet training. The pants are

made in fine waterproof vinyl with
soft absorbent terry lining.

A Footstick.—In the form of an out-

sized lipstick, Toot-eez footstick, distri-

buted by Bevington Merchandising Co.,

Ltd., 41 Market Street, Brighton, is

claimed to give, when applied to the

soles of the feet, instant cooling relief.

The product is packed in a plastic con-

tainer convenient in size for the

handbag.

Sun Tan Creams.—Rolls Razor, Ltd.,

Cricklewood Broadway, London,
N.W.2, announce the introduction of

Super Man Tan, a " strong " cream
tanning lotion claimed to give a longer
lasting tan, and Miss Man Tan, a mois-
turising tanning cream for women with
full tanning properties and sun filter,

which is said by the makers to be
" ideal for use as a foundation cream."
The two products will be available at

the end of May to coincide with a
large scale national advertising cam-
paign.

An Oil Shampoo Treatment.—French
of London, recognising the problems
that arise from over-bleaching of the
hair, have produced an olive-oil treat-

ment shampoo. Applied hot, the treat-

ment is presented as a sachet that is

prepared by immersing it in hot water.

The treatment is applied to wet hair,

massaging the contents well into the
scalp. After a rinse and second appli-
cation the hair is rinsed finally and

thoroughly in warm water. The treat-

ment is claimed also to combat
dandruff.

TRADE NOTES
Shaver "Trade-in."—Sunbeam Elec-

tric, Ltd., Nerston, East Kilbride,
Glasgow, are now operating their £2
trade-in for all their male shaver
models (see C. & D., March 4, p. 210).

Prices Reduced.—The manufacturers
of Rodine Warfarin, Rentokil Products,
Ltd., School Lane, Fetcham, Surrey,
announce the reduction in price of the
two smaller sizes of this product.

Increased Price—Greater Profit. —
Hunter, Hardy, Ltd.. Dawson Street,
Hyde, Cheshire, announce that the re-
tail price of their Boldoot Eau de
Cologne cleansing towlettes will be in-

creased from May 1. The whole of the
increase will be passed on to the trade.

A Monthly on Management.—Issued
" in the interest of scientific pharmaceu-

tical business administration," Phar-
macy Management contains in * the

twenty-eight 8^ x 5i-in. pages of its

first number articles on law, market re-

search, taxation, salaries and wages,
etc. Published by Pharmaceutical
Business Analysis Service, Eastcote,

Pinner, Middlesex, its editor is H. W.
Tomski, B.Com., M.P.S., D.B.A.

Change of Name.—Imperial Chemi-
cal Industries, Ltd., pharmaceuticals
division, Alderley Park, Ches., are pre-

senting I.C.I. Insect powder, formerly

known as Gammexane insect powder,
in a newly designed sprinkler top con-
tainer of 100 gm.

Tooth-brush and Comb "Dispensers."
—Nine new tooth-brush and comb dis-

pensers in chromium-plated wire, and
designed to take up a minimum amount
of counter space, have been produced
by the Halex division of the British

Xylonite Co., Ltd., Highams Park, Lon-
don, E.4. They include a " round-
about," which displays 12 doz. Imprene
combs, and a similar device for a full

range of Halex tooth-brushes and new
Imprene combs (6 doz. of each).A dis-

penser for standing on the counter
contains a selection of 6 doz. nylon
combs and there are three displays of
4 doz. nylon combs each (one, a selec-

tion of nylon combs in assorted colours;

another in black and tortoiseshell only;
and a third in PVC cases). There are
also three display stands each holding
3 doz. assorted tooth-brushes (one
bristle, the other two nylon). For
smokers there is a display of 1 doz.
brushes of extra hard texture and for
children a " Noddy " dispenser contain-
ing 1 doz. each nylon and bristle tooth-
brushes, and a dispenser carrying 1 doz.
junior short-head tooth-brushes. A free
balloon is offered with each tooth-
brush in that display.

Bonus Offers

Imperial Chemical Industries,
Ltd., Pharmaceuticals division, Aider-
ley Park, Macclesfield, Ches. I.C.I.

Insect powder. Twelve containers in-

voiced as eleven. Offer closes June 27.

Available only through the company's
representatives.

Pretested Products, Ltd., Rick-
mansworth, Herts. Arrid super spray.
First 2,000 orders. 14 to doz.

INFORMATION WANTED
Arrive Perfect hair spray

White Mist hair spray

Spoolies hair rollers
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Public Pharmacists' Second Week-end School
A FULL AND VARIED PROGRAMME AT BRISTOL

GLUTTONS for punishment, hospital

pharmacists set themselves a programme
that occupied them from 9 in the morn-
ing to 10 or 11.30 at night at their

second residential week-end school, held
at Bristol, April 14-16. 130 took part,

representing 10 per cent, of the total

membership of the Guild of Public
Pharmacists.
The opening session took place at the

Bristol College of Technology on Fri-

day evening, when at 7 p.m. the stu-

dents were welcomed by Dr. G. C.
Kelly (senior administrative medical
officer, South-western Regional Hos-
pital Board), and Mr. S. C. Merivale
(secretary to the board of the United
Bristol Hospitals) before passing to a
discussion on " The Post-graduate Stu-

dent." Opening it, Mr. D. A. Norton,
B.Sc, F.P.S. (head of the school of
pharmacy at the College) said that

while there had been many contribu-
tions to the pharmaceutical Press on
the subject of education, few had dealt

with it from the point of view of the

raw material: the student himself. The
outlook of the student could be pro-
foundly influenced by his college

career, and teachers had a heavy re-

sponsibility. But they were forward-
looking people who took a pride in the

development of their subject. Since

1946 the momentum had been towards
a more academic course of training in

pharmacy, and today the number of
degree students was in excess of the

number of diploma students. By today's

standards the qualifying course of

twenty years ago could be considered
little more than technician training.

The pharmacist of today could justly

claim his place in the ranks of the tech-

nologists. Normally the entrant had the

required basic academic entrance quali-

fications, but the universities with in-

ternal degree courses made their selec-

tion and the remainder went either into

an external degree or the diploma
course. In theory they were all well

qualified to enter, but many of those

with three Advanced level science sub-

jects had only marginal passes. They
showed a surprising number of defici-

encies, as evidenced by poor spelling

and unreliable calculations. In the phar-

macy school of the technical college the

student was not left so much to his own
devices as at the universities, but the
aim of the teachers was to produce
somebody technically efficient, well
versed in fundamentals, capable of
thinking out a problem, adaptable to

change and progress, reliable under
stress, compatible with the Society, and
sufficiently educated to stimulate a re-

spect for pharmacy among the other
professions. At the point of embarka-
tion on a post-graduate training the
student had had three years of absorb-
ing study and facility in the use of a
wide range of modern scientific equip-
ment. Some might not look forward to

the reduced scientific activities of work
in retail, and there the hospital phar-
macy came into its own. offering oppor-
tunities of investigational work. The
students of today were fortunate and
there was not much wrong with their
outlook if the changes in society as a
whole were allowed for. There was a
tendency for them to underestimate the
amount of sheer hard work involved in

the course. It was his own view that
many of them achieved positions of re-

sponsibility at too early a date after

qualifying.

Comments and Questions
Mr. J-. A. Myers. Edinburgh, praised

Mr. Norton's address for being very
much the remarks of a practical man
in touch with the practical problems of
today. He considered there was a place
for hospital work by the student during
his training.

Miss P. M. Brook, who asked the
speaker's view on whether twelve
months was the right length of time
for the practical training, was told that

he thought a year in the right place
and under the right supervision should
be enough. There was a marked trend
in technical education towards organis-
ing studies integrated with work in in-

dustry, which for pharmacy would
mean in retail, hospital or manufactur-
ing pharmacy. The " sandwich-course
approach "' might have to come in phar-
macy.

It was possible, said Mr. P. Crees,
Birmingham, to take too mechanical a
view of the age at which a pharmacist
should be given a responsible post, and

starting them off young might not have
worked out too badly in practice. On
the quality of entrants he was worried
that pharmacy must still take candi-
dates with " marginal " passes, and Mr.
Norton pointed out that the entry was
anomalous compared with other tech-
nologies. Holders of three good A-level
passes normally went to university,
which meant that pharmacy schools
tended to get the less good. He would
rather see the standard adopted of two
good A-level passes.

Mr. E. T. Griffiths, Cardiff, said
he had found post-graduate trainees
" uniformly good." Their practical
training was in accepting responsibility,
and they usually took it very well. But
what happened afterwards. Far too
many went into retail and were lost to
hospital pharmacy.
Was it good or bad, asked Mr. H.

Gibbor, Cardiff, that trainees could
split their training into two six-month
periods? There was an objection to it

from the chief pharmacist's point of
view. The speaker's answer was that
educationally it was a good thing, giving
experience in more than one facet of
pharmacy.
Mr. G. Raine, London, gave as his

meaning of the point of post-graduate
training not to learn practical things
but to become a professional person,
and Mr. E. George. Bristol, thought
its success depended on a right per-
sonal relationship between apprentice
and apprentice-ma-ster, and it took
months to establish that.

Co-operation between schools and
hospitals was proving valuable for re-

cruitment into pharmacy in Liverpool,
said Mr. K. Gisborne, Wirral. Each
student was given some time at work
in a hospital pharmacy. Mr. B. H.
Smith, Manchester, described a similar

scheme in operation in that city.

That some who had a hospital post-

graduate training went into other fields

did not distress Mr. G. H. Darling,
Bristol, who said many came to get a

better all-round viewpoint on phar-
macy.

Between paper and discussion there

was an interval for viewing the school
of pharmacy at the College—and for
refreshments.

Hospital pharmacists at the opening session.
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At the Saturday morning session

Miss M. C. Islip presided, as having
been most active in the Guild's research

and planning committee, which, said

Mr. Powlson, had already put in five

reports of value to pharmacists and
hospital planners, its most recent being

that on central sterile syringe depart-

ments.
The first speaker, Mr. W. A. Wea-

therhead (architect and administrator
in charge of Bristol hospital works and
buildings) reviewed " the hospital

world as a whole." There were in Bri-

tain, he said. 550,000 effective beds, or
eleven per 1,000 of population. That
compared with 9-2 per 1.000 in the

United States. " Acute " beds in general
hospitals numbered 3-6 per 1,000.

though the Minister considered 3 per
1,000 would be adequate. Half of the

beds were in hospitals sixty years old
and most of them in hospitals of less

than 100 beds, only 25 per cent, being
in hospitals of the size considered op-
timum (400/600 beds). Hence most
money available would be spent on
building new hospitals. Many smaller
ones would be disposed of. Considering
that one hospital bed cost £5-10.000 to

provide, the importance of accurate
estimates was obvious. The general
hospital of the future would probably
have wards for all specialties except
psychiatric, geriatric, maternity and
pediatric. The present " standard

"

ward was not likely to continue. It

would probably be replaced by one
containing thirty beds, six of them in

single rooms and the remainder in bays
of four or six, though research on cross-

infection might show that rooms were
better than bays, and difficulties in re-

cruiting nurses might lead to 16-bed
" intensive " and 50-bed " non-inten-
sive " wards. Ample bay space would
be provided in the new hospitals. So
would central sterile syringe depart-
ments—" a comparatively small depart-

ment with no disadvantages." X-ray
and pathology departments would prob-
ably be centrally placed to serve in-

patients, out-patients and casualty.

There would probably be fewer and
larger casualty departments. Dispos-
able paper towels and napkins and
plastic containers were already here
and disposable bedpans were on the
way. There would probably be wider
use of artificial ventilation.

The second paper was presented by
Mr. W. Walch (a member of an archi-

tectural partnership).

Architect's Approach to Pharmacy
Design

The questions the architect would ask
the pharmacist were : What is the pur-
pose of the department? How does it

operate? The pharmacist would pos-
sibly reply that the department was like

a modern factory—a hygienic factory.
It received raw materials, processed
them, and passed them out as finished
products. The materials included pack-
ages of all kinds of medicines, drugs,
gases, acids, solvents, spirits, dressings
and some equipment. They were de-
livered by messenger, by post, and by
road transport. They entered at an
" inwards " department, were unpacked,
checked, and stored conveniently (work
study) and safety (fire hazard). From
store they passed to a dispensary, or

through a preparation department or
aseptic department, where they were
processed and where some research
work may be carried out. From the dis-

pensary the finished products to in-

patients (by trolley), out-patients (by
handing-out), or possibly to other hos-
pitals. In due course empties were re-

turned for washing and storing for
re-use.

Factory Manager
To operate the department there

would be a " factory manager " (the

chief pharmacist), who would require
an office, a staff, male or female, or
both, who would require good working
conditions.

From that information the architect

would commence his analysis of the
problem under headings.

site.—For raw materials : hard road
access. For in-patient service : portered
trolleys via a lobby off a communicat-
ing corridor. For out-patient service

:

Direct to patients in waiting hall or
waiting bay off out-patient hall. To
other hospitals : by road transport.

size.—The report of the research and
planning committee set up by the coun-
cil of the Guild of Public Pharmacists
gave recommended minimum areas for

dispensary; preparation and aseptic

space; stores; and office showing totals

from 7-3 ft. super to 8-8 ft. super per
in-patient bed. the area to be increased

for waiting space, medical gas store,

inflammable store, syringe service or
surgical instrument store. Those matters
would require discussion with the archi-

tect.

DEPARTMENTAL PLANNING.—Taking a

hypothetical 400-bed general hospital

with out-patient department as example
and the 7 ft. per bed as minimum, the

speaker suggested a disposal of the area

as follows

:

Office: 100 sq. ft.

Stores: 1,200 sq. ft.

Preparation (possibly divided into

bulk; aseptic; and washing and
sterilisation) : 900 sq. ft.

Dispensary : 900 sq. ft.

He added strong recommendations for

Inwards lobby : 100 sq. ft.

Inflammable store: 150 sq. ft.

Staff cloakrooms: 100 sq. ft.

Cleaner's store : 50 sq. ft.

In-patient service: 100 sq. ft.

making the total 3.300 sq. ft. To get

those economically near the desired site

he proposed setting it on two floors,

with stores and lavatories on the lower
and pharmacy and dispensary on the

upper. That would add 150 sq. ft. for

stairs.

Construction. — For permanency,
brick walls and concrete floors and in-

sulated roofs were called for.

Finishings.—The speaker discussed

in detail the requirements for floors,

(for the store-room, encaustic tiles:

for the preparations room, battleship

lino or non-slip PVC; for the aseptic

room, terrazzo), walls, ceilings, windows
and doors (wide enough for trolleys,

flush, with peep-hole) and made recom-
mendations for various specifications

according to function.

Fittings. — He discussed similarly,

benches, heated ointment slabs, unit

cupboards and drawers, fume cup-
boards, aseptic cubicle, shelving, sinks,

taps, etc. Benches in the stores could

well be on brick or concrete stillages

and of steel or PVC; part should be
adjustable. Upstairs, it could be of
stainless steel or glass and all should be
adjustable. Half-shelves could be placed
behind Winchesters at neck height.

Under waste pipes there should be a
bottle trap.

Engineering Problems

Mr. R. E. Stokes (a heating and
ventilating engineer) said that the
thoughts of engineers must be exer-
cised at the earliest stage in the dis-

cussions. He stressed the need for ade-
quate and readily accessible provision
for housing the services. For a hospital

pharmacy they fell under the headings
space heating, ventilation, air condi-
tioning, domestic hot water, cold water
(pressure and tank supplies), distilled

water, fire-fighting services, gas services,

steam sterilising, " plus " and " minus "

air; and electric lighting, power, fire

alarms, clocks, telephones and poison
cupboard illumination. Choice of

space-heating system must be governed
by hygiene; floor and wall space (to

use the least possible); comfort
(warmth without lethargy); control by
simple thermostatic and manual
methods; and room heights (ceiling

heating not recommended for low ceil-

ings). A form of heating fulfilling the

requirements under those headings was
the fan-assisted convector, which occu-

pied only 30 per cent, of floor area

of the conventional radiator. It could
be recessed into walls, fixed in an ad-

joining store, or built into a cupboard
fixture.

If the environment made mech-
anical ventilation necessary, air should
be admitted by way of a filter,

ductwork system and fan, preferably

built-in or concealed at high level, and
fitted with velocity reducing outlets to

eliminate draughts, plus access doors
for internal cleaning. There should be
a slight tendency to create an internal

air pressure, but no normal ventilation

system could mitigate sudden air cur-

rents, as from passages in direct con-
tact with the outside air. Fume cup-

boards should be positioned to elimin-

ate long horizontal ducts, and should
be fitted with fans capable of producing
a velocity of at least 75 ft. per minute
with the doors open 2 in. The extent

to which air conditioning was required

for sterile departments must be decided

by the pharmacist. Good filtration prac-

tice would provide for ten to fifteen

changes per hour and use dry filter

media 2 in. to 3 in. in thickness. Main-
tenance engineers should not have to

enter sterile rooms to rectify faults.

Distilled water was an essential service

that could be piped to draw-off taps,

using only PVC pipes, with PVC-pro-
tected taps and fittings.

Gas piping should, for freedom from
dust, be concealed, not clipped to

walls. Gas cocks were most conveni-

ently fitted at the rear of the benches,

but controls should be at the front to

minimise risk to both operator and ap-

paratus. Steam sterilisers should be fit-

ted with automatic devices to reduce

the steam supply when boiling tempera-

ture was reached. Exhaust hoods with

fans, kept low (6 ft. 6 in. was a work-
able height) should cover an area

greater than that of the sterilisers.
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" Minus " air services were useful
when vacuum pumping of liquids was
not practicable. The installation would
normally be part of a set-up for the
whole hospital. If compressed air were
required, a \ h.p. compressor would
be a suitable source.

Discussing the electrical services of
a pharmacy department Mr. T. S.

Heslop (electrical associate of Mr.
Stokes) said a well conceived scheme
would allow for the growing use of
small electrical appliances and for pos-
sible future modifications without
major and costly revisions of the instal-

lation. Tasks performed in the depart-
ment must be studied so as to provide
maximum visual comfort for carrying
them out. A good level of general illu-

mination should be attained (twenty or
perhaps, after May, when new recom-
mendations were due, thirty lumens per
sq. ft.). Fittings to avoid harboured
dust should be chosen. In new build-

ings flush lighting units, or even illu-

minated ceilings, were possible. Special
lighting was required in poisons cup-
boards; the British Standard did not
specify the lamp source but he recom-
mended architectural-tube rather than
" pigmy " lamps. For power he urged
13-amp socket outlets in well-thought-
out positions, clear of infiltration by
water. Manufacturers were developing
laminated-plastic facia plates for soc-

kets mounted on benches. To combine
flush fittings with maximum flexibility

he suggested trunking systems to

allow the inclusion of socket outlets

at 24-in. intervals; they were designed
to fit neatly into bench upstands or

within service ducts built into the

bench.

Sterile Supply Service

On Saturday afternoon Dr. Malcolm
Harris presented a paper entitled " The

Sterile Supply Service." He posed the
question whether money should be
spent on comprehensive central sterile

departments at a time when, with the
increasing use of disposable items, the
department might become redundant.
He put the case for a more limited
department in which the fullest use
would be made of disposable needles
and syringes. Of such a department, he
said, the pharmacist was the proper
person to take charge.
Mr. J. A. Myers drew an analogy

with industry, and suggested that the
pharmacist should produce but be sub-
ject to the " analytical control " of the
pathologist. The speaker disagreed,
saying that the new pharmacist had the

training to do sterility testing. He did

not regard the pharmacist as a mere
production engineer.
Mr. G. Lennox, Swansea, said that

the fact that the sterility tests upon
ethylene oxide sterilisation varied with
the method used cast doubts on pro-
cesses based on the compound. The
speaker's reply was that the doubt on
ethylene oxide was theoretical. It had
not given much trouble in practice.

Mr. A. E. Marston, Birmingham,
agreed with Mr. Harris that the present-

day pharmacist was a suitable person
to carry out sterility testing, but should
not a second opinion be obtained ? The
matter was not, on all fours, with chemi-
cal analysis of everything the pharma-
cist prepared, for it was a B.P. require-

ment that the product " must be
sterile." Mr. H. S. Grainger, London,
said the question was " Who is respon-
sible for the material ? " The pharma-
cist should always be in at the start

of a central sterile department, but
always the person most competent to

run the department should be chosen
to take responsibility for it. Mr. P.

Crees, Nottingham, said that no one

person knew all the answers. It was
therefore " a team job."
Mr. A. R. Whittingham, Brighton,

found fault with the current design of
hot-air ovens which should be, he said,

not cubic but flat, with not more than
one shelf. Problems caused by convec-
tion would not then arise.

Mr. G. Raine, London, said his ex-
perience with disposable syringes was
that they were by no means so good
as conventional syringes, but Mr.
Darling, Bristol, said disposable
needles " had the edge on " re-

sharpened ones.

Evans Medal Award
After lunch on April 15 the Evans

medal (for merit in pharmacy) was pre-

sented to Mr. John H. Wood (chief

pharmacist, Royal Marsden Hospital).

The presentation was made by Mr.
C. W. Robinson (director, Evans Medi-
cal, Ltd.), who referred to the new
phase that his company had recently

entered. It had valued the many ex-
pressions of regard and understanding
which were received from the world of
pharmacy—and not least from hospital

pharmacy—during the period of vital

decision. The concern that the tradition,

identity and service should be main-
tained was heartening for it implied all

that they had collectively striven to

build up in the past. " But, more than
that, it was a challenge to us to ensure
that we preserve, in any new set of cir-

cumstances, the spirit of respectful reci-

procity which exists between us and
those we serve, and is exemplified in

the ceremony of this annual award."
It was with very great pleasure that he
asked Mr. Wood to accept the 1960

award of the Evans medal and con-
gratulated him most heartily on the

achievement.
(To be concluded)

STERILISATION OF SURGICAL MATERIALS
(Continued

THE second paper at the symposium
on sterilisation held at the School of

Pharmacy, University of London, April
11-13, was presented by Dr. D. B.

Powell (Wantage Research Labora-
tory, Atomic Energy Research Estab-

lishment). It was a general review of

the application of radiation sterilisa-

tion to surgical materials. He com-
menced by defining two basic units of

radiation, the curie and the rad. The
rad (the unit of absorbed dose) was
100 ergs per gram of material. The
modes of sterilisation of heat and
radiation were quite different and
could not be directly compared. For
some hours after bacteria had been ex-

posed to radiation treatment it was
possible to measure enzyme activity,

respiration and motility. Such proper-
ties were not observable after heat
treatment. The two processes were,
however, similar in that the rate of
killing was exponential. Dr. Powell
said radiation sterilisation investiga-

tions had commenced with a study of

the range of resistances (or sensitivity)

of various micro-organisms. Bacillus

pumilus, a highly resistant organism,
was eventually selected as the standard
test organism. It was found that B.
pumilus had an inactivation factor of

from The Chemist and Druggist, April

10 10 to 10 12 with a dose of 2-5 M rads.

That dose was recommended as suffi-

cient to produce a " high degree of

sterility " and was employed at Wan-
tage. Dr. Powell stressed the effect of

environment on radiation sensitivity,

and the fact that vegetative organisms
were more susceptible than spores.

Freeze drying increased the resistance

of vegetative forms. Such factors made
it important to investigate the nature
of the contamination of the material it

was proposed to sterilise. Dr. Powell
believed there was a danger that the

use of lower doses for particular appli-

cations (e.g. 0-5 M rad for the sterilisa-

tion of blankets) might lead to the

emergence of radiation-resistant

mutants or the production of pathogens
from organisms that, at present, were
non-pathogenic. One of the most use-

ful applications of radiation was for

the sterilisation of materials such as

bone and tissue grafts, sutures and
arterial tissue. Great strides had been
made in that field in the U.S.A. It was
probably the best method for freeze-

dried bone tissue. Sterilisation could
be carried out in the final containers
and with catgut there was the advan-
tage of only a slight loss of tensile

strength—4 to 8 per cent. Referring to

15, 1961)

the sterilisation of disposable items

Dr. Powell urged that it was essential

for all commercial concerns to raise

their standards of packaging. They
should be capable of being opened
without contamination. Dealing with
another point he stated that induced
radioactivity was impossible using

gamma-rays of the degree of activity

currently employed.

Radiation Sterilisation

The theme of the afternoon session

was " Radiation Sterilisation." The first

paper " High Energy Electrons for

Radiation Sterilisation " was presented

by J. G. Trump, Professor of Electrical

Engineering, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, U.S.A. Professor

Trump considered the use of high
energy electrons for general sterilisa-

tion application and reviewed the

physical factors involved in their use.

He suggested as appropriate criteria

for evaluating the usefulness for steri-

lisation of ionising energy that: (1)

The ionising agent should preferably

be of the type which accelerated elec-

trons within the absorber. The ionisa-

tion from the lightly ionised tracks of

secondary electrons produced by x- and
gamma-ray absorption, or by high
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energy electrons and ultraviolet light,

were acceptable within that criterion.

(2) The ionising energy should be
capable of penetrating to an adequate

depth within or through the absorber

and should deliver an approximately

uniform dose. The penetration of elec-

trons, though limited, increased directly

with accelerating voltage and could be

designed to secure adequate irradiation

in depth. (3) The ionising energy should

be available in quantity and at a cost

to process safely and economically the

bulk quantities involved. (4) The
source of ionising energy should per-

mit irradiation of the medium in any
state, including solid, liquid, lyophi-

lised, and frozen. (5) The ionising

energy actually absorbed in the medium
must be capable of accurate applica-

tion, measurement, shielding, and con-

trol. Shielding was accomplished
readily with electrons because of their

defined direction and range together

with the inefficiency of x-ray produc-

tion. Professor Trump went on to give

a description of the nature and proper-

ties of electrons. Sterilisation required

the destruction of every organism in

the medium and that that could be
achieved by irradiation had been abun-
dantly demonstrated. Particle accelera-

tors competed with artificial radio-

active materials and with radiation

reactors in several applications. The
advantages of machine sources of ion-

ising energy for processing arose from
their adaptability, from their intense

and directed output with the associated

compactness of the shielded radiation

vault, and from the safety inherent in

a controllable machine. The advantages
of cobalt and caesium lay in the pene-
trating nature of their gamma-rays and
in the expected future availability of

low-cost isotopes. No advantage was
discernible for direct use of reactor

radiation with its limitations in flexi-

bility, its mixture of gamma-ray and
undesirable neutron energy, and its

complications in cost and control. With
isotopes it was desirable to distribute

the activity throughout a considerable
space so as to reduce self-absorption
and to irradiate a large volume of
surrounding slowly-moving material.

That resulted in a radiation vault of
considerable size and complexity and
increased the exposure time to an ex-

tent often unfavourable. It also ren-
dered more difficult the maintenance
of special conditions such as the frozen
state. Those considerations, together
with the complications and precautions
which attended the use of intense
radioactive sources distributed about
a moving product line, he suggested,
might well give the practical and eco-
nomic advantage to the particle
accelerator. As a general rule. Profes-
sor Trump suggested that radiation
processing, including sterilisation,

should be accomplished at the lowest
particle energy consistent with adequate
penetration.

Gaseous methods
The theme of the morning session of

the second day was gaseous methods of
sterilisation. The first paper was presen-
ted by Dr. C. R. Phillips (U.S.A.). He
considered the effect of moisture on the
sterilising action of ethylene oxide. The
optimum relative humidity was in the re -

gion of 30 per cent. It took " almost

twice as long " to sterilise spores on
cotton patches at high humidities as it

did at that figure. At low humidities

the death rate was not exponential. The
curve obtained suggests a mixed popu-
lation of organisms with a graded re-

sistance and with a small population
almost totally resistant to the gas. Some
resistance, acquired through desiccation,

persisted when sterilisation was per-

formed in optimum relative humidities.

Wetting the patches and drying at the

optimum humidity seemed to cause a

complete reversal of that effect. He
considered the situation analogous to

the problem of superheating in auto-
claves. Extreme desiccation was unlikely

to occur under normal atmospheric
conditions and providing the effect was
understood, it could be avoided.

Applications and Equipment

Mr. J. J. Perkins (vice-president.

Research and Development, American
Sterilizer Co.. U.S.A.), presenting the

second paper of the morning session,

dealt with the applications and equip-
ment for ethylene oxide sterilisation.

He illustrated several types of gas steril-

isers currently in use in the United
States. The " Cryotherm " unit was
of simple design and employed Cry-
oxide gas (a mixture of ethylene oxide
and halogenated hydrocarbons) drawn
fiom a 21-oz. can. A vacuum was first

drawn and the sight glass half filled

(which provided an ethylene oxide con-
centration of about 600 mgm. per litre),

or filled (960 mgm. per litre), depending
upon the exposure time desired. The
gas was then released into the chamber.
A manually-set timer controlled the
exposure period. After sterilisation a

final vacuum was drawn and then re-

lieved with filtered air. Mr. Perkins
illustrated larger units for use in hos-
pitals, laboratories and industry. He
then reviewed the applications of the

Portable ethylene oxide steriliser, manufactured
by the American Sterilizer Co., Erie, Pa., U.S.A.

method in the food and pharmaceutical
and medical equipment industries. The
technique had been applied to the
sterilisation of plastic bandages, cathe-
ters, rubber stoppers, sutures, bottles
and vials, drainage and intravenous
sets, syringes, blood oxygenators and
antibiotics. The method, however, de-
manded attention to technical problems
such as packaging materials, residual
ethylene oxide in the exposed article

and its toxicity and. the time required
for dissipation of the gas from exposed
materials. Porous packaging materials

presented no difficulty, but materials

such as plastic films could militate

against effective sterilisation. Materials

such as rubber, plastics and leather

exhibited a solvent action for the gas.

He concluded by emphasising the need
for additional research on the subject.

Prototype 300-litre stainless steel ethylene oxide

steriliser designed for hospital use. Manufactured
by Degesch, G.m.b.H., Frankfurt-am-Main, Ger-
many.

Ethylene oxide sterilisation equipment
was also considered by Mr. G. Mayer
(Firma Degesch, Germany). In view of
the fact that such equipment was used
not only by trained operators but by
unskilled personnel with a limited tech-

nical knowledge, additional safety de-
vices were provided. The equipment
usually consisted of a rectangular vacu-
um chamber, or several chambers joined
together, a water-cooled piston air pump
which produced a vacuum of at least

95 per cent, within a few minutes, an
explosion-proof vaporiser, and a circula-

tion system, together with rotary valves,

etc. Automatic systems should be
avoided, as sources of error were intro-

duced. The material to be sterilised was
placed in a chamber shut by a rapid-
closure door. The chamber was evacu-
ated and the required amount of gas
added. At the end of the exposure
time the gas was removed from the
chamber and air was drawn in through
a sterile cotton wool filter. After several
repetitions, the ethylene oxide was al-

most completely removed. It had been
found that an increased moisture content
of the article to be sterilised consider-
ably reduced the exposure time. Nor-
mally the membrane of highly resistant
spores exerted a great impedance to the
diffusion of ethylene oxide because of
the muco-polysaccharide structure of the
cell membrane. If such spores were
placed in a high relative humidity
(average 95 per cent.), the spore mem-
brane swelled and became permeable to
ethylene oxide. " Pre-moistening " re-
duced the minimum exposure time in
some cases from six to two hours, and
even to one hour without any change
in concentration or temperature.

(To be concluded)
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Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland
MONTHLY MEETING OF COUNCIL

DISCUSSION of various matters relating to the pro-

posed new Pharmacy Bill occupied most of the

monthly meeting of the Council of the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Ireland held in Dublin, on April 11.

It was eventually decided, on the motion of Mr. V. G.
McElwee to seek an interview with officials of the Depart-

ment of Health to enable preliminary discussions to be

carried out prior to the drafting of the Bill. The following

members were appointed to the deputation : the president,

vice-president, treasurer, registrar, and Messrs. H. P.

Corrigan and M. L. Cashman. At the outset Mr. F. J.

Robinson thanked the members of the Council for their

kind messages of inquiry on his recent illness. A letter was
read from the secretary of the National Mass-Radiography
Association, Ltd., seeking the co-operation and help of the

Council in publicising the work of the Association. Stating

that there was a good deal of apathy where mass .v-ray

was concerned, the letter added :
" The directors believe

that a word of recommendation on having an annual chest

v-ray, coming from members of your Society, whose opinion

is always being sought by the public where matters of

health are concerned, would be of great assistance." Mr.
R. J. Power said that the Association usually issued a

standard-sized poster, which, because of its dimensions, was
unsuitable for display in a pharmacy. He resented the fact

that when the Association advertised they were calling to a

town or village they ignored the pharmacists when handing

out posters for display. Because of the nature of their work,

pharmacists should be the first to be approached but if pos-

ters were to be displayed in pharmacies their size would have
to be reduced. Mr. O'Neill said they would have to have

regard to the ethical side of pharmacy. They could not just

put up a poster in a pharmacy in the same way as in a

grocer's shop. It was decided to write to the Association

pointing out that the Council was in sympathy with its

aims and suggesting smaller posters, more suitable for dis-

play in pharmacies. It was also agreed to appeal to members
to co-operate with the Association.

Following the reading of a letter from a member request-

ing that lectures be given to students stressing that pharma-
cies should not only be hygienic and tidy, but should ap-

pear to be so, it was decided that in their final year the

attention of students be drawn to that aspect of pharmacy.

A letter was read from the Irish Local Government
Officials' Union stating that salary claims on behalf of the

pharmacists' branch, had been lodged with the Dublin

Health Authority. Mr. Cashman said he was very glad to

hear that such claims had been lodged. Mr. R. J. Power
said that the Hospital Pharmacists' Association had also

submitted a claim for increased salaries to the same author-

ity three weeks ago.

Mr. M. Davitt-Walsh (secretary of the Photographic

Dealers' Association) wrote thanking the Council for placing

a hall at their disposal recently, and in appreciation of the

facilities extended, enclosed a cheque for £5 5s. for the

Benevolent Fund. A letter was also received from Mr.
T. R. Miller (president of the Association of Ophthalmic

Opticians of Ireland) thanking the Council for the facilities

granted for a recent post-graduate course on contact lenses.

In appreciation, the Association forwarded a cheque for

£5 5s. towards the College of Pharmacy Fund, and another

for £2 2s. for the Benevolent Fund. It was decided to write to

both bodies thanking them for their subscriptions.

The Registrar reported that he had written to the

Minister for Agriculture, as requested at the last meeting,

suggesting that chemists be relieved of the tedium of copy-

ing long labels from original packs in the case of broken

bulk, and further suggesting that where bulk was broken

it should be sufficient to give the appropriate trade name,

or equivalent identification. In that connection the fact that

the chemist's name and address was on the label should
be quite sufficient to indicate the product. The registrar

said he had received a reply from the Department stating

that the matter was receiving the attention of the Minister.

The Registrar reported that Mr. L. V. Nolan, Abbey
Road, Blackrock, had presented a cheque for £200 on be-

half of Warner Lambert (Ireland), Ltd., to the Irish College

of Pharmacy Fund. A cheque for £50 towards the Fund
had also been received from Paines and Byrne, Ltd., Peri-

vale, Greenford, Middlesex.

After hearing Mr. Kennelly, a member of the post-gradu-

ate committee, the Council agreed to the co-option to the

committee of Miss Mairead Kyne, Shankill, who had inti-

mated that she would be prepared to act as secretary.

The Registrar reported that the Commission on Higher
Education had visited the College on April 8. The Dean
(Dr. R. F. Timoney) had outlined the proposed new Uni-
versity course to them and the party had later made a tour

of the College. Mr. Corrigan said that the Dean had since

informed him that the Commission was anxious to have
some information concerning the finances of the College.

The Registrar reported on the deaths of Patrick God-
frey, M.P.S.I., and Francis T. Timoney, M.P.S.I., father

of the Dean of the College, Dr. R. F. Timoney. The regis-

trar was instructed to convey the sympathy of the Council

to Mrs. Timoney and family.

It was agreed to add the name of Patrick Clancy. Island-

bawn. Miltown Malbay, co. Clare, to the Pharmaceutical

Assistants' Preliminary register. The licence certificates of

William Michael Dolan and Thomas Feerick were signed

and sealed.

The following changes of address were noted : J.

McCarthy, L.P.S.I., from Carmel House, 16 Upper Gardiner

Street, Dublin, to 19 Abbey Street, Ennis, co. Clare; J.

O'Beirne M.P.S.I., from 5 Haven Close, Grasscroft, Old-

ham, Lanes, to 90 Bankhouse Road, Bury, Lanes. B.

McGirr, M.P.S.L, Carnew, co. Wicklow, was elected to

membership, and Mrs. E. Leavy, 94 Clanbrassil Street,

Dundalk, co. Louth, and W. M. Dolan. Mount Bellew, co.

Galway, were nominated for membership.

The names of Dr. Patrick Joseph Hennessy, Ballynacargy,

co. Westmeath, and Dr. Samuel Asare Odei, Accra, Ghana,

were added to the register of pharmaceutical chemists,

L.A.H. certificates having been submitted.

At a meeting of the Benevolent Fund Committee which

followed, grants totalling £92 were passed for payment. A
vote of thanks was passed to the Cork Chemists' Social

committee who had forwarded a donation of £60 towards

the Fund. Mr. Costello (treasurer) said that contribution

was particularly welcome, as he had observed with some

concern that grants made in recent months were exceeding

income, which meant that the Fund was using its capital.

He was giving consideration to ways and means of drawing

the attention of pharmacists to the fact.

MEDICAL ABSTRACT
MORPHINE PLUS TETRAHYDROAMINACRINE
Narcotic side-effects encountered during morphine therapy

may be controlled by concurrent administration of a partial

antagonist of morphine, the commonest example being

amiphenazole. Stone, Moon and Shaw (Brit. med. J., 1961.

I. 471) describe the use of an alternative antagonist, tetra-

hydroaminacrine (THA). in treating intractable pain of

carcinoma. They list four advantages of THA over amiphena-

zole: (a) it is a more reliable antinarcotic agent and respira-

tory stimulant; (b) it does not interfere with sleep, as may
amiphenazole; (c) it is chemically stable and may be pre-

pared in the same ampoule as morphine; (d) its anticholin-

esterase activity sometimes enhances the analgesic action of

morphine.
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ANYONE who studies the writings of Paracelsus and
examines the many books written about him must
echo the words of Walter Pagel :

" A turbulent and
paradoxical figure in his lifetime, Paracelsus has remained
controversial ever since.*' His was a restless life—searching

for the unattainable, continually in conflict with the accep-

ted ideas of his time, frequently shattered and cast down
but never admitting defeat. This was the man who, accord-

ing to Hoefer, seemed at certain times the most pitiable of

men devoted to science, yet who showed an admirable

insight into its problems. Whether he achieved ultimate sat-

isfaction from his life-work is highly problematical, but that

he stirred men's minds as few others of his time is certain.

If it was true that he was often " sober in the morning but

drunk in the evening," and if nevertheless he recorded all

his thoughts exactly as they occurred to him, he may have
had what is now described as a split personality. Indeed,

that seems to be the view that his contemporaries took of

him.

Name and Lineage

Of the names by which he is known—Phillipus Aureo-
lus Theophrastus Bombastus Paracelsus von Hohenheim

—

various explanations have appeared. Theophrastus was most
likely a baptismal name, while the two former he gave to

himself. Baumast, Bambast or Bombast derived from his

father's background : a Swabian family that had been

ennobled. (The adjective " bombastic " does not derive from
Paracelsus though his language was turgid enough at times.)
" Paracelsus," greater than Celsus, he adopted for himself

fairly late in his career, when his books were beginning to

have a ready sale. His father, William von Hohenheim.
practised medicine in the Swiss village of Villach, near a

mining district, and it was there that Paracelsus was born

and brought up. There seems even now some doubt about
the date of his birth, either 1493 or 1494, but it is known
that his early education was under the guidance of the

Church. His father's interest in science, and particularly in

chemistry, led to the boy's becoming apprenticed to mining,

but his apprenticeship could not have lasted many years,

since he soon developed a wanderlust that hardly left him
during his whole life. From one university to another he
went, finally settling to a course of study in medicine at

Ferrara, Italy, where he completed his studies if he did not

actually graduate (there is considerable difference of opinion

about that point, though Paracelsus himself claims that he
did). His wanderings took him far afield, even to England,

aracelsus:
REAPPRAISAL

LESLIE G. MATTHEWS

he says, though it is difficult to get corroboration of the

claim. Unconventional as he was in his studies and in his

professional life, he did—there is no doubt—serve as an army
surgeon in the Low Countries and in Scandinavia.

But there were always for him the conflicting or com-
petitive pulls between medicine, science and the life of the
ordinary man. He was against the role of the physician as a

superior being in the healing hierarchy. Paracelsus disliked

the theorising that, as Copeman points out, distinguished

so many physicians of the Tudor period in England, when
the surgeon was regarded merely as a tradesman of no
particular standing. The circumstances must have been simi-

lar on the Continent, for one of the first attacks that Para-
celsus made upon the profession was concerned with the low
status of the surgeon, with the over-theorising about disease

by physicians, and with the grave neglect of the patient as a

person needing to be helped, not simply a " case " to be
discussed at large.

What there was in the early " cures " effected by Para-

celsus— or rather in the elements by which he attained a

reputation for singularly successful results—when so many
of the accepted forms of treatment had failed is not clear.

Partly it may have been his use of unusual remedies and
partly that, as he says, he gave thought to the patient as a
person needing help, and on that account watched closely

both dosage and effect, as distinct from slavishly following

the text-books. There is no doubt that his successes, together

with his outspoken views against the conservative opinion

of established authority, gained him enemies in high and
influential places.

So often the sequence of events seems to have been first,

unusual cures by Paracelsus, a clamour by the people for

more of them, then an outburst by him against the local

medical men, councillors or university teachers, resulting

in their natural anger at his vitriolic criticisms, and finally a

request, not always politely couched, that he should leave

the city, if indeed he was not expelled from it. His friends

had frequently to save him from the consequences of such
conduct.

Supervision of Apothecaries' Shops

In Basle, where he secured a municipal appointment, one
of his duties was analogous to that of the newly founded
Royal College of Physicians in London, namely to super-

vise and visit regularly the apothecaries' shops in the city.

In that capacity he made many enemies and Basle would
have him for only a short period, notwithstanding that

Erasmus and he became great friends. Again he was on the

move—on the run. almost—this time to nearby countries.

In Nuremberg, in 1529, he wrote his book on the treatment

of syphilis, giving a warning—perhaps the first—about the

grave dangers resulting from mercurialism. His work on that

subject was followed by one that was to make his name more
famous—the Paragranum— in which he laid down four bases

as a requisite for the practice of medicine : the physician

must have a right feeling, a right mental make-up, an appre-

i
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ciation of man's place in. or relation to. the universe, and
a knowledge of chemical medicines. " A good physician

must be a born Physician,*' he says elsewhere, " a life-long

calling must be innate . . . medicine is an art that will

survive until the Last Judgment."

The urge to do good was ever-present with him. It is clear

from his philosophical writings that he saw himself as a

leader of thought — a missionary, not only medical but

spiritual—though he writes :
" I am not an apostle or any-

thing like an apostle but a philosopher in the German man-
ner." Jacobi (translated by Guterman). claims in reprinting

many of his philosophical, even religious, writings, that

Paracelsus was " the dauntless, never-weary seeker after

God " and says that he " reflects those values which are and
always will be indispensable to our Christian civilisation."

The doctrine of similars is one that he proclaimed

:

" When a medicine is found that accords with the star,

when hot is applied against hot and cold against cold, this

accords with the arcana " (mysterious, supernatural quali-

ties hard to define). There never was a hot disease cured by
" cold " and vice versa. In all things there was a poison and

there was nothing without a poison. It depended only on the

use of a substance whether it was a poison or not. Since

the fit manner of preparing medicines was not to be found

in pharmaceutics, it must be explored further, i.e., one must

learn from alchemy. Paracelsus was greatly attracted to the

part that alchemy ought to and could play in the prepara-

tion of medicine ..." for the separation of the pure from
the impure that you may obtain a pure, flawless remedy."

There was much more to be done than the mere compilation

of a book of recipes : that was a simple matter. The true

physician had to possess something of magic in his make-up

and develop esoteric powers, depending on his knowledge of

the arcana, the occult healing substances. Secrets were re-

vealed to him who sought with a purpose. The quinta

essentia could only be extracted from the perceptible and

could cleanse a man's life. A substance could have varied

powers according to its manner of preparation. Knowing
that, says Paracelsus, quoted by Holmyard (from Sherlock's

translation of the Paragranum) " the doctor then sheds light

on the matter, for he knows the cause, and with it the man-

ner of cooking and preparing. But what light do you shed,

you doctors of Montpellier, Vienna and Leipzig? About as

much light as a Spanish fly in a dysentery stool!

" Complexions " of the Elements

In his " Mysteries of the Creation " (English translation

by H. Pinnell) Paracelsus discusses the nature and properties

as well as the " complexions " of the elements, distinguish-

ing between the natural fire, water, etc.. each forming a

' mysterium " of its own. What the alchemist knew and

used in his laboratory as true chemical substances Paracelsus

regards as possessing additional qualities. His description

of them and of the ideas associated with them are sometimes

clothed, says Pagel, " in a cobweb of fancy." Each disease

is endowed with its particular " body." (Into these fields of

metaphysics each scholar must seek his own path
:

the

material is to be found in the numerous volumes of Huser

and Sudhoff.) Paracelsus developed many theories, now dis-

credited, but all part of his search for that indefinable

" something " that was to bring blessing to mankind and

cure his disease. " Magic " was for him a power of spiritual

quality—that would enable the physician to heal by using

the drug chosen with regard to those special virtues that

can be found only by the most diligent seeking. In writing

of " Signatures " Paracelsus stresses the need to examine

the shape or colour of a herb, since those have an affinity

with the diseased part of the body, for example, eyebright is

obviously of importance in the treatment of eye disease.

The theory held its place for a great part of the seventeenth

century, as witness the Herbal of Gerarde and other herbals

of that period.

The customary use of uroscopy he questioned. He was the

first to demand a chemical examination, as distinct from the

viewing that had been the common practice, and though he

may have read the results wrongly, his original work gave

impetus to those who followed him. for example, Van Hel-

mont, early in the eighteenth century, and led to the modern
type of urine analysis, which has proved so valuable. His early

experience as an apprentice in the mining industry never
left him : he remembered the hard days there and the plight

of the miners. Thus it was that he came to write on mining
as an occupational disease, and on " miner's lung," and in

doing so made medical history. Few aspects of therapeutics

failed to attract him at one time or another. The virtues of

spas and baths fascinated him, so much that he made a

study of the curative value of many of them, recognising

that it was not merely the water itself that benefited the

patient, but that the dissolved salts in the water were the

distinguishing feature that determined the effect upon the

patient. That led him to write many pamphlets on the sub-

ject.

Demand for Evidence

To encourage interest in chemical medicines, Paracelsus

at first ridiculed the physicians and apothecaries of his day.

who prepared their medicines by the " old wife " method.

He demanded that they should employ the laboratory tech-

niques of the alchemist-distillation, extraction, calcination,

etc., with which he had long been familiar. He was full of

praise for those who did so. and it was that warm com-
mendation, more than his ridicule, which had a lasting effect

in stimulating the use of chemicals in medicine. To Para-

celsus is owed, indeed, the later development of pharma-
ceutical chemistry. To touch on his " Great Surgery." which
found a ready sale, and the many tracts and pamphlets he

issued on a variety of subjects outside chemistry and medi-

cine, would call for a short volume at least.

To Salzburg, where he had suffered the first set-back in

his professional life, he returned, dogged by poverty to the

end. to die on September 24, 1541. He bequeathed to the

poor the few things he had about him. Three years before

his death his portrait had been painted by Hirschvogel.

It showed a man of high intelligence, completely bald

except for a few fringing locks, with lined face yet with a

steady gaze into the future. Whatever his demerits, and he

had many, his single purpose was the good of his fellows.

Though a " self-willed genius," mixing pagan mysticism with

Christian ethics (and in some of his later years he devoted

himself to preaching in isolated villages), he remained essen-

tially a son of the Church. Never at a loss for words, his

rate of dictation was said to be phenomenal. In contrast

to other medical writers of his day, he used colloquial

German, not Latin, as his medium. His enthusiasms as phy-

sician, chemist, philosopher or preacher knew no limits, and

in the last ten years of his life his output may be described

only as colossal. " The grandiloquence (of the man) is

typical : Paracelsus had virtues but modesty was not of

them, and he would have had no need for a publicity

agent." (Holmyard.) He was a lebel, but a rebel with a

purpose. Though he founded no school of thought (his

readers took opposing sides too often for that) he had

enthusiastic followers not only on the Continent but also

in England, where translations and commentaries on his

writings were numerous in the seventeenth century. He con-

tinues to excite the curiosity and interest of the historian of

chemistry and medicine.
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THE 'TAKINGS' ARE ALWAYS GOOD WITH

Sell the cameras that give the finest results in their price

range—Agfa cameras. Your customers are sure to like the

shots they take—and you'll appreciate your Agfa 'takings' too.

nISOLA 2y" x 2j" cameras with retractable lens mounts.

ISOLA I Meniscus lens. 3 focusing positions from

5 ft. to infinity. Setting lever for two apertures. Built-in

yellow filter £4.15.0.

ISOLA II Specially computed f6.3/75 mm Agfa Agnar lens.

Singlo 2-speed shutter 1/30th, 1/1 00th and Bulb £7.6.6.

Special Isola Ever-ready case for both models £1.3.10.

ISOLY cameras give SIXTEEN 4 x4 cm exposures on

popular 120 roll films!

ISOLY I Achromat f8 lens. Two stops, f8 and f11. Shutter-
Bulb, 1/30th, 1/100th sec. £5.18.6.

ISOLY II Agfa Agnar f6.3/55 mm. Two stops, f6.3 and f11.

Singlo shutter—Bulb, 1/30th, 1/1 00th sec. £7.16.6.

ISOLY III Agfa Color Apotar f3.9/60 mm lens. Lens stops

from f3.9 to f22. Prontor shutter— Bulb, 1 /30th, to 1 /250th.

Delayed Action release. £11.15.6.

Leather Ever-ready case for all models £2.0.0.
Plastic Ever-ready case for all models £1.3.3.

B OPTIMA I Automagic single-action lever replaces all

manual operations and calculations. Green/Red signals.

f2.8 Agfa Color-Agnar lens. Prontor Lux shutter. "Zone"
focusing. £31.19.8. OPTIMA II with exclusive 'high speed'

Prontormator shutter £42.10.8. OPTIMA III for Dawn to

Dusk Automation £53.5.2. Leather Ever-ready case for all

models £3.17.4.

SELL AGFA - AND BE SURE
AGFA LTD • 27 REGENT ST • LONDON SW1 • REGent 8581/4

Registered Trade Mark of the Manufacturers. Agfa A.G.. Leverkusen/Western Germany
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The Man for the Job
The recent three-day symposium on sterilisation organ-

ised by the Pharmaceutical Society and Smith and
Nephew Research, Ltd., was an acknowledged success.

Informed and authoritative contributors—including ex-

perts from as far afield as Germany and the United
States—presented detailed, up-to-date accounts of tech-

niques, applications and apparatus from the various

fronts of the warfare against bacterial contamination.

The subsequent discussions and questions—invariably

on a thoughtful and stimulating level—were no less well

informed or, on occasions, authoritative ! As one speaker

pointed out, the keynote was " variety." One question,

however, tacit or implied, was never far from the sur-

face. The question, which was variously formulated,

"whose job is it to sterilise? " and "who is the best

man for the job? " It was, in fact, mooted more than
once, but remained largely unanswered. Professor

Berry, who took the chair at the final session, staked

an impassioned claim for the pharmacist :
" If the

modern, trained pharmacist has not got the technique

and the knowledge for the control of sterilisation pro-

cesses, I have wasted the last twenty-five years of my
life teaching pharmaceutics to students." Alas, Professor

Berry's conviction of the pharmacist's pre-eminent pre-

rogative in this field is not a matter of general agree-

ment. Dissident views were voiced at the same sym-
posium. Nevertheless, the case of the pharmacist is a

good and cogent one, and should be vigorously conten-

ded. If it is lost, his status will be impugned and
jeopardised. This is an issue which, through apathy,

should not be allowed to go by default.

The Budget and Exports
Whether the Budget proposals introduced by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer on April 17 (see p. 394) were
welcome or not must depend largely on individual

circumstances. But to those upon whom the burden of

increasing Britain's exports rests, and after all it is upon
their efforts that the country's standard of living ulti-

mately depends, the proposals must have been extremely

disappointing.

Bearing in mind the Economic Survey (C. & D .,

April 15, p. 377), which stated " Endeavours by Govern-
ment and industry to foster the growth of the economy
will succeed only if they are designed to improve the

country's competitive power" and also the Chancellor's

opening remarks in his Budget speech, which gave as

one of his objectives " to encourage investment and

leave room for increased exports . .

. '", exporters may
well be excused for asking how his proposals are going

to help them in the year ahead. If in the past they have
been able to match competition from those countries

which do not bear the same measure of crippling tax-

ation that the United Kingdom businesses must shoulder,

they must expect their overheads to increase (and, of

course, their competitive power to diminish) as a result

of this Budget, for industry is called upon to bear a

much heavier burden. The twopence per gallon tax on
fuel oils, the increased profits tax, the increased licence

duties on motor vehicles, will all add to the cost of

exports which in turn will add to the difficulties of being

competitive in overseas markets. Perhaps the only pro-

posal made by the Chancellor of direct help to the

exporter is the abolition of the stamp duty on Bills of

Exchange, which at present is one shilling per £100 or

part of £100 and represents an addition to the cost

of Bill financing of just under \ per cent, per year in

the case of the standard three-months' Bill. The change
to a fixed duty of twopence should make acceptance

credit more competitive with bank overdrafts and help

to reduce the cost of financing export trade.

On the home front we are perturbed at the proposal
that the Treasury be given power to increase, or de-

crease, the amount of purchase tax or excise duty up to

a maximum of 10 per cent, of that otherwise due.

We are of the opinion that such a free hand ought not
to be delegated, since the Treasury would be able to

alter, without warning, the price of nearly everything

in the pharmacy and, when it so desires, change it back
again a few months later with the usual scant regard

to the retailer's (and wholesaler's) problems that are con-

comitant with purchase tax amendments.

Oral Poliomyelitis Vaccine

An attenuated poliomyelitis virus was first given to

man for the purposes of immunisation in 1950. Since

then oral poliomyelitis vaccine has come to be widely

used; by 1960, for example, it was estimated that

throughout the world about 70 million doses of vaccine

had been administered. In Britain the use of oral vac-

cine has been limited to clinical trials, but recently

attention has been directed to the oral method by
the report that the Ministry of Health may sanction the

adoption of its use in epidemic conditions (see p. 393).

Oral poliomyelitis vaccine consists of attenuated living

poliomyelitis virus. Three distinct strains of attenuated

poliomyelitis virus have been employed in the prepara-

tion of vaccine. The Koprowski strains which were used
in the Belgian Congo and in Poland ; the Cox strains in

large-scale field trials in Florida and West Berlin : and
the Sabin strains. Laboratory tests in the monkey suggest

that the latter strains are the most suitable for wide-

spread vaccination. Sabin strains were chosen by the

Public Health Authorities for the production of vaccine

in the United States and it is vaccine prepared from
those strains which is available in Britain. Three types

(1, 2 and 3) of attenuated virus are included in the

vaccine.

In discussing the indications for oral vaccination it

has to be borne in mind that the killed Salk vaccine in

current use has proved to be very effective. Protection

after adequate Salk vaccination probably exceeds 90
per cent, and may be more than 95 per cent, following

four doses. However, despite its general efficacy, Salk
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vaccine has imperfections. Failures after vaccination are

not unknown, more particularly with the type 3 com-
ponent. Moreover, adequate vaccination requires three

inoculations and more may be needed to produce
long-lasting immunity. This naturally reduces the propor-

tion of the community who become effectively protec-

ted. A further disadvantage is the presence of small

amounts of extraneous protein and antibiotics which
may occasionally give rise to reactions. Vaccination of

infants under six months—desirable when poliomyelitis

vaccine is given in conjunction with other immunising
agents—is unsatisfactory with the Salk vaccine in general

use today. However, despite those disadvantages, there

is no doubt that Salk vaccination is a safe and effective

method of preventing poliomyelitis. Clearly the oral

method requires to possess substantial advantages if its

introduction is to be seriously considered.

With regard to the general protective effects of the

oral vaccine, evidence of efficacy has come from two
sources ; a number of detailed studies of the capacity

of the vaccine to produce antibody, and large-scale

investigations in which the incidence of poliomyelitis in

vaccinated and control groups has been compared. All

reports indicate that oral vaccination gives adequate

protection. Especially noteworthy are the studies in

Russia where in 1959 some 1,700,000 children were
vaccinated. In regions where the vaccine was widely

used the usual seasonal rise in the incidence of polio-

myelitis failed to take place, while poliomyelitis occurred

with its anticipated frequency in control regions where
the vaccine was not used.

Oral vaccination is unique in that the virus multiplies

in the gut of susceptible persons and spreads among the

community to those not previously vaccinated. Spread

of the virus is most likely in the summer, in conditions

of poor hygiene and in young children ; in communities

with good social conditions, in adults and during winter

spread is less common. Spread of the vaccine virus to

unvaccinated persons represents a radical departure from
accepted immunological practice. Among the issues con-

cerned is the possibility that the virus might revert

from its attenuated form to a more virulent type. How-
ever, the likelihood of reversion seems to have been

over-emphasised in the past ; in practice such reversion

does not seem to have been a factor of importance in

the large number of vaccinations so far carried out.

After vaccination with Sabin strains there is general

agreement that reactions have been insignificant and
there is no evidence that poliomyelitis has ever been

induced.

An important consequence of the oral vaccination of

susceptible persons is the development of local resistance

in the gut. Local resistance induced by vaccination pro-

tects against the establishment in the gut of pathogenic

virus acquired by natural infection and in this way
prevents the excretion and spread of the pathogenic

poliomyelitis virus. The general protection to the indi-

vidual produced by oral vaccination, coupled with its

capacity to prevent the carrier state, are factors which

would make oral vaccination of special value in epi-

demics. Moreover, the dual protective effect of oral

vaccine suggests the possibility that widespread vac-

cination of successive generations of children might

banish poliomyelitis from certain communities. This

would not be possible with Salk vaccine, which does

not influence resistance of the gut to poliomyelitis virus.

The temporary establishment of the vaccine virus in

the gut, which is necessary for effective vaccination,

may be partially or completely prevented by the pres-

ence of other enteroviruses. In areas where such entero-

viruses are highly prevalent, e.g. some tropical com-
munities, this interference may limit the scope for an

oral vaccine. The extent to which interference will affect

the use of oral vaccine has not yet been fully explored

;

the problem may possibly be overcome either by vac-

cination at a time of year when enterovirus infection

is uncommon or by increasing the dose of the vaccine

sufficiently to overcome the interference. The phenom-
enon of interference has been exploited in one epidemic

where the feeding of a single type of oral vaccine virus

prevented the establishment of a natural poliomyelitis

virus of a different type, and justifies the hope that

epidemics of poliomyelitis may be rapidly halted by
widespread oral vaccination.

Interference is not confined to the effect of vaccine

virus on pathogenic virus, but occurs also between the

three types of attenuated virus components which con-

stitute the vaccine. To prevent this interaction and
provide adequate protection, the three types may be

given separately at intervals of several weeks. The order

so far recommended for routine use being type 1 fol-

lowed by type 3 and finally type 2. Other combinations

are continually under trial and it is likely that the most

suitable regime for one situation may not be the best

one for another. Similarly, the best dose of vaccine in

terms of virus content seems likely to vary in different

conditions.

The vaccination procedure with oral vaccine is very

simple. A common practice is to mix the dose of virus

with a pleasant tasting syrup. A variety of media have

been successfully used as vehicles for vaccination ; in

Russia, for example, the dose of vaccine has been given

in the form of candy. The simplicity with which the

vaccine can be administered is in contrast to the in-

oculations required by the Salk regime—an aspect of

considerable importance to countries where skilled medi-

cal personnel are scarce. A possible limiting factor to

the use of the vaccine in tropical countries, however,

may be the transport and storage of the oral vaccine,

which requires to be kept in refrigerated conditions. In

Britain vaccination without injections is likely to increase

the acceptance rate, a circumstance which of itself would

improve the efficacy of any poliomyelitis vaccination

campaign. Oral poliomyelitis vaccine is the simpler and

cheaper to produce and the cost of mass vaccination

schemes with the simple vaccination methods employed

with oral vaccine are likely to be relatively low.

Finally, the results so far available suggest that the

difficulties encountered in vaccinating infants under six

months against poliomyelitis—a useful procedure when
a multiple antigen is employed—can be overcome by

using oral vaccine.

Taking all these considerations into account, it seems

that we have on the one hand Salk vaccine, a well-tried

and effective method of poliomyelitis vaccination, and

on the other a new vaccine with which we in Britain

have less experience, but which clearly carries exciting

possibilities for the control and perhaps eradication

of poliomyelitis. When new vaccines appear it is wise

to make certain of their safety and efficacy before

advocating their widespread use ; nevertheless, much
experience of oral poliomyelitis vaccination has been

gained elsewhere and the decision of our own Ministry'

to use oral vaccine if required will be commended.
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PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
THE IMPACT OF THE NEW HEALTH CHARGES

Council's letter to Ministry of Health

THE secretary and registrar of the Pharmaceutical

Society of Great Britain was instructed by the Coun-
cil to draw the attention of the Minister of Health

to the results of the procedure which he suggested should

be adopted by pharmacists when doctors prescribed items

costing less than 2s. on the National Health Service. That

instruction was given at the meeting of the Council held

at Mallinson House, Queen Square, London, on April 11

and 12. The Public Services Committee had reported the

receipt of a reply from the Ministry of Health to a

Society's letter of February 8. The reply referred to the

explanation given by the Minister in the House of Com-
mons about the reasons for meeting part of the rising cost

of the National Health Service in that and other ways.

It also stated that, as in 1956, the Minister was concerned

that the increased prescription charge should not give rise

to difficulties for either chemist or patient, and that he

understood that with the co-operation of chemists and of

the public the difficulties which were feared in 1956 were
comparatively few. It was agreed at that time that it was
not part of a chemist's duty to advise on medicines pre-

scribed by the doctor and that a patient who raised such

questions should be referred to his doctor. That remained

the position. The notice supplied for exhibition in chemists'

premises announcing the increase in the charge made it

clear that the money received went towards the cost of the

Health Service. The letter also dealt with the arrangements

made for avoiding hardships. The Committee recommended
and the Council agreed that the following reply by the sec-

retary and registrar be sent to the Ministry.

Text of Letter

I am asked by the Council of the Society to thank you for

your letter of March 13 and to say that they appreciate the

consideration that the Minister has given to the points raised.

The Council, however, regret that the experience which has been
gained of the operation of the new charge has not led them
to modify their views. The Council particularly wish me to

draw your attention to the effects of the procedure which the

Minister expects should be followed when the price of an item

is less than 2s.

The first point concerns the Minister's reference to the " retail

price " given in reply to a question in the House on March 6.

This would normally be understood by the public as the price

which would be charged for the article if sold in an ordinary

retail transaction, that is without a prescription. While the

Minister's replies to questions at subsequent sittings in the House
made it clear that he did not mean this but intended that the

price should be what would be charged if the article were dis-

pensed privately, this explanation has gained little currency

among the public and the medical profession.

Secondly although the procedure relates only to articles which
are in the Minister's opinion not dispensed medicines, this dis-

tinction has not been made clear by the Minister in public

statements, nor if it had been made clear would it be a dis-

tinction which the public would appreciate. If an article is

included in a prescription it is all the same to the public whether
it is a " dispensed " article or not, in the sense in which the

Minister used the term, and consequently they expect that any
prescribed article is subject to the procedure.

It is relevant here to recall that in 1955 when the Ministry

proposed to issue guidance as to the limits of their authority

under the National Health Service to persons other than phar-

macists who contract to supply pharmaceutical services, the

Society expressed its disagreement with this distinction. It took
the view that the definition of dispensing in the Pharmacy and
Poisons Act, 1933, should be applied. This in effect means that

dispensing is supply on prescription irrespective of the terms
in which the prescription is written or of the article prescribed.

As a result of the misunderstandings to which the Minister's

statement has given rise, difficulties have occurred in the rela-

tions between pharmacists on the one hand and doctors and

the public on the other. Presumably the Minister intended

that the initiative in offering an article at a price lower than

2s. should come from the pharmacist and not from either the

patient or the doctor. However, that is not how things have
worked out in practice, and seriously embarrassing situations

have arisen on this account. Doctors have told patients that

certain articles can be bought for less than 2s., when this

has not been the case. As the Minister has himself said there

are very few articles which when supplied as dispensed articles

would cost less than 2s., which incidentally shows what little

practical value there is in the procedure. Doctors cannot be
expected to know what the price of a dispensed article would
be when supplied privately, and it is not surprising therefore,

that mistakes have been made. A further difficulty has been
caused by the fact that statements made by patients about
what the doctor has told them are not necessarily correct. It

is impossible to clear up these matters satisfactorily in every

case and there is liable to be some element of belief left in

the mind of the patient either that the doctor is ill-informed

or that the pharmacist is charging too much, a situation which
can only impair the confidence which ought to exist between
the three parties.

Again difficulty arises when a patient who has several items

on a form asks which is the least important. To answer this

question would be to act contrary to the professional relation-

ship between pharmacist and doctor. It is easy to say as the

Minister has, that when such a question is asked the patient

should be referred back to the doctor but this cannot always
be done without prejudice to the patient, and in any case is

bound to cause delay and may well be regarded with resentment

by the patient and the doctor.

There is no doubt that any procedure which implies that

the cost of a prescribed article can be a factor determining
whether the article should be supplied on prescription creates

serious confusion, places the doctor and pharmacist in an
invidious position, may involve a breach of professional rela-

tionship between the pharmacist and the doctor and undermines
the public confidence in both professions.

If the 2s. charge is to remain the Minister should make it

clear that the charge is in no way related to the cost of the

prescription. He should emphasise the fact that it is a payment
which does not affect the normal relations between patient, doc-

tor and pharmacist involved in the prescribing and dispensing

of medicines and medical and surgical appliances.

Although the Minister says that these relations are not affected

by the procedure he expects to be followed it is inevitable

that they should be and the only way to put the matter right

is for him to withdraw the procedure and to state that it would
be improper for the issue of cost to be raised by patient, doctor
or pharmacist. The Council will be glad to learn that the

Minister has seen his way to act accordingly.

Auditors

The secretary and registrar reported that thirteen members
had accepted nominations as candidates for election to the

Council (see C. & D., April 15, p. 367), and that Mr. Andrew
Medcalfe had been nominated but had not accepted

nomination. He also reported that the following members
had accepted nomination for election as auditors:—Messrs.

H. Treves Brown, London; A. Forsyth, Edinburgh, J. C.

Hanbury, Ware, Herts, Sir Harry Jephcott, Greenford,
Middlesex, and L. G. Matthews, London.
The Council adopted a recommendation for alterations

to the by-laws to provide (a) for the registration as phar-

maceutical chemists without examination of graduates in

pharmacy of universities in the United Kingdom in accord-

ance with the power conferred upon the Council by Sec-

tion 4 of the Pharmacy Act, 1954; (b) for the fee payable on
registration as a pharmaceutical chemist to be £5 5s.

A number of inquiries having been received from phar-

macists in South Africa about the future of the agreement

for the reciprocal recognition of qualifications on South
Africa leaving the Commonwealth, the Council agreed that
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an announcement be made that the agreement would not

be affected by that withdrawal.

The Council adopted a recommendation that William
Murphy Griffiths be designated as a Fellow of the Society

under By-law Section III (2) (b).

It was reported that particulars had been received of

more than one hundred displays on pharmacy as a career

which would be arranged to take place during Common-
wealth Technical Training Week.
The Education Committee reported the receipt of minutes

of meetings of examiners and teachers in pharmaceutics,

in physiology and pharmacology, in pharmaceutical chem-
istry, and in pharmacognosy. The meetings had been called

to discuss matters of common interest particularly in con-

nection with the three-year course for the Pharmaceutical

Chemist Qualifying examination.

A letter was received from Dr. M. F. Lockett tendering

her resignation from the Board of Examiners for England
and Wales. Council agreed that a reply be sent expressing

appreciation of her past services.

The Benevolent Fund Committee reported that legacies

of £200 each had been received from Mrs. Olive Lottie

Sangster and Mrs. C. P. Harley. Mrs. Harley was the widow
of the late Mr. David Harley. chairman of the North British

Executive from 1933 to 1935. The President referred to

the contribution from Mrs. H. L. Buckingham, who had
given the money in memory of the late Mr. H. L. Bucking-

ham and of their son. He had sent a telegram of good wishes

to Mrs. Buckingham on her 90th birthday.

Grants were made to six widows and two members; from
the War Aid Fund a grant was made to one widow. One
grant was made from the Orphan Fund.

A gift from Mrs. Yeoman, widow of Mr. Cyril Yeoman,
of a silver medal awarded to her husband in July 1903

by the Metropolitan College of Pharmacy was reported.

Mrs. Yeoman's original suggestion was that it might be
sold for the benefit of the Benevolent Fund but she had
accepted the suggestion that the medal should be kept in

the Society's collection as an interesting and valuable addi-

tion. It was agreed to send Mrs. Yeoman a letter of thanks.

The Council agreed to an amendment to paragraph 2 of

Section XVI of the by-laws to enable changes to be made
in the Model Rules for Branches without an alteration in

the by-laws.

It was reported that a letter had been received from
the Guildford and District Branch explaining that in May
1959 an appeal had been made to local pharmacists for

the cost of a window in the new cathedral at Guildford
and inquiring whether the window might incorporate the

arms of the Society in colour. The Council had agreed

that while the Society had no power to give permission,

it would not object to the reproduction of the Society's

arms in this way.

The subcommittee appointed to examine claims arising

from flood damage in the latter part of 1960 submitted its

report. Seven grants totalling £3,632 were approved. It was
reported that as a result of the recent appeal 2,322 sub-

scriptions had been received for a total of £4.459.

The Finance Committee recommended the appointment
of two representatives to attend a meeting called by the

Law Society to consult with other professional bodies with

a view to making further representations to the Board of

Inland Revenue to obtain some relaxation of the rules

governing expenses allowable under Schedule " E."

BRANCH AND ASSOCIATION EVENTS
READING
Standards
Tribute to the standards guarded by
chemists, whom he described as " an
ever-present help in trouble," was
paid by Sir John Wolfenden (vice-

chancellor of Reading University), at

the annual banquet and ball of

the Reading Branch of the Pharmaceu-
tical Society, recently. Proposing the

toast of the branch, Sir John spoke
of the discipline and obligations im-
plicit in the profession. The public,

who benefited from the professional

training of chemists, he said, apprecia-

ted the high standards they jealously

observed. " We know we can rely on
those standards and that we need never
have any misgivings or second thoughts
about your profession. We owe much
to you." Sir John referred to the Phar-
maceutical Society's 110 years of life,

and pointed out that the Reading
Branch itself had been in existence for

about thirty-five years, which was com-
parable, he said, to the age of Reading
University. Replying to the toast, Mr.
K. Reed (the branch chairman) said

that the branch had held many profes-

sional and social meetings during the

year and they had been well attended.
" The Guests " were toasted by Mr. H.
Williams (secretary).

ENFIELD

Aerosols

The use of aerosols was increasing

rapidly in the field of pharmaceuticals,
insecticides, deodorants, cosmetics and
foods, said Mr. J. Pickthall (Polak &
Schwarz, Ltd.), when he addressed the

Enfield Chemists' Association on March
20. Mr. Pickthall considered that the

applications of aerosols were limitless,

particularly in the field of medicine,
where their convenience and sterility

were assets. In food aerosols, which
were widely used in America, the pro-
pellant was an inert gas (usually nitro-

gen) that did not mix with the contents.

In toilet aerosols the propellant was a
low-boiling-point liquid which was
mixed in with the preparation. The
propellants were mixtures of halogena-
ted hydrocarbons, such as trichloro-

and dichloro-fluoromethane. On release

of the valve, the contents were forced
out and the propellant vaporised in-

stantaneously, leaving the active ingre-

dients in the form of a fine mist, the
size of the mist particles being deter-

mined by the mixture of propellants
used and the pressure in the can. The
greatest use of aerosols was as deodoris-
ing air fresheners. Mr. Pickthall ex-

plained that odours were very fine par-
ticles in the air, and the aerosol par-
ticles combined with them by both
chemical and physical means. A wide
range of materials were used for aero-
sol containers, including stainless steel,

aluminium, plastics and glass. Great
care had to be used in coating metal
containers, which were vulnerable to

chemicals under pressure. The speaker
also mentioned the use made of aero-
sols in fire-fighting appliances. With
liquid propellants. pressure always re-

mained in the can, and empty con-
tainers should not be put on a fire.

WEST HERTS
Local Talent in Evidence
Features of the annual dinner of the
West Herts Branch of the Pharmaceu-
tical Society, held at St. Albans on
March 28, were a " This is Your Life

"

sketch in which a Mr. M. P. Hess,

personified with grey-wigged dignity
by Mr. J. E. Anderson, recounted high-
lights in the career of an imaginary
pharmacist of, one supposes, Victorian
date of registration; and a Dutch
auction from which the auctioneer, Mr.
Keith Jenkins, painlessly raised much
more for the Society's Benevolent Fund
than current shop values of a bottle of
whisky and a box of liqueur chocolates.
Guests of honour of the Branch were
Dr. G. E. M. Benson (chairman, St.

Albans division. British Medical Asso-
ciation) who proposed the toast " The
Pharmaceutical Society " and Dr.
Harold Davis (chief pharmacist, Mini-
stry of Health) who replied. Dr. Davis
said his invitation had been received
before the introduction of the 2s. pre-
scription levy, which had raised ques-
tions of doctor/pharmacist relationship
that were engaging much time in con-
sideration by the Society's Council.
The matter was one that the Ministry
considered should be settled between
the two professions and which it

would aim to keep right out of. " The
Guests " was proposed by the branch
chairman (Mr. J. R. Goldthorpe) who
presided at the dinner, and for whom
the toast had additional meaning be-
cause they included his three charming
grand-daughters. Mr. P. G. Flood
responded.

HULL
" Pharmaceutical Birthrights "

" Pharmacists should realise what the
public generally expects from a chem-
ist shop and endeavour to impress
them as advisers of medicine and on
all matters dealing with health." That
was the opinion of Mr. A. Aldington
when he spoke at a joint meeting of
Hull Branches of the National Phar-
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maceutical Union and the Pharmaceu-
tical Society in Hull recently. He
said the status of the pharmacist should
be reflected in his pharmacy. His dis-

plays, both in the windows and inside

the shop, should be characteristic and
distinctive at all times and a major
portion of the display space should be
devoted to medicinal products. Mr.
Aldington referred to the inception of

the National Health Service in 1948,

when, he said, many considered the

era of true pharmacy had arrived.

Others, however, realising that income
was from a single source, decided to

keep counter trade going and not rely

solely on N.H.S. receipts. He described

toiletries, dressings, tooth preparations,

photographic goods, baby foods and
products, hot-water bottles, brushes and
accessories as " birthrights of phar-

macy " but thought that, in general,

those fields were being allowed,

through neglect, to " drift." Mr. Ald-
ington made reference to an address by
Mr. H. S. Grainger (vice-president of

the Pharmaceutical Society), in which
he was reported as having said that

"... the general public regarded the

chemist as ' just another shop ' and that

the chemist's mental attitude often be-

came that of just another shopkeeper."
That showed, said Mr. Aldington, that

Mr. Grainger had no knowledge of the

attitude of the general public to the

retail pharmacist, and also that he was
unaware of the great value placed upon
the services offered in the chemist shop
and gratefully acknowledged by the

general public. Retail pharmacy was
certainly not moribund, but was in a
process of development to the pattern

of providing the comprehensive ser-

vice expected of it by the public. The
Society's Council had said that medi-
cines should be available only through
qualified channels of distribution, and
were working to that end. The speaker

thought that the future was with single

pharmacy units, each large enough to

carry two pharmacists.

LEEDS
Education and Ethics

Mr. J. Farrer Barnes (a member of

the Pharmaceutical Society's Council)
addressed members of the Leeds
Branch recently on " Pharmaceutical
Education and Ethics." From the be-

ginning of the century to the present

day, he said, pharmaceutical develop-
ment could be viewed in three stages.

In the period 1900-1919 a four-year
apprenticeship was usual. No prelimin-

ary examination was necessary and for

a time there was no written examina-
tion. He considered that the pharma-
cists produced by that system were
pioneers and good craftsmen with a
sound knowledge of drugs. Between
1919 and 1939 it became necessary to

pass a preliminary scientific examina-
tion before being registered as a phar-
macy student. Either matriculation or
the senior College of Preceptors exami-
nation was accepted for that purpose.
There was a two-year or three-year ap-
prenticeship, and the first and second
Parts of the Chemist and Druggist
Qualifying examination could be studied
full-time over a period of nine months.
In 1929 that was changed to one year
for each Part. Pharmacists were taught
the art of manipulating and compound-

ing. They were taught how to meet
people; they became good public-rela-
tions officers. But there was a snag

—

they were cheap labour.
Mr. Farrer Barnes went on to con-

sider the third phase of pharmaceutical
education, that period from 1939-61,
when war intervened and pharmaceu-
tical education was affected. Nowadays,
he said, the G.C.E. with three subjects
at A level was required as an entrance
qualification, followed by three years'
academic training and a one-year post-
graduate apprenticeship and thus, in
sixty years, pharmacists had changed
from technicians to technologists.
Training could be undertaken in a shop,
hospital, or with a manufacturing
chemist. There was a certain amount of
reluctance on the part of retail proprie-
tors to take on post-graduate students.
What was to be the purpose of that
academic training? The hospital phar-
macist was " truly professional " and
ran none of the financial risks facing
the proprietor pharmacist. He should
be a man outstanding in work and
personality and able to meet specialists

and doctors for the purpose of discuss-
ing old and new drugs and their pre-
parations. For the future, the speaker
thought that there would be a reduc-
tion in the number of pharmacies.
Turning his attention to pharmaceu-

tical ethics, the speaker said the matter
was an individual responsibility of the
pharmacist to his profession and the
public. Branch groups should be
formed to study the subject. Blatant
advertising gave the impression that the
pharmacist was more interested in com-
mercialism than in his professional
status.

WEST MIDDLESEX
Dr. Capper on the B.N.F.
Subject of an address by Dr. K. R.
Capper (director of the Pharmaceuti-
cal Society's Department of Pharma-
ceutical Sciences) to the West Middle-
sex Branch of the Pharmaceutical So-
ciety on March 21 was "The 1960
British National Formulary and how
this differs from other Editions." Dr.
Capper said that the Formulary had
to be of practical use, not only to

pharmacists but to the medical profes-

sion, and it was sometimes difficult to

produce a volume that fulfilled those
requirements and at the same time gave
all the information each profession
would like. On occasions a compromise
had to be made. The Joint Formulary
Committee, he said, was aware of that,

but because the Committee consisted
predominantly of doctors, it was some-
times difficult to avoid a medical bias.

The main object of the Committee
was to produce a book of reliable and
proven formulae and general informa-
tion useful alike to doctors and to

pharmacists in general practice, and to

those in hospital. Hospital pharmacists
often wished to make their own pre-
parations, possibly in larger batches
and with the help of mechanical aids,

and that aspect of formulation had to

be borne in mind. Dr. Capper stated

that the B.N.F. was rapidly supplant-
ing individual hospital pharmacopoeias,
and medical students were finding it an
asset. That use, however, often gave the

Committee food for thought, as the
teachers wanted to justify every inclu-

sion on therapeutic grounds in order
to meet any criticisms students might
raise. On the other hand the medical
practitioner wanted formulas included
which experience had proved satisfac-
tory. Problems arose when old and
trusted formulas were deleted for rea-
sons of deterioration on storage, thera-
peutic value or loss of popularity. The
pharmacist was inclined to require a
formula for every item a doctor might
prescribe, and a compromise had to be
made in that respect. The pharmacist,
however, did insist that if possible a
formula should be capable of being pre-
pared extemporaneously, have a rea-
sonable shelf life, and dose, and that
storage and quantity directions be given
to assist him when the doctor omitted
those matters.

The speaker believed it to be unde-
sirable to specify the type of container.
That could and should be left to the
knowledge and discretion of the phar-
macist. The alternative edition to the
Formulary, arranged accoiding to
therapeutic use, had proved useful in
1957, but had not appeared as a com-
panion to the 1960 edition. The inclu-
sion of prescribers' notes, lists of equiv-
alents, approved names, simplified
D.D.A. and Schedule 4 references was,
the speaker thought, good and useful.
The desire to include proprietary
equivalents often gave rise to difficul-

ties, particularly if there existed two
similar products which differed only in

colour. To assist the pharmacist, and
to avoid overstocking through duplica-
tion, the Committee endeavoured to
avoid including too many formulas for
the same group of drugs or with little

therapeutic difference. Generally, if a
formula appeared in the Pharmacopoeia
or B.P.C., it was, if possible, accepted
for inclusion in the B.N.F. Compounds
for colouring B.N.F. preparations had
given rise to difficulties, particularly in
respect of drug testing, and the dyes
had been reclassified by the Ministry
of Food into three categories which
varied from safe to dangerous The
Committee had appreciated the difficulty

the pharmacist would experience, but
the solution was made no easier when
all blue dyes previously used in the
B.N.F. were described by the Ministry
of Food as unfit for human consump-
tion. Each edition of the B.N.F. was
bound in a cover of different colour
so as to avoid possible confusijn.

BLACKPOOL
Diabetic Evening
The films " Living with Diabetes,"
"The Wellcome Story" and "Urine
Testing for Diabetics " were shown at

a joint meeting of the Blackpool
Branch of the Pharmaceutical Society
and the Blackpool branch of the Bri-

tish Diabetic Association on February
23. The films were introduced by
Messrs. J. F. Buchanan and W. A.
Carlisle, who answered questions on
them and on the display of pharma-
ceutical and dietary products also on
show, which was arranged in co-opera-
tion with Burroughs Wellcome & Co.,

John Knox (Stoke-on-Trent), Ltd.,

Boots Pure Drug Co., Ltd., and Miles
Laboratories, Ltd. The attendance at

the meeting was over ninety, and was
presided over by Mr. J. R. Parkinson.
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Your
farming

customers

know from
experience

that it pays

to use

'FRANTIN'
BRAND

DISPERSIBLE POWDER

Last season's record demand for 'Frantin' is certain to be exceeded

this year. Healthy lambs mean heavier lambs and early-to-market

lambs fetch the best prices. Impressive weight gains proving that

'Frantin' more than pays for itself were reported last season. Only

'Frantin' has shown conclusively in the field that it successfully

treats infection with Nematodirus and the other serious parasites of

the unweaned lamb. Preventive dosing of unweaned lambs, pro-

vided they are four weeks old, should start not later than the

beginning of May. Dosing should be repeated at three-weekly

intervals until the danger period for nematodiriasis is over. There-

after monthly dosing will ensure healthy development through

freedom from other worm parasites.

Place your order now
Discovered at the Wellcome Research Laboratories

BURROUGHS WELLCOME & CO. (The Wellcome Foundation Ltd.)

The Wellcome Building, Euston Road, London N.W.I. Tel. EUSton 4477

and 18 Merrion Square, Dublin. Tel. 65751/2.

409
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E PRINCIPAL VITAMINS
ALATABLE ORANGE BASE

VITAMIN A 20,000 I.U.

VITAMIN D 3,000 I.U.

VITAMIN B, 4 rag.

VITAMIN C 80 rag.

Purified Glucose B.P.

25% W/V

Basic price to N.H.S.
6 fl. oz. 2\6 40 fl. oz. 16I-

Retail price 6 fl. oz. 3I9, i£;

I
40 fl. ozs. 24I- ^

)

VITAVEL SYRUP is just about the most effective vitamin

supplement you can offer your customers. VITAVEL

syrup has vitamins A, B,, C and D with a delicious

orange-plus-glucose base, vitavel syrup is invaluable

for convalescents and those suffering from general

debility. And everyone likes its delicious flavour. Custo-

mers come back for vitavel syrup — again and again.

VITAVEL SYRUP does good-tastes good

VITAMINS LIMITED (DEPT. A. A. 6.) UPPER MALL LONDON W.6
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TRADE REPORT
The prices given are those obtained by importers or manufacturers for bulk quantities or original packages. Various
charges have to be added whereby values are in many instances augmented before wholesale dealers receive the goods into

tock. Crude drugs and essential oils vary greatly in quality and higher prices are charged for selected qualities.

Amylobarbitone. — B.P.C. is 82s. 6d.
per kilo for less than 25-kilo lots and
sodium, b.p.c, 92s. 6d. per kilo.

Atropine.—Rates for 16-oz. (500 gm.):

London, April 19: Quiet but steady trading conditions prevailed in the

Crude Drugs market during the week. Most commodities remained firm

and in tight supply.

Offers of new crop Cascara, that is

1961 peel, were received during the
week, the price being 230s. per cwt.,

c.i.f. Russian triple-sifted Lycopodium
is unobtainable on the spot but there

is some Indian of medium quality
offered at lis. 6d. per lb. Chinese
~ "enthol was again easier both spot
bid forward by one shilling per lb.

but in the case of Brazilian only the
hipment value was fractionally easier,

hipments of Tinnevelly Senna from
he port of Tuticorin during March
Ivere

:

per oz. per kilo

s. d. s. d.

Alkaloid 39 1375
Methonitrate 39 1375
Methylbromide 38 6 1357
SULPHATE 34 1198 6

Barbitone. — Less than 25-kilo lots,

53s. 6d. per kilo. Sodium derivative,

56s. 9d. per kilo.

Bismuth salts. — Prices (per lb.) in

packages over 2-lb. :
—

U.K. U.S. BUROPE

Senna tons tons tons

leaves" 75 14
PODS 3 18

Anise continued its firmer tone
imong Essential Oils, the spot price

Boeing marked up by ninepence per lb.

BjBoiS de rose was easier by threepence
t>n the spot following lower offers for
shipment. Lower also were Brazilian
Peppermint in both positions and For-
nosan Citronella for shipment. On
he other hand, Lemongrass was three-
pence per lb. dearer.
There were no changes notified by

manufacturers of Pharmaceutical
hemicals during the week. An an-

nouncement was made during the week
Py a manufacturer of Acetic acid that
t was to use part of the production to
(nake Monochloracetic acid and
dium monochloracetate. Both

chemicals, which are at present avail-
ible only from overseas, are used in
lormone weedkillers, detergents, phar-
uaceuticals, etc.

The duty on Hydrocarbon oil pro-
posed in the Budget (p. 396) has put
he coal tar industry and Government
officials in a quandary as to what is and
ivhat is not to be charged with the tax.
t may be some days before the scope
)f the duty is fully defined. Large
luantities of tar are produced as by-
products in the coke ovens of the gas
ind steel industries, and these are then
distilled into other chemical products.
These products include creosote, which
:an be blended with pitch to form a
r

uel oil, and this would presumably be
ubject to the new duty.
Other important tar products are

naphthalene and anthracene, which are
not used as fuel oils but are important
raw materials for the chemical industry,
[f these were made subject to the duty,
his would add substantially to the
:hemical industry's costs, and would
Derhaps encourage the use of raw ma-
erials based on petroleum instead of
:oal.

Pharmaceutical Chemicals
Amidopyrin. — Minimum rate, 20s. Id.

per lb. with usual differentials for smalls.

Amphetamine. — One to 10-kilo lots

:

Base, from 140s. to 160s.; sulphate, 110s.
to 130s. and ^-amphetamine sulphate
405s. to 420s.

1 cwt.
28 lb. to

1 cwt. 5 cwt.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

Carbonate 20 6 20 19 6
Salicylate 20 3 19 9 19 3

SUBGALLATE 19 9 19 3 18 9

Subnitratf. 18 6 18 17 6

The ammonium citrate is 55s. per lb.

and sodium tartrate, 35s. in cartons for
28-lb. lots.

Butobarbitone. — B.P.C, 87s. 6d. per
kilo in less than 25-kilo lots.

Cocaine. — 16-oz. lots, hydrochloride,
91s. 6d. per oz. ; alkaloid, 101s. per oz.

Subject to D.D.A. Regulations.

Cyclobarbitone. — Less than 25 kilos

:

b.p.c, 73s. per kilo. Calcium, 85s. per
kilo.

Glycerin. — Pharmaceutically pure (s.g.

1-2627):—
Annual 1 cwt. 5-cwt. 1 ton 5 tons
purchases Under and and and and
or spot 1 cwt. under under under under
lots of 5-cwt. 1 ton 5 tons 25 tons

Per cwt. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Drums
14-lb. 281 276 272 6 268 265 6

28-lb. 279 274 6 270 6 266 263 6

56-lb. 275 270 6 266 6 262 259 6

Tins
1-cwt. 254 6 250 6 246 244 6

2}-cwt. 251 6 248 243 6 242
5-cwt. 247 6 243 241 6
10-cwt. 246 6 242 6 241

For 25 tons and upwards the price is from
265s. 6d. to 240s. as to containers. Bulk
deliveries in tank wagons from 362s. to

237s. 66d. Technical grade glycerin s.g.

1-2627 is 5s. per cwt. less than above.

Hexamine.—B.P., Is. lHd. per lb. for
1-ton lots, delivered in 1-cwt. kegs. Tech-
nical is threepence per lb. less.

Hexobarbitone. — 25-kilo lots or over,
115s. per kilo.

Hydrocyanic acid.—Dilute b.p.c., from
3s. 2d. to 4s. per litre, as to quantity;
Scheeles from 3s. lOd. to 4s. 9d.

Hydroquinone. — One-cwt. lots, lis.;

1-ton, 9s. per lb.

Hyoscine hydrobromide.—Per oz., 102s.

Iodides. — (Per kilo). Potassium, 50-

kilo lots 19s. 3d.; sodium, 24s. 3d. for
25-kilo lots. Ammonium, 45s.

Iodine.—Resublimed in less than 50-kilo
lots, 25s. 4d. per kilo. Minimum delivered
rate for crude is 17s. 4d. per kilo.

Iodoform.—Powder (per kilo), 51s. 6d.
in 50-kilo lots; less than 50-kilos, 53s.
Crystals are 3s. per lb. more.

Iron salts.—gluconate, b.p.c, 6s. 3d.
per lb. in 1-cwt. lots; sulphate, b.p., crys-
tals, 9|d. per lb. in 28-lb. lots: 1-cwt.,
57s. 6d. per cwt., 5-cwt., 52s. 6d. per cwt.;
sulphate exsiccated. Is. 5d per lb. for
28-lb., 1-cwt., 123s.; 5-cwt., 113s. per cwt.,

1-cwt. fibre kegs free. Other packages
extra. phosphate, b.p.c, 28-lb., 3s. 6d.
per lb.; 1-cwt., 3s. 3d. phosphate, sac-
charated, b.p.c, 28-lb. lots are 3s. 9d. per
lb.; 1-cwt. 3s. 6d. oxide red precipita-
ted, b.p.c, 1949, 1-cwt., 2s. Id. per lb.;

carbonate, saccharated, b.p.c, 1949,
28-lb., 3s. 3d.; 1-cwt., 3s. ammonium
citrate, scales, 4s. 4d., granular, 3s. 6d.
per lb. (5-cwt. lots), ammonium sulphate,
1-cwt., Is. lOd. per lb. quinine citrate,
2s. Id. per oz. in 100-oz. tin.

Isoprenaline sulphate. — (Per gm.),
100-gm. lots, Is. 6d.; 500-gm., Is.; 1-kilo.

9d.

Lactose. — B.P., in 1-ton lots packed
in 1-cwt. paper-lined sacks, £129 10s. per
ton, delivered in the United Kingdom.
Lead acetate.—B.P. crystals, 225s. per

cwt.

Methadone.—Subject to D.D.A. 16s. 3d.
per 5 gm. pack.

Opiates.—Home trade prices (per oz.)

subject to D.D.A. Regulations:—
35 oz. and

over
Under
35 oz.

5. d. S.. d.

CODEINE
PHOSPHATE 41 42
HYDROCHLORIDE 47 3 48 3

SULPHATE 47 3 48 3

alkaloid 54 55
MORPHINE v

acetate 50 51
HYDROCHLORIDE 50 51
SULPHATE 50 51
TARTRATE 60 61
ALKALOID 61 3 62 3

Ethylmorphine
HYDROCHLORIDE 54 55
ALKALOID 63 3 64 3

DlAMORPHINE
ALKALOID 54 9 55 9
HYDROCHLORIDE 59 9 60

Pentobarbitone. — Under 25-kilo lots,

125s. per kilo; sodium, 130s.

Pethidine hydrochloride. — Subject to

D.D.A. Regulations, 229s. 2d. per 250 gm.

Phenacetin.—B,P. one-ton lots, 6s. 3d.

per lb.; 1-cwt., 6s. 6d.

Phenazone.—Imported, 9s. 6d. per lb.

Phenobarbitone. — Spot rate 50-kilo

lots, 47s. 6d. per kilo; 5-kilos, 50s. 6d.

500-gm., 54s. 6d. Sodium salt un-
changed at 55s. 6d. per kilo for 5-kilo lots.

Phenytoin sodium.—One-cwt. lots, 23s.

per lb. ; less than 56-lb., 25s.

Piperazine.—(50-kilo lots), Adipate, 22s.

per kilo; citrate, 20s. 6d.; hexahydrate.
17s.; phosphate, 23s.; tartrate, 22s. 6d.

Procaine hydrochloride.—100-kilo lots.

45s. per kilo.

Quinalbarbitone.—Under 25-kilos, 130s.

per kilo.

Sal prunella.—Balls, 3s. lOd. per lb. in

1-cwt. lots.

Salicylamide.—O'ne-cwt., 6s. 3d. per lb.;

5-cwt., 5s. lid.

Santonin.—5-kilo lots, 400s. per kilo

(lis. 4d. per oz.).

Silver salts.—Protein, 1-cwt. lots, 8

per cent., 36s. 3d. per lb.; vitellin,
68s. 6d.

Sulphacetamide.—One-cwt. lots, 24s. 6d.
per lb. Sodium derivative, 30s.

Sulphaguanidine. — One-cwt. lots, lis.

per lb.

Sulphanilamide. — One-cwt. lots, 6s.

per lb.

Sulphapyridine.—Five-kilo lots, 120s.

per kilo.

Sulphocarbolates.—Sodium phenosul-
phonate, b.p.c, 1949 (powder), 5s. 6d. per
lb. in 1-cwt. lots and Zinc, b.p.c, 1949 is

5s. 6d.
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Crude Drugs
Aconite. — Spot: Spanish napellus,

2s. 6d. per lb.

Balsams.—Per lb.: Canada: Spot, 22s.

for paper-filtered. Copaiba: Spot, 8s. 6d.
duty paid. Peru: Spot, 9s. in bond. Tolu
(genuine as imported) nominal; B.P.,
from 12s. 3d. to 17s. 9d. as to analysis.

Buchu. — Spot new crop, 4s. 4d. per
lb.; shipment, 4s., c.i.f.

Cascara. — Spot, 1960 peel, 275s. per
cwt., shipment, 1961 peel, 230s., c.i.f.

Cassia. — Fistula, 100s. per cwt.;
lignea (whole), spot 420s., duty paid.

Chamomile.—Belgian, 6s. 6d. to 7s. 6d.
per lb. as to quality; Hungarian type,
6s. 6d.

Cherry bark. — Thin natural, 2s. 9d.
per lb., as to holder.

Chillies.—Nigerian, 185s. per cwt.
Mombasa, 350s.

Cloves.—Zanzibar spot, 2s. lOd. per
lb.; shipment, 2s. 7|d., c.i.f.

Cochineal.—Black-brilliant, lis. 6d. per
lb., silver-grey 10s., spot; Peruvian silver-

grey to arrive 4s. 6d.

Cocillana. — Bark, 2s. per lb., spot;
Is. 8d., c.i.f.

Colocynth pulp.—Spot, 2s. to 2s. 6d.
per lb. as to quality.

Digitalis. — Purpurea for shipment,
old crop, lid.; new crop, 2s. 4d. per lb.,

c.i.f.

Elemi. — Spot, 2s. Id. per lb. Shipment,
Is. lid., c.i.f.

Frangula.—Spot, 105s. per cwt.

Gentian.—Spot: French, 150s. per cwt.

Ginger.—African, spot, 150s.; new crop
for shipment, 135s per cwt., c.i.f.

Jamaican No. 3, spot, 200s.; shipment,
190s., c.i.f. (new crop). Cochin, shipment,
new crop, 115s., c.i.f.; spot, 140s. (per
cwt.).

Gum acacia. — Kordofan cleaned sorts,
150s. per cwt., spot; new crop, April-May
shipment, 133s., c.i.f.

Henna. — Indian, spot, 87s. 6d. per
cwt.; new crop for shipment, 62s. 6d.,
c.i.f.

Honey. — Australian light amber,
102s. 6d. to 107s. 6d. per cwt. and medium
amber 96s. to 98s. Argentine, 110s.;
Jamaican, 115s. to 120s.; Canadian clover,
145s. to 150s., all ex warehouse.

Juniper berries.—Italian, 90s. per cwt.;
German, 130s.

Karaya. — No. 1 gum, spot 325s. per
cwt. nominal; No. 2, 220s.

Kola nuts. — Jamaican for shipment.
7d. per lb., c.i.f. African, 5£d. spot and
4d., c.i.f.

Lanolin. — Anhydrous b.p., is from
170s. to 175s. per cwt. in 1-ton lots and
hydrous, b.p., 150s., free drums, delivered.

Lemon peel.—Spot, 3s. 3d. per lb.

Linseed.—Whole, 70s. to 75s. per cwt.;
crushed, 105s.

Liquorice. — Natural root: Persian on
the spot, 40s. per cwt.; other varieties

cleared: Anatolian decorticated, 175s.
Block juice: Anatolian from 190s. per
cwt.; Italian stick from 392s. to 470s. per
cwt.

Lycopodium.—Indian lis. 6d. per lb.,

spot. Russian not quoted.

Lobelia herb.—American spot, 8s. 9d.;
shipment, 8s. 3d., c.i.f., per lb. Dutch not
offering.

Mace. — Whole pale blade, 23s. 6d.
per lb. spot.

Menthol. — Chinese: spot, 85s. per
lb., duty paid; shipment, 76s., c.i.f.

Brazilian, 52s. 6d., in bond; shipment,
51s., c.i.f. Formosan, 54s., in bond.

Mercury. — About £67 per flask of

76-lb.

Nutmegs. — West Indian 80's 12s. per
lb., spot; sound unassorted, 9s. 3d.;

defectives, 6s. 9d.

Nux vomica. — Indian quoted at 80s.

per cwt., c.i.f.

Orange peel. — Spot : Sweet ribbon
2s. per lb.; bitter quarters: West Indian,

Is.; Spanish, Is. 3d.; bitter ribbon,

Is. 3d.

Papain. — Tanganyikan, 14s. 6d. per
lb., c.i.f., for grade one; spot 15s. Ceylon
brown, 14s. 6d.

Pepper.—White Sarawak, spot, 3s. 8d.

per lb.; April shipment, 3s. 7d., c.i.f. Black
Sarawak, spot, 3s. Id.; shipment, 3s.,

c.i.f. Black Malabar, 420s. per cwt. spot,

and 350s., c.i.f.

Peppermint. — Dutch whole leaves, 3s.

per lb., c.i.f.

Pimento.—Spot, 590s. cwt.; shipment,
540s., f.o.b.

Podophyllum.—Emodi, 190s. per cwt.,

spot; shipment not quoted. Peltatum, 375s.

Pyrethrum.—Extract, minimum 25 per
cent, w/w pyrethrins, 75s. per lb. for small
lots.

Quillaia. — Ex wharf Hamburg, 145s.

per cwt.
;
shipment not offering.

Rhubarb.—Chinese small rounds from
5s. 9d. to 6s. 9d. per lb. on the spot.

Saffron.-—Mancha selecta, 147s. 6d. per
lb.

Sarsaparilla. — Jamaican native red
spot, 2s. 7d. per lb.; shipment, 2s. 3d.,

c.i.f.

Seeds. — (Per cwt.). Anise.—Spanish,
200s. nominal, duty paid. Caraway.

—

Dutch, 165s., duty paid. Celery.—Indian,
150s. paid spot; new crop June-July
134s., c.i.f. Coriander.—Moroccan are
in short supply at 130s. to 135s., quoted
duty paid. Cumin.—Indian, 180s., spot;
Iranian, 180s., duty paid. Dill.—Indian,
100s. spot; shipment, 81s., c.i.f., quoted.
Fennel. — Indian, 120s., spot; Chinese,
105s., duty paid. Fenugreek.—Moroccan
sold at 75s., duty paid; shipment, 59s. 6d.,

c.i.f. Mustard.—English, 65s. to 95s.,

according to quality.

Senega.—Spot, 21s. 6d. per lb.

Senna. — Tinnevelly leaves, prime
No. 1 cleared; f.a.q. No. 3, 9d.

Pods : manufacturing (f.a.q.), 9d. and
hand-picked, Is. 5d. to Is. lOd. Alexandria
pods: Manufacturing, Is. 6d.

Shellac—F.O.T.N., 202s. 6d. per cwt.;

No. 1, 225s.; F.O., 235s. to 285s., spot.

Slippery elm.—Bark, 3s. 6d. lb. landed
value.

Squill.—White 87s. 6d. per cwt., spot.

Stramonium. — Indian leaves 60s. per

cwt., spot. Dutch 05 per cent, alkaloid

93s., ci.f.

Styrax. — Spot, 28s. 6d. per lb., ship-

ment, 26s., c.i.f.

Tonquin beans.—Para spot, 6s. 6d. per

lb. Shipment nominal. Angostura lis.

Tragacanth. — No. 1 ribbon, £145 to

£150 per cwt. No. 2, £135 to £140.

Turmeric.—Madras finger on spot 110s.

per cwt. ;
new-crop for April-May ship-

ment, dearer at 90s., c.i.f.

Valerian root.—Spot: Belgian, whole
(max. 2i per cent, sand) for prompt ship-

ment, 145s., c.i.f. Dutch old crop cleared.

Vanillin.—Rates (per lb.) are now:—
5-cwt. lots, 22s. 3d.; 1-cwt., 22s. 6d.;

56-lb., 22s. 9d.; small quantities, 23s.

Waxes. — (Per cwt.). Bees'.—Dar-es-

Salaam, spot, 460s.; shipment, 445s., c.i.f.

Abyssinian, spot 390s. in bond; shipment
375s., c.i.f. Sudanese, spot, 410s.; ship-

ment, 360s., c.i.f. Candelilla, spot, 465s.

Carnauba, fatty grey, spot, 470s.; ship-

ment, 435s., c.i.f.; prime yellow, spot,

675s., shipment, 622s. 6d., c.i.f.

Witch hazel leaves. — Spot cleared;

origin not offering.

Essential and Expressed Oils

Anise.—Chinese, 8s. 3d. per lb., spot;

shipment, 7s. 6d., c.i.f.

Bois de rose.—Brazilian, 14s. 3d. per
lb. on the spot and 13s. 9d., c.i.f.

Cajuput.—Spot from 10s. per lb.

Camphor, white —Chinese, Is. 6d. per
lb. in bond; Is. 5d., c.i.f.

Cardamom. —
• From 330s. per lb. for

English-distilled and 260s. for imported.

Cedarwood.—American rectified 8s. per
lb. on the spot.

Chamomile.—Smalls 800s. per lb.

Cinnamon. — From quillings, best Eng-
lish-distilled is 50s. per oz. ; other b.p. oils

from 165s. per lb. Ceylon leaf, spot,

9s. 6d. per lb.; Seychelles, 8s., spot.

Citronella. — Ceylon, spot, 6s. 6d.;

shipment, 6s. 3^d. per lb.,< c.i.f. Formosan,.
spot, 7s., in bond; shipment, 6s. 7jd.,

c.i.f.

Clove.—Madagascar leaf, spot, 7s. 6d.
per lb., duty paid; shipment, 6s. l{d., c.i.f.

Rectified 87-88 per cent., 12s. Distilled

bud-oil, English, b.p., 28s. for 1-cwt. lots.

Coriander.—B.P. oil, 52s. 6d. per lb.,

spot.

Cumin. — Imported oil, 90s. per lb.;

English-distilled, 120s.

Eucalyptus.—Spanish, 3s. to 3s. 6d.

per lb. spot. Chinese, 3s. 3d., all duty paid.

Ginger.—Imported: Jamaican, 130s. per
lb.; Chinese, 72s. 6d., duty paid.

Juniper. — B.P.C. 1949 oil is from
15s. per lb. on the spot. English-distilled,

150s. Juniper wood, from 5s.

Lavandin.—Spot from 7s. per lb. for
original drums.

Lavender.—From 17s. to 50s. per lb.

as to quality.

Lavender spike.—Spanish, 12s. per lb.

for original drums.

Lemongrass. — Spot, 16s. 6d. per lb.

and shipment, 16s., c.i.f

Lime. — West Indian distilled, 50s. per
lb. on the spot.

Orange.—Spot quotations of sweet oil

include Floridan at 3s. 6d. per lb.; West
Indian, 3s. 6d. ; Israeli, 7s. 6d., nominal;
Californian, 5s. 3d. to 7s. 6d.

Otto of rose.—Bulgarian, 400s. per oz.

Turkish, £350 per kilo.

Pennyroyal. — Spot is firm at 15s

per lb., duty paid.

Peppermint. — Arvensis: Chinese spot

38s. 6d.; shipment, 37s. 6d., c.i.f. Brazi

lian spot, 17s 6d.; afloat, 16s. 6d., c.i.f.;

new-crop, April-May shipment, 16s. 3d.

c.i.f. Piperita: Italian, 48s. per lb., spot

American from 30s. to 38s. per lb. as to

make.

Petitgrain.—Paraguay, 18s. 3d. per lb.

spot; shipment, 17s. 6d., c.i.f.

Pimento. — English-distilled berry

167s. 6d. per lb.; imported, 77s. 6d. Rec
tified leaf, 27s. 6d. per lb. for small lots

Pine. — Pumilionis on the spot is 15s

per lb.; svlvestris, 5s.; Siberian (abietis)

15s.

Rue.—Spanish is 25s. per lb. spot.

Spearmint.—American oil on the spol

40s. per lb.

Tangerine.—From 19s. to 28s. per lb

as to quality.

Ylang ylang.—Spot, 37s. 6d. per lb.

UNITED STATES REPORT
New York. April 18: Mexicar

Vanilla beans were higher by 15 cent,

at $7-65 per lb. Caraway oil at $3-?'.

advanced 25 cents. Lower were Pat
chouli at $5-50 (down 25 cents per lb.)

Bourbon Geranium at $24 (down 5(

cents) and the Algerian at $23-50 (5<

cents down).

f.
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OVERSEAS NEWS
CEYLON
Concern Over Drug Bill

Members of the Hospital Committee
in Ceylon have expressed alarm over

the " very heavy " expenditure in-

volved in the issue of drugs to the

Colombo group of hospitals. A com-
mittee member said that, at the next

meeting, he would propose the appoint-
ment of a Drugs Committee to investi-

gate all prescriptions issued from the

out-patients department clinics. The
medical officer in charge of a section

of the General Hospital in Colombo
has reported to the Director of Health
Services a " fantastic increase " in the

consumption of drugs. Prednisolone
and antibiotics have, he said, been ex-

cessively consumed. Statistics for the
period December 3, 1960, to January
3, 1961, showed that one clinic used
56,150 tablets of prednisolone and 1,956

of Terramycin, while the next highest

user accounted for 726 tablets of pred-
nisolone and 186 of Terramycin. Mem-
bers of the Hospital Committee have
discussed ways of combating traffic in

drugs in the Colombo group of hos-

pitals.

TURKEY
Health Scheme Proposals
A report on the socialisation of health
services has been submitted to the

Health Ministry by Sir John Charles

(a former under-secretary to the Brit-

ish Minister of Health). At the invita-

tion of the Turkish Government, Sir

John has been working for the past

three months on plans for a health

scheme modelled on the British system.

UNITED STATES
Health Bill Before Congress
President Kennedy has asked the U.S.

Congress to pass a bill that would pro-

vide (among other things) an initial

sum of $10 millions to improve nursing

home services; $75 millions a year for

construction and improvement of
medical and dental schools; scholarships

for medical and dental students and
for the over sixty-five's free hospital

care for eighty-one days after paying
the first $10. a day for nine days. The
extra cost would be met from in-

creased subscriptions by employers and
employees and would not place any
burden on the general revenue, said the
President in his message to Congress.
He added: " It is a programme of pre-
payment of health costs with absolute
freedom of choice guaranteed. Every
person will choose his own doctor and
hospital." The President said nothing
about freedom of choice in the selec-

tion of the pharmacy to have prescrip-
tions dispensed.

For muco-protein preparations for therapeutic

use (5)

STROMUCIN, 808.868, by Evans Medical.

Ltd., Speke, Liverpool, 24.

For pharmaceutical products, being organic ex-

tracts for use in the treatment of degeneration of

the joints (5)

RAMALON, 800,694, by Robapharm, A.G.,

Basle, 6, Switzerland.

For preparations of minerals and of vitamins for

use in medicine and pharmacy (5)

IMPRADEC, 812,273, by Parke, Davis & Co.,

At the River, Detroit 32, Michigan, U.S.A.,

and Hounslow, Middlesex.

For drugs for pharmaceutical purposes (5)

MEP 4, MEP 2, 812,508-09, by Independent

Research Laboratories, Ltd., London, W.C.2.
For medical and surgical plasters, all being adhe-

sives, materials prepared for bandaging and
dressings (5)

SALVELOX, 813,861, by Cederroth Interna-

tional, S.A., Geneva, Switzerland.

For lamps for medical, surgical and curative

purposes (10)

WOTAN, 807,040, by Osram, G.m.b.H.,

Munich 2, Germany.
For surgical instruments and apparatus (10)

ARBURG, 814,632, by Arburg Feingeraete-

fabrik O. H. G. Hehl & Soehne, Wuerttem-

berg. Germany.

From the " Trade Marks Journal," April 12

For chemical preparations for the treatment of

exposed photosensitive materials (1)

UNIBATH, B810.277, by Cormac Chemical

Corporation, New York, 11, U.S.A.

For non-medicated creams (being cosmetic pre-

parations) for use on the skin (3)

EMOLAN, 786,352, by Emolan, London, N.4.

For preparations for the hair (3)

PERMA-S1 RATE, B798.904, by Permastrate

Co., Memphis, Tennessee, U.S.A. KINAWAY,
808,686, by Perry Kurland Institute of Hair

Culture & Design, London, W.l.
For hand creams (non-medicated) (3)

BELLIDIS, 804,979, by Biokosma Holding,

A.G., Ebnat-Kappel, Switzerland.

For perfumes, cosmetics (not being toilet pre-

parations), lipsticks and nail varnish (3)

WHISTLE STOP, 811,854, by Coty (England).

Ltd., London, W.l.
For rinsing preparations for laundry use (3)

DOWNY, B812.993, by Thomas Hedley & Co..

Ltd., Newcastle-on-Tyne.

For all goods (3)

DEXIL, 813,480, by Co-operative Wholesale

Society, Ltd., Manchester.

For soaps, perfumes, non-medicated toilet pre-

parations, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions

and dentifrices (3)

BLUPON, 815,096, by Wella Rapid, Ltd., Lon-

don, N.W.I.
For starch and preparations containing starch (3)

HOSPEX, 815,122, by Industrial Starch Co..

London, E.C.4.

For pharmaceutical preparations for human use,

all containing iron (5)

IROPERON, 801,464, by A.B. Astra, Apote-

karnes Kemiska Fabriker, Sodertalje, Sweden.

For pharmaceutical preparations and substances

(5)

Device, 790.756, by Tobal Products, Inc., Chi-

cago, 54, Illinois, U.S.A. MESILONE, 810,066,

PANSILONE, 810,068, by Scai Societe Com-
merciale d'Applications Industrielles, Glarus.

Switzerland. GEVODIN, 815,885, by Ed. Geist-

lich Sonne A.G., fur Chemische Industrie, Wol-

husen, Switzerland.

For pharmaceutical preparations and substances

for human and veterinary use (5)

SYNALAR, 806.567, ALARIN, 807,670, SUPO-
TEX, TOPILAN, METILAR, SYNANDONE,
807,673-76, by Syntex Corporation, Panama,

Republic of Panama. SUPACORTAL, 815,751.

by Winthrop Group, Ltd., Surbiton, Surrey.

For pesticides (5)

AVADEX, 808,197, by Monsanto Chemical

Co., Saint Louis, Missouri, U.S.A.

For pharmaceutical preparations for use in the

inhibition and treatment of sunburn (5)

GLOTAN, 810,307, by African Pharmaceutical

Distributors (Private), Ltd., Hatfield, Salisbury,

Southern Rhodesia.

For pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary sub-

stances and preparations (5)

KELAK, 807,198, by J. Knight (Pharmaceu-

ticals), Ltd., Wigan, Lanes.

A COMPANY'S HEADQUARTERS
Australia.

The factory of Nicholas Pty., Ltd., Ashwood, Melbourne,

TRADE MARKS
APPLICATIONS ADVERTISED BEFORE REGISTRATION

From the *' Trade Marks Journal," April 5
For all goods (5)

CEPHORIN, 799,469, b> Glaxo Laboratories,
Ltd., Greenford, Middlesex. MOBILAT,
806,867, by Luitpold-Werk Chemisch Pharma-
zeutische Fabrik, Munich, 25, Germany.
RAPENTON, 807.719, SPASAPIAN, 807,721,
by C. H. Boehringer Sohn, Ingelheim-on-
Rhine, 22b, Germany. SKEFRON, 813,997, by
Smith Kline & French Laboratories, Ltd.,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts. WELLCOVAX,
814,930, by Wellcome Foundation, Ltd., Lon-
don, N.W.I. NAROLEX, 814,696, by Boots
Pure Drug Co., Ltd., Nottinnham.

For pharmaceutical preparations and substances
for human and veterinary use (5)
TRASICOR, 808,066, by CIBA, Ltd., Basle,
Switzerland. VIRUTRIC, 808,442, CREOPAL,
810,688, by Winthrop Group, Ltd.. Surbiton.
Surrey.

For pharmaceutical preparations and substances
(5)

QUIMALAN, 807.284, by Pharmacy Products
(Overseas), Ltd., London, W.l. LISTICA,
815,195, by Armour & Co., Chicago, Illinois,
U.S.A.

For all goods (1)

SKIL, B812.832, by May & Baker, Ltd.,

Dagenham, Essex.

For pharmaceutical preparations containing iodine
and heparin (5)

DIOPARINE. 803,601, by " Fo-We " Fors-
chungsund Verwertungs-Anstalt. Vaduz, Liech-

tenstein.

For pharmaceutical preparations and substances
for human and veterinary use; and sanitary sub-
stances and disinfectants (5)

FASCOCIDE, 808,088, by Imperial Chemical
Industries, Ltd., London, S.W.I.

For medicinal preparations in tablet form for use
in the treatment of acne (5)

ACNUTABS, 808,355, by Remedia, Inc., New
York, U.S.A.

For preparations for killing weeds md destroying
vermin (5)

BORDERMASTER, 808,504, by Farbenfabriken
Bayer, A.G., Leverkusen 22c, Germany.

For deodorants (5)

PLASTAROM, 808,776, by Industrial Per-

fumes, Ltd., Brentford, Middlesex. FASTID,
809,644, by Edward Henry Godfrey Hope,
Knutsford, Ches.
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TELEVISION
Figures in the columns represent number of

appearances of the product during the week.

April 30 to May 6

1

Londoi

—

—
North

«

o
o

Wales

South

N.E.

Anglia
Ulster

Westwa

Flask

Alka-Seltzer 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2
AnacJ in ,

.

1 3 2 2 2 3 3
Andrews liver

salts . , ,

.

4 4 1 4 3 4 3
Andrex , . .

.

3
Anne French 1 1 1

Askit powders .

.

12
Beecham's pills .

.

2 1 i
1 1

powders.

.

4 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3
Bisodol . . ,

.

3 3
Bodymist 3

Bristow s

shampoo .

.

1 1 ii
A

V— *_Mv_'IIHL , # 2
Cooper aerosols.

.

Cuticura . , 2
Dclrosa , . .

.

2 2 j

Delsey _
3 3

Dramal 1 1 1 1 x 1

Gem shampoo . .

Germolene .

,

3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 . 3 3
' i 1

1 i i i '. . , m m 1 2 1 j
1 1 1 1[ >L 1 let] LL tt ll 1(_ i

soap 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 3 O
ivleenex 1

Loxene hair

cream 1

ivi acleans

toothpaste .

,

1 1 1 i

.vid\ rdcior

creme puff .

.

1 I 1 1 I
'2

j
i
i

1
I 1

\A ill.' f Tllar,
ajjiis. oi iviag-

nesia ,

.

1 —
1 2 2 2 i

tablets .

.

2 2 2 2
i ll l Lialia vc . . 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 i 1

Phillips tooth-

3
Pretty Quick g
Rennies 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 *)

3
Rimmcl "Beauty
on a Budget" 1 1 1 1 2 1

Rinstead pastilles 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Setters 2 1 2 1 1 1 2
Silvikrin shampoo 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3
Span shampoo .

.

4 3
Steradent 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Voscne shampoo 1

PATENTS
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED

From the " Official Journal (Patents)," April 12
Method of purifying profibrinolysin. H. O. Singher
and J. M. Dressier. 869,122.

Therapeutic potentiated barbiturate compositions
A. E. W. Smith. 869,369.

Ferrous citrate complex. W. Croshnik and W H
Haffeke. 869,228.

Basically substituted heterocyclic compounds and
process for their manufacture. CIBA LTD
869,089.

Pharmaceutical compositions comprising benzyl-
hydrazine derivatives. Imperial Chemical In-
dustries, Ltd. 869,575.

Dialkylamides of alpha-substituted fatty acids.
Nippon Shinyaku Co., Ltd. 869.474.

Thioparabanic acids. CIBA, Ltd. 869,360.
Liquid pharmaceutical compositions comprising
compounds of ion exchange resins and thera-
peutic substances. Clinical Products Ltd
869,149.

Therapeutic substances from melianthaceae plants
and process for their preparation. CIBA Ltd
869,153.

Cyanopyrazoles. CIBA, Ltd. 869,552.
Choline salicylate. Mundipharma A.G. 869,553.
Ferrocene derivatives and processes for their pro-

duction. Imperial Chemical Industries. Ltd
869,504.

Steroids and the manufacture thereof. Upjohn
Co. 869,511 and 564.

lodobenzenedicarboxylic acid esters. Sterling Drug
Inc. 869,083.

Phenyl-telrahydropyryl-piperazines. Miles Labora-
tories, Inc. 869,460.

Diphosphomidazole. A. B. Leo. 869,625.

Manufacture of polyquaternary compounds. Far-

benfabriken Bayer, A.G. 869,423.

Heterocyclic nitrogen compounds and their use.

J. R. Geigy, A.G., 869,181.

Phenothiazine derivatives. Soc. des Usines Chi-

miques Rhone-Poulenc. 869,473.

Production of ammeline. Whiffen & Sons, Ltd.

869,306.

Derivatives of L-ascorbic acid. E. Merck, A.G.
869,458.

Compositions useful in alleviating bloat in rumi-
nant animals. Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc. 869,124.

Corticosteroids and preparation thereof. Chas.

Pfizer & Co., Inc. 869,090.

Fertilisers based on urea-formaldehyde resins.

Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd. 869,362.

N-aryl-alkanamides, their preparation and use

as herbicides. Food Machinery & Chemical
Corporation. 869,169.

Herbicides. Diamond Alkali Co. 869,215.

Compositions for acting upon the growth of

plants. Philips Gloeilampenfabricken N.V.
869,078.

Tricyclic oxygen-containing compounds and pesti-

cidal compositions containing them. Farben-
fabriken Bayer, A.G. 869,485.

Process for cleaning and sterilising milking equip-

ment. Unilever, Ltd. 869,085.

Herbicide compositions. Shell Research, Ltd.

869,088.

Tetraene. G. D. Searle & Co. 869,443.

Electrodialysis apparatus. National Research De-
velopment Corporation. 869,569.

Method and apparatus for detecting in vitro

the presence of antibodies in a liquid. Fritz

Hellige & Co., G.m.b.H. 869,483.

Tableting machines. lohn Holroyd & Co., Ltd.

869,493.

Closure means with pourer device for bottles and
the like which are non-re•tillable . H. Kempf.
869,400.

Ampoule for use in surgical injection. Novo
Terapeutisk Laboratorium, AS. 869,438.

British patent specifications are obtainable (price

3s. 6d. each) from the Patent Office, 23 Southamp-
ton Buildings, Chancery "Lane, London, W.C.2.

CONTEMPORARY
THEMES

The formulation of radioactive krypton for in-

travenous use. Amer. J. hosp. Pharni.. March.

A comparison of methods for cleaning catheters

using an iodine-131 contaminated soil. Amer.
I. hosp. Pharm., March.

The release of antiseptics and antibiotics from
lantrol-containing ointment bases. Amer. J.

hosp. Pharm., March.
Progestationally active acetals and ketals of

16x, 17x-dihydroxyprogesterone. Chem. and

hid., April.

Alkaloids of the amaryllidaceae krigenamine : a

new alkaloid from nerine krigeii. Chem. and

hid., April.

Antagonism of insulin by albumin. Lancet,

April 15.

Synthetic oxytocin in nursing or non-nursing

mothers. J. Amer. med. Ass., March 25.

Current investigations of bacteria in food. New
Scientist, April 13.

Neuroses. New ways of curing. Discovery,

April 17.

Heparin and synthetic heparinoids. Gastro-

intestinal absorption of. Nature, April 15.

Digitalis compounds. Reaction of. with anti-

mony pentachloride. Nature, April 15.

WILLS
Mr. H. P. Crossin, M.P.S.N.I., 8 Cranmore

Avenue, Belfast, left personal estate in England

and Northern Ireland valued at £7,990.

Mr. T. Foggitt, M.P.S., Robraine, Kirkby

Lonsdale, Carnforth, Westmorland, left £2,805

(£838 net).

Mr. H. Hudson, M.P.S., 45 Grassington Road.

Skipton, Yorks (formerly a director of William

Laycock & Sons (Skipton). Ltd., agricultural

chemists), left £2,593 (£2,197 net).

Mr. T. G. Stewart, M.P.S., Roebuck Cottage,

Binfield, Berks, left £109,819 (£109,045 net).

COMING EVENTS
Items for inclusion under this beading should be

sent in time to reach the Editor not later than

first post on Wednesday of the week of insertion.

Monday, April 24
Food Group, Society of Chemical Industry
and Royal Society of Health, Pavilion The-

atre, Winter Garden, Blackpool. Joint meet-

ing. " Diet as Preventive Medicine."
Institution of Chemical Engineers, Grand
Council Chamber, Federation of British

Industries, 21 Tothill Street, London, S.W.I,

at 5.30 p.m. Dr. A. M. Weinburg (Oak Ridge |
National Laboratory) on " The Development of

Fluid Fuel Reactors."

Nottingham Branch, Pharmaceutical Society,

Medico-Chirurgical Society's house, 64 St.

lames's Street, Nottingham, at 7.30 p.m. An-
nual meeting.

Nottingham Branch, National Association of
Women Pharmacists, Playhouse theatre, at

7.15 p.m. Theatre party.

Royal Institute of Chemistry, 21 Albemarle

Street. London. W.l, at 6.30 p.m. Mr. R. C.

Chirnside on " Gem Stones."

Tuesday, April 25
Institution of Chemical Engineers, Park Lane

hotel, Piccadilly, London. W.l. Annual meeting

and annual dinner and dance.

Liverpool School of Pharmacy Old Students'

Association, Exchange hotel, Liverpool, at

8 p.m. Annual meeting.

Sheffield Branch, Pharmaceutical Society,

Royal Victoria hotel, Sheffield, at 8 p.m. An-

nual meeting.

South-east Metropolitan Branch, Pharmaceu-

tical Society, New Cross Inn, 323 New Cross

Road, London. S.E.14, at 7.30 p.m. Extra-

ordinary meeting. Annual meeting.

Wednesday, April 26

Chesterfield Branch, Pharmaceutical Society,

Station hotel, Chesterfield, at 8 p.m. Annual

meeting.

Food CjROup, Society of Chemical Industry,

14 Belgrave Square. London, S.W.I, at 6.30

p.m. Annual meeting, followed by symposium
" Nutritional Problems of Group Feeding."

Self-service Development Association, Kenil-

worth room. Queen's hotel, Birmingham, at

7 p.m. Mr. F. Dee on " My Experiences as a

Self-service Retailer."

Thursday, April 27
Brighton and Hove Branch, Pharmaceutical

Society, Langfords hotel, Third Avenue, Hove,

at 8 p.m. Meeting.

Leicester and Leicestershire Branch, Pharma-

ceutical Society, Beeston, Nottingham, at

2.15 p.m. Visit to Boots' factory.

Microbiology Group, Society of Chemical In-

dustry, 14 Belgrave Square, London, S.W.I,

at 6 p.m. Annual meeting. Mr. H. I. Bunker

on " Recent Microbiological Problems in In-

dustry."

Friday, April 28

Croydon Branch, Pharmaceutical Society,

Greyhound hotel, High Street, Croydon, at 8.30

p.m. Dr. R. H. Gosling (Geigy Pharmaceutical

Co., Ltd.), on " Problems of the Clinical In-

vestigation of New Drugs."

History of Medicine and Pharmacy Faculty,

Worshipful society of Apothecaries of

London, Apothecaries' Hall, at 4.30 p.m.

Annual meeting. Sir Geoffrey Keynes on
" Timothy Bright."

Royal Institution of Great Britain, 21 Albe-

marle Street, London. W.l, at 9 p.m. Dr.

E. H. Land on " Colour in the Natural

Image."
Western Section, Society for Analytical

Chemistry and Cardiff Section, Royal In-

stitute of Chemistry, and Food Group,

Society of Chemical Industry, University

College, Cardiff, at 7 p.m. Mr. C. A. Adams
on " Modern Legislation in Relation to Food
Additives."

Advance Information
British Association for the Advancement

of Science, Norwich, August 30 to September 6.

Annual meeting.
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SURGICAL HOSIERY

PRODUCTS LIMITED

SUPPLY THE COMPLETE N.H.S. RANGE

Order all your surgical hosiery requirements from Lastonet Products

and save yourself both time, trouble and expense; and remember,

Lastonet Products are the specialists in Surgical Hosiery.

o • • • • • • © • •

3-5 DAYS (MADE TO MEASURE)

STANDARD ELASTIC
NET STOCKINGS
(LASTONET)

These cool, firm comforting elastic net stockings

are made to measure, providing maximum support

for Varicose Veins.

LIGHTWEIGHT ELASTIC
NET STOCKINGS

(LASTOSHEER)

The very latest, finest, lightweight nylon elastic

net stockings for customers whose leg condition

does not warrant the standard elastic net

stockings.

24-HR. SERVICE (%£)
STANDARD YARN

STOCKINGS
(LASTOYARN)

Standard elastic yarn, cotton, or nylon stockings
are made of the finest elastic yarn with Nylon
Helanca Tops and Heels for comfort and long
wear. Lastoyarn are in standard sizes or made
to measure.

LIGHTWEIGHT YARN
STOCKINGS

(LASTOFINE)

The lightweight elastic yarn stockings for the

customer whose leg condition does not warrant

the standard stocking. Lastofine are in foot sizes.

LASTONET PRODUCTS LTD • CARN-BREA • REDRUTH • CORNWALL
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Alka-Seltzer
TRADE MARK

BUDGET ANNOUNCEMENT

No change in Purchase Tax;

the price of Alka-Seltzer

remains the same

See what your profit margin can be with the

new trade terms!

Value at
Standard List Price

£5

£10
£20

£40

£100
and over

Stock up now for peak Summer sales and

take advantage of these big profit margins

Display
Discount%

Profit

Small % Large %

5 404 407

7± 438 443

10 484 482

m 523 527

15 564 570

CONTENTS 30 TABLETS

Alka-Seltzer
EFFERVESCENT ANALGESIC ALKALIZING TABLETS

MILES LABORATORIES LIMITED • STOKE COURT • STOKE POGES • BUCKS • FARNHAM COMMON 1280
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MEDIC AJL S

OVA|L TABLETS

RECTANGULAR TABLETS

VIALS

RIBBED OVALS

EMERALD POISONS

DROPPERS

EMULSIONS

JARS

PANELS

OLIVE OILS

TOILETS

PLAIN WINCHESTER

POISON WINCHESTE

POWDERS

I i

VITAL

STATISTICS

tit, Stay c£e*uifi:
\

A few facts about

Beatson, Clark which you may

care to think over when

you next order bottles:

210 years' experience of

glass manufacture.

Hundreds of standard

lines stocked.

Millions of containers

made each week.

MUM
BEATSON, [CLARK & CO. LTD.
Glass Bottle Manufacturers si no* 17 SI

ROTHERHAM YORKSHIRE ' Telephone: Rotherham 3188

MB 2
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Established

1869

We specialise

in Chemists

" Own Name "

packs and can

offer a prompt

and efficient

service.

•

A very-

comprehensive

range of official

Lozenges

and

Pastilles

in stock.

Enquire for price list and direct buying terms to :

—

THOS. GUEST & CO. LTD., CARRUTHERS STREET, MANCHESTER 4

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

GREATER PROFIT

FOR YOU!!

The retail price of the popular BOLDOOT
EAU DE COLOGNE CLEANSING

TOWELETTES will be increased with effect

from the 1st May, 1961, to 2/6d. per box of

five. The whole of this increase will be

passed on to the trade. The new wholesale

price per Outer of eighteen boxes will be

22/6d. plus Purchase Tax; retail value 45/0d.

thus giving you a profit of I I /3d

.

Place your orders today through your

usual wholesalers.

d $e&uJl|u( (jilt

Hansom
Quality Scales Since 1888

Made in U.S.A.

Can be hun

on the tvall

Exclusive equaliser

bar mechanism
enables ihis scale

to weigh accurately
on carpeted or

uneven floors in

bedrooms or bath-
rooms. Oversize
dial you can
see aud be sure.

75/6 Inc. Tax.

Other models from

56/9 Inc. Tax.

Obtainable from Selected Wholesalers or :—

LEONARD McEWEN LTD
2> H OISMAH IOAD. KINCSUND ROAD, LONDON, K.I. -M.J SHCMkli 7754
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Agfa, Ltd Interleaved Edit., Page 22
Allcock Products, Ltd 19

Ayrton, Saunders & Co., Ltd 30

Bayer Products, Ltd Price List Sup., Page 4
Beatson, Clark & Co., Ltd 3
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'SKytON' yo^tUm TUhui *****

Obtainable

from your

usual wholesaler

Now supplied in this attractive two colour
printed pack. Transparent windows keep
the contents clean yet visible.

Sterilizing instructions included with each bottle .

Manufactured by':

FIBRENYLE LIMITED
SKYLON HOUSE, PARK ROYAL ROAD,

LONDON, N.W.I0. ELGAR 6006

JACW/l/32
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Coppatan Girl
She will appear in large spaces in the

National Press this summer. Your customers

will get to know her. Get to know her yourself-

she will bring you better-than-ever Profits.
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From Coppatan comes this

fabulous, best ever Bonus offer-

15 TO THE DOZEN
more than double normal
profit margins this summer
from Coppatan!
and remember, no P.T. payable on the FREE THREE.
Offer ends May 6th for wholesalers, May 20th for retailers.

LOOK WHAT THIS OFFER MEANS TO YOU

COPPATAN CREAM (TUBES)

You buy 1 dozen, incl. P.T.,

for £1.1.2*

You sell 15 @ 2/5 . . . £1.16.3

YOUR PROFIT 71%

COPPATAN OIL (BOTTLES)

You buy 1 dozen, incl. P.T.,

for £1.11.8*

You sell 15 @ 3/6 . . . £2.12.6

YOUR PROFIT 66%

COPPATAN AEROSOL

You buy 1 dozen,

incl. P.T., for

£3.18.10

You sell 15 @ 8/9

. . . £6.11.3

YOUR PROFIT

66%

Order from your usual wholesaler or direct from

COPPATAN, 67 EFFEA ROAD, LONDON S.W.2
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have been manufacturing for

many years (our Ref. T533)

Compound Codeine Tablets with

Soluble Aspirin . . .

Now officially declared as

SOLUBLE COMPOUND
CODEINE TABLETS, B.P.
We can supply in cartons of 24 tablets

gold foil packed, in tubes of 20 or in

bulk—any quantity.

For further information and generous trade terms ask

our representatives or write to

:

ARTHUR H.COX & CO. LTD. BRIGHTON. ENGLAND.

CHEMISTS

ESTABLISHED IN 1839

COLOUR for ALL your
Photographic

Customers*
Vista-color film makes exciting full-

colour prints at prices they can afford,

that will please your customers and boost

your sales . . .

•VISTA" COLOUR FILM 26° SCH.

Catalogue
Number

120

620

127

Exps.

8

8

8

Size

(inches)

Ifx2£

List

Price

6/5

6/5

5/6

Retail

Price

7/6

7/6

6/6

'STANDARD" PANCHROMATIC 33° SCH.

DEVELOPING—
4/6d. per spool

CONTACT PRINT l/6d.

En-print and Enlargement prices on application

And for your black-&-white customers:- The " STANDARD "

SUPERCHROME PANCHROMATIC ROLL FILM.

Send for detaih and price lists to:

THE STANDARD PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES

120

620

127

2Jx3i
2£x3£

Ifx2i

2/3

2/3

2/-

2/8

2/8

2/5

Proprietors : A . R . BOTT & SONS LTD.,

Telephone: Leamington 8518

15 LEAM TERRACE, LEAMINGTON SPA
Telegrams: "Leamington Spa" 8518
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Announcing the very first

Medicated Plastic Baby Pants

-made exclusively by "SANDRA"

Mil H51

Made from

laboratory tested sheeting

2k

A? //serf 6r leading

children s hospitals

STOCK
AND SAFELY RECOMMEND

medicated

MEDICATED
PLASTIC BABY PANTS

Safety is the big selling feature of these new Super-soft tollable

Baby Pants by "Sandra" containing a special bactericide to

destroy dangerous bacteria. Laboratory tests have proved that
" Sandra " Medicated Plastic Sheeting reduces harmful organisms
forming on baby pants by more than 90% !

" Sandra " Medicated Baby Pants come to you in an eye-catching
display outer that helps you to put across this safety feature to

hygiene conscious mothers.

Medium and large 1/6 per pair. Extra large 1/9 per pair.

Rayon covered 2 9 per pair.

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR USUAL WHOLESALER
OR DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURERS:

HENLEYS OF HORNSEY LTD. Hornsey, London, N.8

B
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POTENT NEW SEARLE
ANTIHISTAMINE
FOR HAY FEVER

PROVIDES BETTER SYMPTOMATIC CONTROL

EXTREMELY WELL TOLERATED OVER A WIDE DOSAGE RANGE

PRACTICALLY DEVOID OF SIDE EFFECTS

In clinical trials, Mitronal gave moderate

to complete relief in 399 of 546 (73%)

patients suffering from hay fever.

Only 8.3% experienced side effects in a

trial of 300 patients.

Drowsiness occurred in only 8% of 373

patients in another study.

BOTH THESE PERCENTAGES FALL

WITHIN THE PLACEBO REACTION RANGE

THERE ARE NO KNOWN CONTRAINDICATIONS

TO MITRONAL

SEARLE
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MORE EFFECTIVE THERAPY

Mitronal, having a wide margin between

therapeutic activity and the onset of side

reactions, thus provides the physician

with a better means of control of allergic

disorders in both adults and children.

It is also a valuable alternative in

patients who are unresponsive to or

intolerant of other antihistamines.

DOSAGE: The usual dosage is 15 mg.

three times a day. Up to 90 mg. daily

may be given if necessary.

PRESENTATION: Supplied as a scored

tablet containing 15 mg. Mitronal, in

bottles of 50 and 250.

TRADE PRICE: Bottles of 50

tablets 7/6d. Bottles of 250 tablets 33/4d.

Subject to Purchase Tax.

Mitronal is also recommended for such

other indications as chronic allergic

rhinitis, vasomotor rhinitis, cutaneous

allergic disorders and vertigo.

MITRONAL
brand of cinnarizine

Order through your usual wholesaler

G. D. SEARLE & CO. LTD., HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.
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"The best all purpose insect repellent so far developed"
The United States Department of Agriculture

BRINGS YOUA

FOR TUB PRICE OF 11
(available only from your I.C.I, representative).

Bonus Terms
Trade Price per doz. 21/-

(Plus 5/3 P. Tax)

BONUS PRICE per doz. 19/3
(Plus 5/3 P. Tax)

RETURN ON RETAIL SALE
29/6 (Plus P. Tax)

YOUR PROFIT 10/3

Flypel—for protection against flies,

gnats, midges, mosquitoes, etc.

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited Pharmaceuticals Division Wilmslow Cheshire

Ph927/T
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YOU CAN HAVE
IT BOTH WAYS

Yes with the Powley c Apex Major ' you enjoy the

benefits of both a small initial outlay and low

running costs. This larger version of the

well-known 'Apex' rotary hydro bottle washing

machine incorporates a prolonged multi-stage

and multi-temperature jetting treatment

equivalent to many large straight-through

machines and yet it occupies only a fraction of

the floor space. The ' Apex Major ' handles

all shapes and sizes of bottles with or without

labels and provides, in the one machine, two

outputs 1,440 and 2,400 bottles per hour.

Write for further details to the address below.

THE OTHER MACHINES IN THE POWLEY RANGE OF
HYDRO BOTTLE WASHERS

•VERTEX' ROTARY HYDRO-

•APEX' ROTARY HYDRO

—

'SPARTAN" HYDRO—

•NEW CYCLOPS' HYDRO—

Up to 720 bottles per hour.

Two outputs in one machine. 1,080 and 1,440

bottles per hour.

Available in a range of sizes to handle from

2,160 to 3,600 bottles per hour.

Available in a range of sizes to handle from

3,600 to 14,400 bottles per hour.

R. POWLEY & SONS LIMITED, St. Marks Road, Sunderland, Eng.
TELEGRAMS & GABLES: "POWLEY" SUNDERLAND. TEL: 4846/7.
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( The original American beverage, imported. Aromatic

and light-hearted. Made from bran, wheat, molasses.

National advertising supports your
recommending it for a few weeks'
trial—to your customers' blessing

and your success.

G. COSTA& CO. LTD STAFFORDSHIRE ST. LONDON S.E. 15 • Tel: NEW Cross 3456

Also at:- 2 Canning St. Edinburgh • Tel: Fountainbridge 7461

NEWMAN LABELLING MACHINES LTD., queens roau • barnet • hebts t»s. BARnet o«ee
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Calmic
POLYBACTRIN
antibiotic powder spray

A combination of Neomycin sulphate, Zinc Bacitracin

and Polymyxin 'B' sulphate in ultrafine powder form

under pressure from an inert propellent. Polybactrin is

for use as a treatment and prophylactic in all branches

of surgery.

CALPOL TABLETS
A non-salicylate analgesic containing Paracetamol.

Non-constipating. Has no adverse effect on the cardiac

system. Suitable for children and peptic ulcer patients.

LAEVOSAN
for intravenous administration

Ampoules of sterile pyrogen-free Laevulose (fructose) in

strengths of 20%, 40% and 62%. Also available in

powder form as Laevulose Puris in 1 kilo and 5 kilo

packs. Has many clinical advantages over dextrose in

the treatment of metabolic stress and liver disease.

HYPON
Analgesic and antipyretic tablets

A balanced formula containing Codeine, Phenacetin,

Acetylsalicylic acid plus Caffeine and Phenolphthalein

to counter the side effects ofdepression and constipation.

CICATRIN
An amino-acid antibiotic, cream or powder, with the

dual effect of controlling local infection and promoting

healing. Indicated for the treatment of superficial

wounds, burns, varicose ulcers, rectal surgery and

pyogenic skin conditions.

CEREVON
(Ferrous Gluconate)

The original ferrous gluconate preparation, Cerevon is

presented in tablet and elixir form.

DRAPOLENE
Formulated specifically for the prevention and

treatment of napkin rash. The active principle -of

Drapolene is benzalkonium chloride, which is highly

active against urea-splitting organisms which are held

to be the causative factor of urinary dermatitis in

infants and incontinent patients.

FERROMYN
(Ferrous Succinate)

Fcrromyn is established as an extremely well tolerated

organic iron salt for the treatment of iron deficiency

anaemias, particularly during pregnancy. Also avail-

able, Ferromyn 'B' for iron deficiency accompanied

by Vitamin 'B' deficiency. Ferromyn is presented in

tablet, elixir and capsule form.

VASCUTONEX
A topical salicylate therapy for the reliefof all soft tissue

pains, especially those associated with muscular

rheumatism. Vascutonex is non-staining, odourless and

contains no counter-irritants.

LAEVOTONINE
A palatable tonic containing Laevulose, strychnine,

phosphoric acid and manganese, indicated in conditions

of neurasthenia, convalescence and general debility in

the aged.

PUROMYN
For the treatment of bacterial and fungicidal infections

of the mouth particularly indicated in the treatment

of oral moniliasis.

S7 JELLY, POWDER AND CREAM
For the treatment and prophylaxis of fungal and

bacterial infections of the skin and mucous membranes,

e.g. moniliasis, dermatophytosis, staphylococcal skin

infections. Available as S7 Cream, Powder and Jelly.

pharmac eut i cals
CALMIC LIMITED • CREWE CHESHIRE Tel : Crewe 3251 (7 lines) LONDON : 2 Mansfield Street, Tel ; Langham 8038/9
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PLEASE READ
THE DIRECTIONS

ON THE BOX
Despite the well-advertised array of

proprietary preparations designed to

relieve this or that, the personal

prescription still plays a large part

in the chemist's day to day work.

Chemist becomes manufacturer in

fact. . .weighs, measures, mixes and packs!

Fortunately he doesn't have to make
his own boxes. Robinsons do that.

Years of close liaison have given us

a practical appreciation of the chemist's

special requirements, so that we are

able to cater for most of their packaging

needs— as the five types of boxes

illustrated show. If you would like to

take a closer look at them, ask your

wholesaler to write for samples.

A ' Little John Drum ' The perfect container

for dispensing crystals, powders and tablets.

Now available with plastic closure.

B Scarlet G.P.O. Pill box Easy to recognise in

any medicine cupboard!

C Purple Flanged Pill box A superior quality

box for private dispensing.

A.P.D. (All purpose dispensing) Generous-sized

box for holding powders, tablets, ointments

and cream. Designed to reduce the number
of stock boxes held to a minimum.

E Stock Pill and Tablet carton Rectangular box
for low-priced dispensing, where the contents

need not be particularly well protected.

Jj£ Our famous range of "Sealite" and "Chepette"
Ointment boxes also continue to be available.

Robinsons
ROBINSON AND SONS LIMITED WHEAT BRIDGE MILLS CHESTERFIELD

Telegrams: "Boxes" Chesterfield. Telephone: 2I0S, II lines

London Office: King's Bourne House, 229/231 High Holborn, London W.C.I. Telegrams: 'Omnibox' Holb. London. Telephone: Holborn 6383
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Febramine (cetoxime hydrochloride), a new antihistamine developed by
Boots research laboratories, provides effective treatment of allergic

disorders without unwanted sedation.

Extensive pharmacological and clinical investigations have also shown
Febramine to be free from atropine-like effects.

Febramine is therefore the ideal antihistamine for patients who
must remain active and alert.

Febramine will be introduced to the Medical Profession at the
beginning of May. In view of the imminence of the hay-fever season,,

be prepared for a substantial prescription demand.
Febramine is supplied as yellow scored tablets, each containing 100 mg.

of cetoxime hydrochloride. Basic N.H.S. prices: 30—2/4d. and 250—16/8d.

Available from your usual wholesaler or from

WHOLESALE DIVISION • BOOTS PURE DRUG CO. LTD • STATION ST • NOTTINGHAM
Tel: Nottingham 56111
or 71 FLEET STREET . LONDON E.C.4 Tel : FLEet Street 0111
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Winner of A.S.E.E. Exhibition

'Silver Plaque' Award, Earls Court 1961

LUXURY 3-HEAT ELECTRIC BLANKET

with c/afetff-Jeal construction

Above is the Silver Plaque presented at the 1961 Electrical

Engineers (A.S.E.E.) Exhibition at Earls Court for the year's

most outstanding domestic electrical appliance on display,

won by Easipower with their new dreamland 3-heat

Luxury Electric Blanket with " safety-seal " construction.

This revolutionary new British development, patented

throughout the world, embodies a unique electronic process

which welds the entire blanket assembly into one inseparable

unit. It is impossible for any two sections of the element to

close together sufficiently to cause serious overheating. The
new blanket is the first to be marketed in two colours — one

side being Coral pink, the other Sky blue. This blanket sets a
new standard in safety, comfort and attractiveness.

The award of the A.S.E.E. Silver Plaque is a fine tribute to

the technical superiority of this latest addition to the

dreamland range of Electric Blankets. It was selected by
a panel of Electrical Engineers and members of the Electrical

Association for Women from many thousands of products of

over 470 Exhibitors at the Earls Court Exhibition.

EASIPOWER APPLIANCES LTD., 30 High Street, Southampton.
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INTRODUCI NG
A BOTTLE FOR
THE BATHROOM

!

A new Scan line . . .

an attractively designed blue poly-

thene bottle supplied with dust-

proof acetate sleeve and cap.

Retail price 3/6 d.

Trade price 24/- per dozen.

Scan advertising in popular

women's magazines including

Everywoman, She, Woman
& Beauty, Flair and Modern
Woman, starts in MAY. And
there's a strong P.R. Cam-
paign, too.

Send your order now for the

profitable new bottle and for

the popular Traveller Tube still

retailing at 2/-.

Trade price 13/6d. per dozen.

Order today from

:

ALLCOCK PRODUCTS LTD
Derby Street • ORMSKIRK • LANCS

4026

THE CHEMIST
AND DRUGGIST
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Modem girls are going for
NIKINI advertising reaches millions of modern

girls—and they're deciding it's just the thing

for them.

The nikini—a brief, streamlined garment of

fine nylon film—holds disposable nikini pads in

place without pins, loops or bulges, nikini pads

cost far less than any other.

&> «™« <Wt flHk <SL ji*

AN.&

NIKINI PAOS

NIKINI GARMENT 6^1 1 NIKINI PADS \ '3 DOZ

Attractive packs and display material help your nikini sales.

Detailsfrom robinson & sons limited (nikini sales department) , wheat bridge mills, chesterfield.
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CUMULATIVE LIST OF AMENDMENTS TO THE C.&D.

Quarterly Price List

Abdine (821 McGlashan)
powders single

Achromycin (746 Lederle)
capsules 50 mgm . . 25

100
250 mgm . . 16

100
1000

for ear solution
powder vial 50 mgm \
diluent vial 10 mils /

for oral suspension 1-5 gm
1 oz

intramuscular vial 100 mgm
intravenous vial 100 mgm

250 mgm
500 mgm

. . i oz
1 oz

ophthalmic ointment 1 % 6
powder sterilised . . vial

oil suspension 1% 6 mils
pediatric drops
soluble tablets
syrup

ointment 3%

tablets

troches

50 mgm

250 mgm

10 mils
.. 100
. . 2 oz
16 oz

. . 25
100

. . 16
100
1000

25

Delete

Delete
Delete
Delete

15 mgm
Achromycin V (746 Lederle)

..25
100

. . 16
100
1000

10 mils
. . 2 oz
16 oz

Adelphane (262 CIBA)
tablets 25

Adreson (917 Organon)
eye drops 1% . . 3 mils
tablets 5 mgm . . 40

25 mgm 20, 40
Adroyd (938 PD)

tablets

capsules 50 mgm

250 mgm

pediatric drops
syrup

Adwin (266 Clarnel)
paediatric

30
100
250

Delete

Delete

Delete

. . 4 oz
dp 16 oz

tablets 100
dp 500

Aero-Medic (261 Christy)
Aero-Ped (261 Christy)
Aero-Ped (657 IL)
Airwick (23 Airwick)
de luxe bottle
aerosol mist large
fly killer large

Albion (339 CG)
cotton wool . . . . 1 oz

2 oz
4 oz
8 oz

16 oz

32
gross

22
70

170

30
108
80
27

62
62

8ea
Oea
Oea

Oea

5 5

14
25
3

8
gross

9 6ea 14 3 TS Delete

35 8ea 53 6 TS
25 6ea 38 3 TS Delete

153 4ea 230 TS Delete

1480 6ea 2220 9 TS

6 Oea 9 TS

7 ..

5 ..

lOiea

560 306 9
Aludrox (1352 Wyeth)

tablets compound
Delete Ambinon A (917 Organon) 1 mil 3 & 25
Delete Ambinon B (917 Organon) 1 mil 3 & 25
Delete Amphedrex (195 Brook Parker) tablets 25

Ambramycin (70 Aspro)
capsules 250 mgm

suspension 2'5% 6

Amylozine (1152 SK)
Spansules

Andre Philippe (48 AP)
eyebrow pencil

9 6ea 14 3 TS
4 6ea 6 9 TS
4 2ea 6 3 TS
8 6ea 12 9 TS

15 4ea 23 TS
4 Oea 6 TS
7 2ea 10 9 TS
6 Oea 9 TS
4 lOea 7 3 TS
1 8ea 2 6 TS
6 6ea 9 9 TS

35 8ea 53 6 TS
9 6ea 14 3 TS

68 8ea . 103 TS
9 6ea 14 3 TS

35 8ea 53 6 TS
25 6ea 38 3 TS

153 4ea . 230 TS
1480 6ea . . 2220 9 TS

3 8ea 5 6 TS

9 6ea 14 3 TS
35 8ea 53 6 TS
25 6ea 38 3 TS
153 4ea . . 230 TS

1480 6ea ... 2220 9 TS
6 6ea 9 9 TS
9 6ea 14 3 TS

68 Sea 103 TS

34
105
255

fs4B
ts4B
ts4B

3 9

6 11

6 11

34 1

16 25 6ea TS
60 92 Oea TS

250 372 6ea TS
mils

\
9 6ea TS

30 150 .. 18 9 tsls4A
250 99 Oea .. 148 6 |sls4A

6 4 6 2 3 9

Delete reconditioning cream dispenser
spray lacquer aerosol

.

Anesian (690 Keldon)
Antrenyl (262 CIBA)
syrup 100 mils

Apresoline (262 CIBA)
tablets 25 mgm . . 25

50 mgm . . 25
Aqua Velva (1113 S&B)

after-shave lotion

29

ice blue

Archanium (974 PC) 11 oz
2i oz
8 oz

Arrid (1003 PP)
Delete deodorant lotion refill

deodorant super spray
Delete deodorant super spray

Artra (1330 WL)
skin tone cream . . 2 oz

Delete Asmac (1303 Wander) all sizes

Asmac (1303 Wander)
tablets 50

250

500
Asmaval (378 DCBL)

tablets

Aspellin (1023 Radiol)
aspirin liniment

,
dp 16 oz
dp 80 oz

Aureomycin (746 Lederle)
capsules 50 mgm . . 25

100

19
37

60

54
213

28

132
600

9
35

17
14 6 4 9

1 8 6* 2 8
11 13 11| 4 4
9 10 10* 3 4
3 18 n 5 9
A
\t 6 6 3 91

10 5 10
23 13 5

Q 4 111 o 9

8 9 5 5

30 10

.. 6 tsls4A

.. 23 8 tsls4A

4ea 42 6 pls4B

.. 16 6

. . 75

6ea 14 3 TS
Sea 53 6 TS

THIS WEEK S CHANGES

AT END OF LIST

250 mgm . . 16 25
100 153

1000 1480
ear solution 50 mgm vial 6
ointment 3% . . . . i oz 4

1 oz 7

ophthalmic 1% 6xJoz 6
sterilised vial . . 4

soluble tablets 50 mgm 100 35
syrup . . . . . . 4 oz 19

16 oz OS
troches . . 25 3

Avlosulfon (649 ICI)
tablets 05 gm ..1000 117

Ayrton (78 AS&Co)
fairyspun leg tan . . 14

Delete Barbett (1113 S&B) razor blades
Barbett (430 Eucryl)

drip dry razor blades
Bepleto (1352 Wyeth)

elixir

6ea
4ea
fiea

Oea
Oea
2ea
Oea
lOea
8ea
Oea
8ea
8ea

..

38
230

2220
9

6
10
9
7

53
28
103

5

3 TS
TS

9 TS
TS
TS

9 TS
TS

3 TS
6 TS
6 TS
TS

6 TS

tablets
Beplex (1352 Wyeth)

elixir

Besorbon (691 Kemsales)
snuff

Delete Bifacton (917 Organon) tablets 30

• (5) 16

. 4 oz 42 9
40 oz 291

. 50 34

40 oz 268

12 6

7

4

14 7i

2 9

2 3

3 U

4 9 fsls4A
32 4 fsls4A
3 10 tsls4A

29 10

1 8

Billorat (8 Actina)
tripod Stabilo gray 1125/3 68 8ea 16 9ea119 9

Biotergic (972 Pharmax)
detergent . . 2 kilo 28 Oea

Bob Martin (143 BM)
show ring shampoo .

.

19 1 4 91 2 6

Breck (1169 GS&S)
shampoo sachet 7 1 9 1

Bright Future (631 Hudnut)
hair liahtener 48 3 24 li 7 6

Bright Mist (385 DG)
hair set aerosol 72 36 12

when prescriptions call for INSULINS, supply

WELLCOME
•SOLUBLE ©LENTE •PROTAMINE ZINC •GLOBIN

BURROUGHS WELLCOME & CO (The Wellcome Foundation Ltd.) LONDON
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Bronchipax (70 Aspro)
tablets . . . . 6

24
48
72

Bronnley (194 Bronnley)
pine bath cubes (6) 2022/6
essence lOoz . . 902
turtle oil bath soap 604/B

Broprin (195 Brook Parker)
tablets . . . . . . 250

Delete 20, 50, 100, 3 X 100
Brovon (859 Moore)

pressurised refill

Brunitex (1113 S&B)
shampoo powder

liquid

Delete Carbantren (262 CIBA) tablet:

Certor (786 MacDonald)
bandage W.O.W. 2 in x 4 vd

2i in x 4 yd
3 in x 4 yd
4 in x 6 yd
6inx6yd

cotton wool, absorbent . . £ oz
1 oz
2oz
4 oz
8oz
16 oz

• iyd
tyd
1 yd
3 yd
6 yd

12 yd
. . i oz

1 oz
2oz
4 oz
8 oz
16 oz

. . i oz
1 oz
2 oz
4 oz
8oz
16 oz

Choloxin (95 Baxter)
tablets 50

Cibalgin (262 CIBA)
Delete suppositories
Delete tablets 1000

Cibazol (262 CIBA)
Delete tablets 100 & 500
Delete Cirotyl (938 PD) all sizes

Cirotyl (938 PD)

46
41
74
96

19
56
15

(3 doz)
7 ..

4 ..

8 ..

9 3
27 8
3 7

5 Oea

121 9

1 10
5
8 10

11 6

3 3
9 6
2 2

14 6 pi

? 20

4
11
4

U
9
l!

7*

71

gauze, plain

lint boric

lint plain

4
5
6

12
18
5
6

11
20
36
68
3
5
9

21
39
77
6
10
18
33
64

123

17
31
59

114

8 ..

7 ..

4 . .

2 . .

..

10 ..

6 ..

2 ..

8 ..

9 . .

7 ..

4 .

.

5 ..

6 ..

10 ..

10 ..

8 ..

3 ..

5 ..

11 ..

2 ..

9 ..

5 ..

8 ..

2 ..

7 ..

5 ..

6 ..

23 4ea 5 lOea ts4B

Delete

Delete

Coramine (262 CIBA)
Delete ampoules 1-7 mils all sizes

Cortisone (759 L&B) acetate
tablets 5 mgm

25 mgm

Delete Cristolox (1303 Wander) all sizes

Cuckoo (453 Fecher)
Cussons (338 Cussons)

Imperial Leather
bath soap magnum

luxury soaps
"Four Diamonds" . .2084
"Hungarian Rhapsody"

2160
"Rhapsody in Black"

2164
"Rhapsody in Blue" 2162

100 14 2ea 21 4 T8
500 71 lea 106 9 T8
100 53 4ea 80 TS
500 266 Sea 400 TS

23

19

23

23
23

5 7i 3

4 7i 2

5 7i 3

5 7i
5 7i

Dalmas (347 Dalmas)
elastic first aid dressings

cabinets . . No. 1

No. 2
No. 3
refills

surgery cabinet No. 135
waterproof strip dressings

liinxl yd
2 in x 1 yd
2£inxlyd
3 in x 1 yd

elastic strip dressing

H in x 1 yd
2 in x 1 yd
2i in x 1 yd
3 in x 1 yd

Decaserpyl (1087 Roussel)
tablets 5 mgm

10 mgm

20
100
500
20
100
500

8
7

6
9

20
24
27
32

20
24
27
32

92
456
188
168
840
348

6
Oea
Oea
3ea
3ea
3ea

9 .

3 .

.

3 .

9 .

3 .

.

.

Oea
.

.

Oea

1

11

11
10
8

13

2 4
2 10
3 3

3 t

2 4
2 10
3 3
3 9

Delete
Delete

Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete

Delete

Delete
Delete

Delete
Delete

Delete
Delete

Depinar (61 APC)
vial 2 mils . . 1000 mcgm 124 .

.

5 mils . . 2500 mcgm 240 .

.

Depo-Medrone (1263 Upjohn)
40 mgm/mil . . 1 mil 21 Oea

Dial (262 CIBA) tablets all sizes
Didial (262 CIBA) tablets all sizes
Di-Adreson (917 Organon) tablets 1 mgm 30
Di-Adreson-F (917 Organon) tablets 1 mgm 30
Diandrone (917 Organon) tablets 2-5 mgm 500
Dibexin (938 PD) capsules packs of 25
Dicoumarin (917 Organon) tablets 50 mgm 25 & 500
Dimenformon (917 Organon)
ampoules 1 mgm/mil 25 15 6ea

6
vial 5 mils

5 mgm/mil 25 35 4ea
6

vial 5 mils
10 mgm/2 mils 25 70 Oea

6
dipropionate 5 mgm/mil 5 mils
ointment

Distafeed (378 DCBL)
penicillin supplement

riboflavin
supplement No. 1

11

57
282
21

105
522

6 fs4B
ts4B
ts4B
ts4B
fs4B
fs4B

15 6
30

TS

23 3 pls4B

53 pls4B

105 pls4B

No. 2

suspension . . . . 4 oz 34 8 6 4 11*
80 oz 36 Oca 9 Oea 63

Climamask (1313 WED) 71 3ea 95

Colgate (280 CP)
dental cream . 21 6 5 4 2 10
chlorophyll tooth paste

large . . - .

.

22 2 5 6 2 11

Collo-Cal-D (324 Crookes)
bottle . . . . 16 oz 110 .. 13 9

20 oz
Collosol (324 Crookes) Delete

iodine . . . . 16 oz 60 15 8 9
20 oz Delete

Color Bright (385 DG)
shampoo 51 25 6 8 6 Delete

Color High (385 DG)
rinse 70 35 11 9

Color-Match (525 Golden) 33 16 6 5 6
Colorific (631 Hudnut)

colour rinse 23 6 11 9 3 11

vitamin B.12
supplement

Distivit (378 DCBL)
B.12 ampoules

100 mcgm/mil
1000 mcgm/mil

Distolyt (378 DCBL)
tablets

DOCA (917 Organon)
ampoules 2 mgm/mil

5 mgm/mil

10 mgm/mil

Donnazyme (1071 Robins)
tablets .

.

18 gm 15 Oea 22 6 pls4B

101b 11 3ea 15 TS
50 lb 46 lOiea 62 6 TS

1 lb 2 Oea 2 8
10 lb 16 3ea 21 8
50 lb 62 6ea 83 4
lib 1 3ea 1 8

1 lb 3 4£ea 4 6

101b 26 3ea 35
501b 121 lOiea 162 6

5 mils 1 Ilea 2 104
5 mils 5 8ea 8 6

. 24 3 Oea 9ea 5 3 pis"
100 9 Oea 2 3ea 15 9 plsi

25 15 6ea 23 3 pi
6

1 25
6

21 2ea 31 9 pi

I 25 41 Sea 62 6 pi

50
500

144
1200

Delete

Delete

Delete
Delete
Delete

Delete

Dreamland (403 EA) electric blankets
60 X30 in single heat NS1/2 60 5ea
60 x 48 in single heat ND1/2 89 3ea
60 x 30 tliree heat 3FS1/2 81 4ea
60 x 48 three heat 3FD1/2 117 6ea

Droxalin (976 PS&T) gel 8 oz and 80 oz
Duactin (917 Organon) tablets 250
Ecolid (262. CIBA)
ampoules 5 mgm . . 6
tablets 25 mgm . . 25

50 mgm . . 25
E.D.P. (436 Evans)
small

Embazin (971 PSMB)

Emeside (718 LAB)
capsules 250 mgm

Emplets (938 PD)
thyroid ovarian packs of 500

36
300

14
21
19
28

21
175

Oea 99
9ea147
10ea134
9ea194

tsls4A
tsls4A

17 4 3 2 6

2oz 30 .. 3 9 plsl
lOoz 112 .. 14 plsl
20oz 208 . . 26 plsl
80oz 800 .

.

100 plsl

100 27 9ea 37

The ElgastatPharmacist Model
FOR PURIFIED WATER B.P. FROM TAP — INSTANTLY AT NEGLIGIBLE COST

Please write for leaflet CD. 1 10 giving effluent cost for your own area

DEIONISATION (ELGA) LIMITED, LANE END, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
5
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Enduron (2 Abbott)
tablets 2-5 mgm

5 mgm

Ephazone (690 Koldon)
Esquire (1113 S&B)

brushless shave
Ethobral (1352 Wyeth)

tablets
Eticyclin (262 CIBA)

Delete Linguets 0-01 mgm 500 & 1000
Delete 0-05 mgm 500 & 1000
Delete 1 mgm all sizes

Evramycin (1352 Wyeth)
capsules .. ..12 306

100 204
suspension 60 mils . . 193

Femandren (262 CIBA)
Delete Linguets all sizes

Ferrodex (195 Brook Parker)
iron tonic 4 oz 28

8 oz . . 46
Flypel (649 ICI)
tube . . . . .• .

.

Folic acid (413 Lilly)

tablets 5 mgm .
. 100

Delete Folvite (746 Lederle)elixir 4 oz
Forhans (451 F&.T)
toothpaste

Franeolor (637 Hunter) camera
with f/2-8 Color Frankar

lens . . . . - .

.

ever ready case
Gamgee (1073 Robinson) tissue

25 45 . 5 7i
100 174 . 21 9"

25 81 . 10 n
100 288 . 36 o"

18 4 4 7 2 5

250 200 . 22 3 tsls4A

..

Oea
10 ..

34 TS
272 TS
21 7 TS

blue label BPC

pink labe' NHS No. 3

yellow label

2 oz
4 oz
8oz
16 oz
2oz
4 oz
8oz
16 oz

. 2 oz
4 oz
8 oz
16 oz

Delete
Delete
Delete

Delete
Delete

Gem (365 Demuth)
dry sham poo

Gestanin (917 Organon)
tablets 5 mgm . . 500

Gestyl (917 Organon)
ampoules 200 iu 1 mil fi

400 iu 1 mil
500 iu 1 mil 3,

1000 iu 1 mil 6
3000 iu 1 mil 6

Gevral (746 Lederle)
capsules

Gwilym Evans' (552 GE)
Stopain tablets

Hanson (822 McEwan)
Venus scales

Hazi (1037 Eeckitt)

Hematest (843 ML)
tablets .

.

Hydrocortisone (759 L & B)
cream non-greasy
1% .. .. 5 gm

15 gm
1% • • 5 gm

15 gm
21% .. - ... 5gm

15 gm
lotion 1% . . 20 mils
1% .. 20 mils
ointment greasy 1% 5 gm

15 gm
5 gm

15 gm
5 gm

15 gm
50 gm
5 gm
15 gm

.. 127
120
020

Imposil 200 (114 Benger)
vial . . . . 20 mils

50 mils
100 mils

Inter-Dens (802 Martindale)
new mirror pack

Delete I-Sedrin (413 Lilly) compound
•Jeannie (978 PYP)

1%

21%

Hydroderm (837 MSD)

lllord (645 Ilford)

film HPS

21 5 3 2 11

32 .. 4

13 3 3 4 1 10
19 6 4 101 2 8

129 lOea 31 8ea226 5
16 5ea 5 Sea 40 4

7 81 lb 1 31
7 If lb 2 41
6 91 lb 4 6
6 61 ea 8 8
6 1} lb 1

5 61 lb 1 10
5 2 lb 3 5
4 101 ea 6 6
9 4 lb 1 7
8 9 lb 2 11
8 4J lb 5 7
8 Ilea 10 10

18 10 4 81 2 9

221 Oea 331 6

6, & 12

30 11 4ea

20 13

58 6ea
c 32 7 .

B 54 4 .

50 90 .

lOea 19 10

3 1 9

2ea 95 6
3 9
6 3

113

1 9ea 2 8 TS
3 7ea 5 4 TS
2 lOea 4 4 TS
5 9ea 8 8 TS
4 Ilea 7 4 TS

11 7ea 17 4 TS
4 5ea 6 8 TS

Ilea 10 4 TS
1 9ea 2 8 TS
3 7ea 5 4 TS
2 lOea 4 4 TS
5 9ea 8 8 TS
4 Ilea 7 4 TS

11 7ea 17 4 TS
35 lea 52 8 TS
51 .. 6 4} TS
120 .. 15 9 TS

3 5
3 5
3 5

200 .. 25
480 .. 60
70 Oea . . 105

19 4 9 2 9

dog shampoo

Johnsons (672 Johnson)
baby napkins 24 x 24 in

Kasbah (995 Potter's)
kidney remedy

Kleinerts (706 Kleinerts)
Viking swim caps
Pompadour.. .3021

Kobold (037 Hunter)
BC flashgun
Z ....

Delete U
tripod, model 1

model 2
carrying cases
cine model IIIB

Kodak (711 Kodak)
Brownie movie camera

15 3 9 2 2
26 6 6 3 9
26 Oea 6 Oea 45

20 6 . . 27 6

12 3 2

383 19 21 49 6

77 lOea 19 Oea 135 10
11 lOea 2 Ilea 20 9

97 8ea 23 1 Oea 170 4
108 lOea 26 6ea189 9
28 4ea 6 Ilea 49 5
118 4ea 28 10ea206 4

model 11 f/1-9 156 6ea 39 2ea345
movie turret camera f/1-9 310 5ea 77 7ea645 2

Kodachrome film 828-8 8 3ea Ilea 12 9
828-12 10 lOea 1 lea 16 6

(20 exp) K135 15 6ea 1 lOea 24
(36exp) K135 22 8ea 2 7ea 35
(20 exp) KA135 15 6ea 1 lOea 24

Kreml (1113 S&B)
hair tonic 36 2 18 1 5 7

Leetrieshave (1113 S&B) 11 oz 15 6 - 7 9 2 5
21 oz 26 4 13 2 4 1

Ledermycin (746 Lederle)
capsules 150 mgm . . 16 25 6ea 38 3 TS

100 153 4ea . . 230 TS
1000 1480 Oea 2220 9 TS

drops 10 mils 6 Oea 9 9 TS
syrup . . 2 oz 9 Oea 14 3 TS

16 oz 68 8ea . 103 8 TS
Lentherie (753 Lentheric)
Red Lilac soap (3)

Levonor (502 Genatosan)
tablets

8

30
250

Lights Up (385 DG)
hair lightener . . . .

•

Lion (995 Potter's)
cleansing herbs

LiquiSprayer R (766 Liquinure)
Loxene (563 Hampshire)
shampoo . . . . 2 oz

6 oz
Luma (779 Luma)
compound

Lutocyclin (262 CIBA)
Delete ampoules 5 mgm 1 mil all sizes

Delete 10 mgm 1 mil 3, 25, 50 & 100
Delete 25 mgm 1 mil 3, 25, 50 & 100
Delete rubber capped vials 10 mils
Delete implants 100 mgm
Delete Linguets 5 mgm 500 & 1000
Delete 10 mgm 500 & 1000
Delete 25 mgm 1000
Delete tablets all strengths and sizes

Lutormone (208 BW) vet
tablets 1500 iu . . 10 495

Macleans (303 County)
Delete solid dentifrice chlorophyll

Magicurl (1113 S&B)
capsules
liquid

Majeptil (971 PSMB)
tablets 1 mgm

5 mgm

Mansil (786 Macdonald)
cotton wool hospital .

Marge's (798 Margolis)
baby powder

hand cream
hair lacquer aerosol .

spray bottle
refill sachet

petroleum jelly

razor blades blue

shampoo
egg & lanolin sachet

twin pack sachet

40 .. 5
282 . . 35 3

45 22 6 7 6

12 3 2 8
33 Oea 49 6

16 5 4 1 2 3
31 7 71 4 3

17 4 3 2 6
36 9 11 5 6
55 6 13 101 8 Si

55

4 8 2 4 8A
12 11 6 51 2 0"

50 90 22 6 13 1}pls4B
250 360 90 52 6 pls4B

. 50 260 65 37 11 pls4B
250 1040 Oea 260 Oea 151 8 pls4B

1 oz 5 5 .

2oz 8 8 .

4 oz 14 7 .

8 oz 25 5 .

16 oz 46 3 .

8 2 1 3
12 6 3 n 2
6 6 3 3 1 3

27 6 13 6 4 11

11 5 6 2
3 6 1 9 1

9 . 1

18 . 2
25 31 8 7 ii 1 6

(1000) (1000)

21 5 3 4
gross
41
(rrnss

gross
10 3

FOR COUGHS, COLDS AND CATARRH
_ _ PASTILETS
THE MODERN COUGjHTREATMEm

MEGGESON
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS

THE BRAND LEADERS IN THEIR FIELDS
MEGGESON I CO. LTD., LONDON S.E.I6
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bottle
medicated

twin pack sachet

4 oz

bottle . . . . 4 oz
talcum powder
bouquet of flowers,
honeysuckle, lily of the
valley, rose
lavender

tonic hair cream sachet
large
giant

Mavala Scientifique (1093 JS&C)
Menformon (917 Organon)

Delete ampoules 01 mgm/mil 3 & 12
Delete oil solution 1 mgm/mil 3, 6, 12 & vial 5 mils
Delete oral solution 1 mgm/mil 10 mils
Delete tablets 05 mgm 25, 100. 500
Delete 1 mgm 500
Delete 5 mgm 500
Delete Menstrogen (917 Organon) ampoules 1 mil 12

9 2 3 1 6 Delete
Delete

41 10 3 7 Delete
gross gross
9 2 3 1 6

16 8 8 4 2 11
7 2 3 7 1 6 Delete

16 8 8 4 2 11
1 8 10 3

7 2 3 7 1 e
12 6 6 3 2 6
120 6 03 21

adrenalin solution 5 mils 5

Meteixal (826 MJ)
Millophyline (346 Dales)
ampoules

Milton (849 MA)
antiseptic

3i lb

6
48

. 3 oz
8oz

16 oz

34 8ea

68
42

15
27
38

..

6ea

150

12
12

18

19
23
10

Delete

Mini-Sax (1229 T&C)
tablets

Modest (672 Johnsons)
sanitary towels

cotton wool size 1

Monastery (856 Mil) herbs
Morny (862 Morny) perfume
Sandalwood flaskette.

.

medium flask

de luxe .

.

Morphy-Richards (863 M&R)
electric blankets

Regent
double

Imperial
double

Popular both sizes

electric shaver
hair dryer

stand
Mothaks (1229 T&C)

air freshener aerosol . . 5 oz
Murine (1113 S&B)
dropper bottle

Mydrilate (1305 WB)
solution 0-5% .id 15 mils

1-0%.. 15 mils
Delete Mylodex A (195 Brook Parker) tablets 25

Mylodex I (195 Brook Parker)
tablets 100

Mysteelin F (1176 Squibb)
for syrup . . 60 mils
for paediatric drops 10 mils

Mysteelin V (1176 Squibb)
capsules . . . . 12

100
500

Navidrex (202 CIBA)
tablets 25

100
500

NeO-Hombreol (917 Organon)
ampoules 5 mgm/mil 25

6
10 mgm/mil 25

49 6

8 6

1 9
3
4 3

2

2
2
1

3

12
63

111 6
159 6
139 4
199 6

77 6
69
6

33 9

33 6

3 9

8 4J 4 6

80
18
20

10 6
11 8

3 3ea

Delete

Delete

Delete

Delete

Delete
Delete

Delete

25 mgm/mil

50 mgm/mil

25
6

25
6

100 mgm/2 mils 25
6

suppositories 15 mgm 5. 25
Neo-Medrone Veriderm (1263 Upjohn)

10 7ea 15 11 TS
7 4ea 11 TS

20 9ea 31 2 TS
166 3ea . . 249 5 TS
780 Oea .. 1170 TS

48 .. 6
180 f . 22 6
72 6ea . 108 9

14 Oea 21 pls4B

21 6ea 32 3 pls4B

39 Oea 58 6 pls4B

64 Oea 96 pts4B

114 Oea .. 171 pls4B

i oz

50

7 Oea

90 ..

8 6ea

lozenges 1 mgm . . 250
lubricant 10% . . 1 lb

Nystatin (1176 Squibb)
dusting powder

Occultest (843 ML)
tablets

Oestrad (195 Brook Parker)
16 oz

Delete Oestradiol (917 Organon) implants 10 mgm
Oliver's (911 WO)
bathing caps waterseal
brickett racing cap .

.

latex undercap
Optabs (175 BCP)

kit pack
Optrex (690 Keldon)

Delete introductory with eye-bath
Oradexon (917 Organon)

solution for injection 1 mil
Orastrep (378 DCBL)

suspension . . 50 mils 100 .

.

tablets 25 110 .

.

100 31 8ea
500 145 Oea

Ospolot (452 FBA)
tablets . . . . 50 180

250 66 8ea
Ovaltine (1303 Wander)

chuckles . . . . 7 2..
Ovocyclin (262 CIBA)

Delete ampoules 1 mgm/mil all sizes
Delete 5 mgm/mil 50 & 100
Delete implant 20 mgm . . 1
Delete Linguets all strengths and sizes

Oxydent (1113 S&B)
denture cleanser

Pabalate (1071 Robins)
tablets hydrocortisone

10 6 TS

11 3

tsls4A

23 9 1 2 3
21 10 1 1 2 9
10 6 1 3

24 3 6 2 9 pi

10 Oea 15 pi

45
16

12 6s4BTS
13 9s4BTS
47 6 84BTS

. . 217 6 S4BTS

26 3
8ea116 8

mauve label .

.

red label

tube

Panadol (97 Bayer)
tablets

Parke-Davis (938 PD)
Delete adrenalin ointment

Penetrol (234 Cartwright)
cough syrup .

.

Penidural (1352 Wyeth)
oral tablets

sulphas tablets

12 10 3 2i 1 8i
23 10 5 Hi 3 2

500 2608 652 380 4 TS
id cream

17 1 8 6i 2 8
30 15 4 7
17 1 8 6i 2 8
30 15 4 7

1 oz 10 10 5 5 1 8
2oz 17 1 8 61 2 8

100 102 . 12 9
500 39 6ea 59 3

2500 186 Oea 279

1 oz

17 4 3 2 6

25 8 6 5 3 9

20 98 . 10 11 TS
100 428 . 47 8 TS
20 105 . 11 8 TS

100 464 . 51 7 TS

Delete

Delete

Penine (1232 T&R)
leg tan . . . . . . 2 oz

Penotrane (1305 WB)
silicone cream all sizes

Pen-Vee-Dural (1352 Wyeth)
tablets 100

Pepsodent (955 Pepsodent)
tooth-paste economy size

Perandren (262 CIBA)
Delete ampoules 5 mgm/mil all sizes

Delete 10 mgm/mil 3, 25, 50 & 100
Delete 25 mgm/mil 3, 25, 50 & 100
Delete 50 mgm/mil 3, 25, 50 & 100
Delete 100 mgm/2 mils 3, 50 & 100
Delete implant 100 mgm 1

Delete Linguets 50 mgm 500
Delete tablets all strengths and sizes

Percorten (262 CIBA)
Delete ampoules all strengths and sizes

Delete implant 100 mgm 1

Delete Linguets 1 mgm all sizes
Periactin (837 MSD)

tablets 4 mgm

605 .. .. TS

28 3J 6 8} 3 9

15 gm
Nivea (1155 S&N") creme 303
Noshok (453 Fecher)

caustic pencils
Nov-Alocol (1303 Wander)

all products all sizes

Nulls (1037 Reckitt) cream
Numorphan (179 BDH)
Snapules 1-1 mil

17
27

6ea

5 4

10 1

13 6

1 4

4 11

Nupercaine (262 CIBA)

6
25

90
288

TS
4 6

1 7

11 3 DD
32 5 DD

Delete
Delete

Delete
Delete

Pernaemon (917 Organon)

vial 10 mils
forte ampoules 1 mil

vial 5 mils .

.

Persantin (154 B)
ampoules 10 mgm

tablets 25 mgm

Phillips (976 PS&T)
Delete magnesia texture and cleansing cream

100 16 6ea 4
500 75 Oea 18

i 3, 6 <fe 12
12
25 60 Oea
6

12

5 6 6ea 1

25 24 6ea 6
30 9 6ea 2

200 57 Oea 14

liea28 101
9ea131 3

90

7iea11 4J
Uea42 10*
4 tea 16 7i
3ea 99 9

PANADOL
N-acetyl-p-aminophenol 0.5G.

Available in packs of 12, 100, 500 and 2,500

BAYER PRODUCTS, Division of Winffir.op Group, Ltd.
SURB1TON-UPON-THAMES, SURREY.

Excellent analgesic and antipyretic which contains no aspirin, phen-
acetin or codeine. Outstandingly safe, effective and free from
side effects, Panadol has been given to patients suffering from acute

peptic ulcer without causing gastric irritation.

POTENT AND SAFE
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Phillishave (977 PE)
jet standard model . . 7911
dual volt . . . . 7910

Portia (1160 Solport)
animal wool

Portyn (938 PD)
Kapseals

Potter's (995 Potter's)

skin clear ointment
Prednisolone (759 L&B)

tablets 1 mgm

5 mgm

buffered 5 mgm

Prednisone (759 L&B)
tablets 1 mgm

5 mgm

buffered 5 mgm

Pregnyl (917 Organon)
ampoules, 100 iu 1 mil

500 iu 1 mil

1500 iu 1 mil

Primes (1277 VI)
roll

carton
3 roU
large

Primogyn Depot (1107 SA
100 mgm ampoules

Priscol (262 CIBA)
parenteral solution via]

Pro-Actidil (208 BW)
tablets 10 mgm

Progestin (917 Organon)
ampoules, 5 mgm/mil

10 mgm/mil

vial. 5 mils
25 mgm/mil

Pronel (451 F&J)
Protandren (262 CIBA)
Linguets all sizes

Protogest (208 BW)
vet 100 mils .

.

Quadrin (215 BL)
tablets

Quota (1021 QO)
slimming diet . . . . 8 oz

Robinade (285 Colman) sachet
Rodine (573 TH)
warfarin powder

i oz 7 6 .

.

1

1 oz 12 9 .. 1 9

30 80 20 11 8

250 51 8ea 12 Ilea 90 5

9 2 3 1 6

30 2 flea 3 9 TS
100 6 lOea 10 4 TS
500 26 lOea 40 TS
30 8 Oea 12 TS
100 23 lea 34 8 TS
500 106 Sea 160 TS
30 8 Oea 12 TS
100 23 lea 34 8 TS
500 106 8ea 160 TS

30 2 6ea 3 9 TS
100 6 lOea 10 4 TS
500 26 lOea 40 TS
30 8 Oea 12 TS

100 23 lea 34 8 TS
500 106 8ea 160 TS
30 8 Oea 12 TS
100 23 lea 34 8 TS
500 106 8ea 160 TS

25 28 6ea 42 9

6
25 61 6ea 92 3
6

1 25 145 6ea 218 3

6

7 6 1 104 1

18 10 4 84 2 6

20 10 5 24 2 9

36 9 4 9

GB)
3 52 Oea 78 pls4B

20 270 Oea 411 pls4B

10 mils

10 64 .. 8 +s7
100 540 . . 67 6 ts7

25 18 2ea 27 3

6
25
6

23 Oea 34 6

25 36 8ea 55
6

72 18 10 6

6 216 . 24

18 25 6 6 44 3 9

9 4gross

20
48

Rogitine (262 CIBA)
Delete ampoules 5 mgm/mil 25
Delete RoUeicord (637 Hunter) with //3-5 Xenar lens

Rolleiflash (637 Hunter) flashgun
sizes 1, 2 and 3 102 6ea 25 0ea178 10

Rolleiflex {637 Hunter) camera
with//2-8F Zeiss Planar lens 1780 6ea 434 (lea 31 04 9

with //2 -8 Xenotar lens 1659 4ea 404 6ea2893 6

ever ready case 82 6ea 20 2ea 144 1

with 3-5F Planar lens and
coupled meter 1536 6ea 374 5ea2679 2

with 3-5F Xenotar lens and
coupled meter

with "T" Tessar //3-5 lens
1411 4ea 244 0ea2461
1007 6ea 245 7ea1756 10

with meter 1181 Oea 287 1 nra 2059 4

meter 173 lOea 42 4ea303 1

with 4 X4//3-5 Xenar lens 547 Oea 135 llea972 5

ever-ready case 42 4ea 10 4ea 73 10
soft leather case 41 4ea 10 lea 72 1

Rolleiflex-Tele (637 Hunter) camera
with //4 Sonnar lens .

.

2070 Oea 504 7ea3609 7
ever-ready case 99 lOea 24 4ea174 1

meter 173 lOea 42 4ea303 1

Ross (1084 Itoss)
Delete entry 1125/3

Ross (1084 Boss)
binoculars

Stepmur 10 x 50
Stepsun 12x50
Tropical 7 x 40

10 x 50
micro-projection attachment
mobile collapsible stand

Salicylamide (1305 WB)
tablets 0-5 gm

Samaritan (1232 T&R)
olive oil

Samona (1096 Samona)
Delete tablets No. 2

8anilav (671 Jeyes)
plastic pack

Savlon (649 ICI)
barrier cream 5 gm .

.

two-purpose barrier cream 50 gm
Scan (31 AP)

bottle .

Scherk (128 Biometica)
7102

Septocin (195 Brook Parker)
cream No. 1 . . . . 2 oz

Serpasil (262 CIBA)
tablets 0-1 mgm 25

0-25 mgm 25
Silcot (786 Macdonald)

sanitary briefs chic .

.

Silk V satin (1113 S&B)
lotion .

.

. 100 72 .. 9
500 252 .. 31 6

1000 480 .. 60

24 oz 8 9 ..

5 oz 14 . .

10 oz 24 ..

20 oz 47 ..

1023
1041
970

1131
350
371

Delete

Delete

Delete
Delete

24 8

17

24

30

6

2 9

2 6

3 6

54 2 8 6 11

18 7 9 34 2 10
10 10 5 5 1 s

Silvapin (1030 Ravika)
Delete crude pine extract brown 4 oz,

crude pine needle extract 16 oz
pine needle bath tablets 5

Simpkin's (1141 Simpkin)
peppermint rolls (rose)

Skefron (1153 SKF)
Skol (1113 S&B)

sun lotion . . . . 1 oz
2oz
4 oz

Solo (1159 Solo)
squashes and cordials 26 oz

Sparine (1352 Wyeth)
Latabs

1 lb
60
10 10
10 pkts

30
5 5

10 pkts

10
2

3 . 4

100 25 14 7

13 11 3 5} 1 10
20 10 5 24 2 9

34 1 8 6i 4 6

25 . 2 6

Spratts (1175 SPL)
cereal cat food
dog cakes 4 x 7 lb

mixed ovals .

.

20
250

Delete

64
53

7
23
10
19
10

..

9ea

6case
1 ..

7
71

ovals
puppy biscuits

Sta-blond (1113 S&B)
shampoo powder

liquid
sachet

Delete Stenediol (917 Organon) tablets 10 mgm 250
SteriShave (438 BR)

razor bath
refills

Stimplete (1352 Wyeth)
elixir . . . . . . 4 oz

40 oz
Streak Lightening (385 D6)

hair colour stick

Suba-Seal (479 WF)
feeding bottle, polythene

4 oz
8 oz

Sunnybisk (535 Granose)
small

Sustanon (917 Organon)
100 ampoules 1 mil . . 1

2 pls4B
8 pls4B

10
3
1

1

1

4 5 1 H 74
11 2 9 1 54
4 7 1 11 74

22
18

44
287

3
3

4
31

9

11 fsls4A
11 tsls4A

39 19 6 6 6

250 ampoules 1 mil

8wift (581 Haynor)
battery shaver

Tan-if-ic (1059 RiddeU)
24X12

Tattoo (451 F&J)
spiral brush-on mascara

Tek (672 Johnsons) tooth-brush
bristle short head

long tufted
junior

Terramycin (969 Pfizer)
capsules 50 mgm . . 100

1 3
1 6

9 1 .

.

11

116 . . 14 6 pls4B
27 Oea 40 6 pls4B
23 8ea 35 6 pls4B
63 4ea 95 pls4B

36 3ea 8 lOea 58 10

11

6

42 i

45 22 6

23
31
10

11

11

3

35 8ea 53 6 TS

Something new for under the Sun . .
THE ONLY ORAL SUNTANNING AGENT AND SUN PROTECTANT

* tan quickly

~k tan safely

* take tan-if-ic

RIDDELL PRODUCTS LTD. London e.2
Telephone: SHOreditch 7254-6

tan-if-ic
REGD.
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250 mgm 16 OK 6ea 38 3 TS
100 153 4ea 230 TS

1000 1480 6ea 2220 9 TS
intramuscular injection

100 mgm vial 4 6ea 6 9 TS
intravenous injection

250 mgm vial 8 6ea 12 9 TS
500 mgm vial 15 4ea 23 TS

nasal solution . . 5 mils 4 lea 6 TS
ophthalmic solution

25 mgm . . 5 mils i> 4ea 8 TS
oral suspension 1-5 gm y 6ea 14 3 TS
paediatric drops 1 gm aD 6ea 9 9
soluble tablets 50 mgm 25 i nIU 3ea 15 4* TS
syrup 125 mgm/5 mils

60 mils y oea 14 3 TS
tablets 50 mgm 25 9 6ea 14 3 TS

100 oO 8ea S3 6 TS
100 mgm 25 18 9ea 28 1* TS

100 70 lOea 106 3 TS
250 mgm 16 OK 6ea 38 3 TS

100 J.OO 4ea 230 TS
1000 1480 6ea . . 2220 9 TS

topical powder 3% 1 oz Q Oea 12 TS
troches 15 mgm 24 QO 8ea 6 6 TS
vaginal tablets 100 mgm 10 10 lea 15 1 1 13
topical ointment i oz 4 Oea 6 TS

1 oz 7 2ea 10 9 TS
200 gm 46 Oea 69 TS

S.F. capsules 16 26 6ea 39 9 TS
100 159 2ea 238 9 TS
1000 1537 Oea 2305 6 TS

Tessalon (262 CIBA)
Delete. ampoules 5 mgm/mil 6
Delete suppositories 50 mgm 5
Delete Tes P.P. (917 Organon) 10 mgm

Testosterone (917 Organon)
implant 200 mgm

Tetracyn (969 Pfizer)
capsules 50 mgm

250 mgm

intramuscular injection
100 mgm

intravenous injection
250 mgm
500 mgm

oral suspension 1-5 gm
paediatric drops 1 gm
tablets 50 mgm

100 mgm

100
16
100

1000

vial

vial

vial

/mil 3 & 25

31 6ea

35 8ea
25 6ea
153 4ea

1480 6ea

4 6ea

250 mgm

topical ointment 3% .

Tetracyn-P (969 Pfizer)
capsules

Tetracyn-S.F.
capsules

(969 Pfizer)

Thermos (1226 Thermos)
vacuum jugs

jars

Delete

Delete

Delete
Delete

Trasentin (262 CIBA)
ampoules 1-5 mil 5
suppositories 0-04 gm 5

Trasylol (452 FBA)
ampoules 5 mils

25
100
25

100
16

100
1000
i oz
1 oz

16
100
1000

10
100

1000

54
54Q
617
707
613
607

15
9

35
18
70
25

153
1480

4
7

25
153

1480

26
159

1537

5
25
10

250

4 oz
40 oz
80 oz

6ea
4ea
6ea
6ea
6ea
8ea
9ea

lOea
6ea
4ea
6ea
Oea
2ea

6ea
4ea
6ea

6ea
2ea
Oea

Delete 2 mils
Triominic (1303 Wander)

tablets
Tucal (250 Chelspa)

linctus

lozenges

Twin-Tan (451 F&J)
Ultracorten-H (262 CIBA)

Delete tablets all strengths and sizes

Delete Vagisol (1303 Wander) all sizes
Val-Pak (343 DH)

large tube
Vecortenol (262 CIBA)

(vet) 100 mgm 10 mils
Veedip (1273 Veedip)

gloves household flesh

light
medium
heavy

old rose
surgeons' latex

premier quality white
special heavy weight, white
suprex quality, brown
velvex brown, sizes 5 and 5i
rough finish

smooth finish

ice bag 8 in
10 in

47 3 pls4B

53 6 TS
38 3 TS

230 9 TS
2220 TS

6 9 TS

12 9
23
14
9

14

TS
TS
TS
TS
TS

53 6 TS
28 1| TS

TS
TS
TS

106 3
38 3

230
2220 9 TS

6 TS
10 9 TS

38 3 TS
230 TS

2220 9 TS

39 9

238 9
2305 6

44 9
47 6
20 9
32 9

TS
TS
TS

42 4ea 63 6

200 Oea .. 300

36 5ea 54 7 pls7

31 7 9 4 6
23 6ea 5 10}ea
45 Oea 11 3ea
16 4 2 6
69 17 3 10 3

105 52 6 17 6

24 2 12 1 3 9

12 Ilea 16 1 TSVPO

22 6 1 U
28 1 5
39 1 li
24 1 2i

20 6 1 3|
55 2 9
29 1 5

42 2 1

45 2 3
3 6ea
4 3ea

Velouty (379 Dixor)
powder cream . . . . jar 19 2
skin food . . tube 12

Delete Vespral (1176 Squibb) emulsion all sizes
Vick (1277 VI)

formula 44 cough linctus 4 oz
Vikelp (1113 S&B) No. 1

No. 2
No. 3

Vioform (262 CIBA)
veterinary

hydrocortisone lotion
10 mils

Virugon (97 Bayer)
tablets 48 10 8ea

500 105 8ea

26 6

15 11
31 10
61 3

40

9 7

6

6 7£
3 11|
7 Hi

15 33

3 3
2

3

2

4
8 1

6 t
1

2

5 TSVSO

2 Sea 18 8 t

Vitalising (1286 VGC)
(distributors 1141 Simpkin)
glucose tablets . . rolls 4 6 . 6

Vitesso (359 DDD)
shampoo 10 1 9 1

Vosene (303 County)
shampoo sachet 4 4 1 1 7
cream sachet 4 4 1 1 7

Vykmin (1113 S&B)
capsules 42 9 . 4 9

78 9 . 8 9

Wade's (1295 Wade)
144 . 16

salve . . . . . . i oz 16 4 2 4
li oz 32 8 4 6

vaccination pads 4 6 . 7

Weelmeet (1175 SPL)
No. 1 10 1 . 1 1

No. 2 10 1 . 1 1

Delete

Delete

Delete

45 4 .. 5 8
80 .. 10
63 . 7

405 .

.

45 VPO

162 .. 18 VPO
346 6 .. 38 6 VPO

Wellcome (208 BW)
calcium borogluconate solution 40% (vet) 400 cc
pertussis vaccine 0-5 mils 3

5 cc
semen diluent (vet) 50 cc
staphylococcus toxoid (vet)

100 cc
swine erysipelas antiserum

(vet) 100 cc
250 cc

whooping cough vaccine all sizes

Wendy (786 Macdonald)
baby pants floral nylon N70

nylon film . . . . N30
Williams (1113 S&B)
luxury shaving cream
shaving stick
refill ..

Winged Lion (995 Potter's)
compound herbs

Wyovin (1352 Wyeth)
tablets with phenobarbitone

50
250

Yestos (422 EGO
irradiated puppy powder

8 oz
veterinary yeast tablets 100

1000
2500

Yestos E (422 EGO
veterinary yeast tablets 75 32

250 80 .

.

1000 25 Oea

55 4 . 6 11

18 4 4 7 2 5
22 8 5 8 2 11
11 2 9 1 5*

12 3 2

57
216

38
12
77
15

..

.:

. .

Oea

6 4 fsls4A
24 tsls4A

4
1

8
20

4
10
37

AMENDMENTS TO KEY TO SUPPLIERS:

(95 Baxter) =BAXTER LABORATORIES, LTD., London Road Trading
Estate, High Wycombe, Bucks. High Wycombe 4612.

(215 BL) =BURROWS LYHAM, LTD., 197 Lyham Road, London, S.W.2.
Tulse Hill 7831.

(654 Innoxa) =INNOXA (ENGLAND), LTD., Innoxa House, 436 Essex
Road, London, N.l. Canonbury 6601.

(763 Lincoln) =LINCOLN CHEMICALS, LTD., 14a New Broadway,
London, W.5. Ealing 8841.

(766 Liquinure)=LIQUINURE SALES, LTD., 19 Duke Street, London
W.l. Welbeck 5764.

(822 McEwan) =LEONARD McEWAN, LTD., 28 Orsman Road, London,
N.l. Shoreditch 7754.

(884 NB) =NEVILLE BROWN & CO., LTD., Electrin House, 93 New
Cavendish Street, London, W.l. Langham 7161.

(941 Parozone)=PAROZONE CO., LTD., Wellington Works, Stephenson
Street, London, E.16. Albert Dock 5244.

(973 Pharmethicals)=PHARMETHICALS (LONDON), LTD., Victoria
Way, Burgess Hill, Sussex. Burgess Hill 2737.

(1021 QO) =QUAKER OATS, LTD., SouthaU. Middlesex. Southall 2388

(1093 JS&C)=.TAMES, SAMUEL & CO., LTD., 30 Hanbury Street
London, E.l. Bishopsgate 6267.

(1110 SPL) = SCIENTIFIC PHARMACALS, LTD., Innoxa House, 436
Essex Road, London, N.l. Canonbury 6601.

(1131 Shulton)=SHULTON (GREAT BRITAIN) LTD.. Trevor House
96 Brompton Road, London, S.W.3. Knlghtsbridge 3771.

(1152 SK) =SMITH KENDON, LTD., Phone Hop 0707.

(1276 Vibac)=VIBAC LABORATORIES, LTD., 90 High Street, Boving-
don. Herts. Bovlngdon 3289.

(1313 WED)=W.E.D. DISTRIBUTORS, LTD., Vergers House, Shore-
ditch Church, London, E.2. Shoreditch 6983.
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A

A

•
Delete

Delete

A

Delete

Delete

THIS WEEK'S CHANGES
NEW and altered entries notified for the first time.

A=Advanced. i?=Reduced.

Entries new this week are marked thus :— •
Ashes of Roses (150 Bourjois)
perfume miniature 41 20

Ashes of Violets (150 Bourjois)
5011

Delete

Delete

perfume miniature
Bikini (78 AS&Co)
summertan spray

Biligrafin (1107 SAGB)
ampoule 20 mils 30%

50%
Blakeys (136 BF)
malted oatmeal

Bourjois (150 Bourjois)
soap eggs (6) .

.

soap egg mammoth
lemon

oblong toilet

posy bowl .. CI 35
casket . . CI 57

Christinas in July (150 Bourjois)
bath cubes (6) . . 9404
perfume presentation 9401

Elastoplast (1155 S&IST)

quick pack
Electrique (813 MF)
Cologne . . . . 2 oz

4 oz
perfume . . phial

1 oz
Endografin (1107 SAGB)
ampoule 10 mils . . 1

70% viscous . . 1

Evening in Paris (150 Bourjois)

20

10

10

3 6

3 6

A hair cream . . . . 9044
d> hair spray . . 9220
# hand cream , . . . 9198
A liquid brilliantine . . 9102
A perfume .. ..2902

• soap toilet (3) ..9218
Delete soap toilet . . . . 9033
% spray mist . . 3222
A talcum . . . . . . 6378
A vanishing cream . . 6270
9 Febramine (147 Boots)

tablets 30
250

28
16

Delete

perfume

Ibcol (671 Jeyes)
disinfectant extra

I.C.I. (649 ICI)
insect powder 100 gm

. . 'Z oz
4oz

phial
loz

1 gall

5 gall

66
103
57
218

12
52

13

..

Sea
French & Scott (481 F&S)

olive oil shampoo sachet 8 6
treatment pack . . 51

Gammexane (649 ICI) insect powder
Gina (97 Bayer)

tablets 100 102
Hypnotique (813 MF)
Cologne

2 1-5-

12 9

3

25

25 6 14 101

8
4
4
8

Oea
6ea

33
51
28
109

11
17
9 6

36

15 6
70

1 8

Inco-pads (1073 Robinson) 10
Inversine (837 MSD)

tablets 2-5 mam

60

40 20 6 9 R

1 R
1

. 8 oz 12 9 . 1 4
•
•

16 oz 25 6 . 2 8

.9158 6 1 6 10 •
9163 25 4 6 4 3 6 R

. 9257 90 22 6 1 •
gross gross

.9256 36 9 41 •
gross gross

Corr.
27 2 13 7 4 9

120 60 21 •
17 3 2 •

R
47 4 23 8 7 9 A
76 38 12 6
45 4 22 8 7 6
318 8 159 52 6

Delete

21 6 10 9 3 9 A
54 4 27 o 9 6
25 8 12 10 4 6 A
21 6 10 9 3 9 A
21 6 10 9 3 9 A
31 7 9 4 6

77 38 6 13 6
•
•

21 6 10 9 3 9
15 9 7 105 2 9

Can:

10 mgm

100
1000
100
1000

Jaunty (78 AS&Co)
foot spray

Kleinerts (706 Klcinerts)
baby pants

Trainer . . . . 2194
Kodak (711 Kodak)
Brownie movie camera
modelllf/1-9
movie turret camera f/1 -9

Lazitan (78 AS&Co)
cream . . . . . . 2 oz

London Club (296 Coltmo)
hair tonic cream

Man-Tan (1076 Rolls)
small
large

Miss Man-Tan (1076 Rolls)
tanning cream

Mitronal (1121 Searle)
tablets 50

250
Peacock (1379 DT)

glucose health drink 26 oz
Pifco (983 Pifeo)
Holiday battery shaver

Positan (1076 Rolls)
small
large .

.

Primitif (813 MF)
Cologne

10
96
32

300

90
33

45
90

56
90
51
394

24
31

Tryptizol (837 MSD)
tablets 25 mgm

Urografin (1107 SAGB)
Delete ampoules 30% 10 mils
Delete 45% 20 mils
Delete 60% 20 mils
Delete 76% 20 mils
Corr. Vitasun (206 BB)

14
36

30
100
500

1

1

1

1

6ea
Oea
Oea
Oea

26 13

64

156
310

26

39

45
90

93 4

4ea

21 6

. . 2 oz
4 oz

perfume ' . . phial
1 oz

Primolut depot (1107 SAGB)
ampoule 65 mgm 1, 3, & 20

Roman Holiday (150 Bourjois)
bath cubes (6) ..9304

Springtime in Paris (150 Bourjois)
bath cubes (6) ..9204
soap toilet (3) ..9206
talc 9205 28 2

Suba-Seal (479 WF)
complete baby set 1C50 196

Super Man-Tan (1076 Rolls)
cream tanning lotion small

large
Therex (1277 VI)

tablets

25
174

13

6 11

15 9
144
48

450

5 11

7 11

6ea 39
5ea 77

2ea300
7ea555 1

13

19 6

22
44

46

5 11

6 6

7

15

22 6
8

15 6

13 1i

4ea 58 4

2 3

52 6

22
44

28
45

7
15

9 3

14 9
8 6
57 6

4 9

12 2 4 3
7 9 4 6

14 1 4 11

24 6

60 30 10
105 4 52 17 6

26 6 6 7i 3 6 t
47 3 11 10 6 3 f

15 Oea 3 9ea 26 3 s4B
34 Oea 8 6ea 59 6 s4B

165 Oea 41 3ea288 9 s4B

44 5 6

AMENDMENTS TO KEY TO SUPPLIERS:
(296 Coltmo) =COLTMO, LTD., 219 Grand Buildings, Trafalgar Square,

London, W.C.2. WHI. 3705.
(300 Cosette)=COSETTE (LINGERIE), LTD., 45 Beauchamp Place,

London. S.W.3.

Chemist AffDRUGGisT

INFORMATION DEPARTMENT
is at your service

THE Information Department at 28 Essex Street, London, W.C.2, undertakes to

give to subscribers the sources of supply of products within the pharmaceutical

industry and to provide information on technical problems.

Inquiries sent to the department by post should be accompanied by a stamped

addressed envelope. Inquiries may also be put by telephone : CENtral 6565.
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Technical Books for the

Pharmacist's Library . . .

PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULAS,
Vol. 1

The current edition (the 12th, pub-
lished 1953) was completely revised to

incorporate the latest formulations re-

quired by recent advances in medical
science. It presents a comprehensive
collection of pharmaceutical material

from world-wide sources. A supple-

ment (April, 1955) brings the book up
to date with the changes effected in

the British Pharmacopoeia, 1953;

British Pharmaceutical Codex, 1954;

Pharmacopoeia of Japan, and State

Pharmacopoeia of the U.S.S.R.

Price £2 Os. Od. Postage Is. 9d.

PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULAS,
Vol. 2 11th Edition

Contains nearly 900 pages of formulas
of adhesives, beverages, cosmetics,

dental preparations, horticultural

products, lacquers, perfumery, pesti-

cides, toilet preparations, etc., etc. The
work has undergone a thorough
revision by a team of specialists and
is unrivalled of its kind.

Price £2 2s. Od. Postage Is. 9d.

If Pharmaceutical Formulas Volumes
1 and 2 are ordered together the

combined cost is reduced to £3 17s. 6d.

Postage 2s. 6d.

CHEMIST'S DICTIONARY OF
MEDICAL TERMS 7th Edition

Prepared primarily for pharmacists,

the Dictionary is indispensable also

for pharmaceutical manufacturers, ad-

vertisement writers concerned with the

marketing of medicinal products and
indeed all who have to delve into the

multifarious medicinal compounds of

modern times.

Price 17s. 6d. Postage 9d.

PHARMACEUTICAL EMULSIONS
AND EMULSIFYING AGENTS
3rd Edition, 1959

With new emulsifying agents continu-

ally coming on to the market (others

being withdrawn), the index of pro-

prietary emulsifiers included in this

essentially practical handbook would
alone make the possession of each
new edition a " must " for practising

pharmacists, technologists and stu-

dents. Revised by Mr. R. F. White,

the edition is fully up-to-date and
informative. 140 pages.
Price 9s. Postage 8d.

ESSENTIALS OF TREATMENT
1st Edition, 1956

A companion volume to " Diseases
and Remedies." An informed and sage
approach to the newer drugs in rela-

tion to traditional remedies and a
placing in proper perspective of medi-
cine, surgery and good nursing in the
restoration of patients to health.

Price 17s. 6d. Postage 9d.

THE ART OF DISPENSING
12th Edition, 1953

The most economical, complete and
up-to-date manual dealing with the

pharmacist's work at the dispensing
counter. New ideas have been incor-

porated and scientific knowledge has
been added to the " art " formerly
based on skilful training during ap-
prenticeship. Experience gained in

pharmacies of international repute is

placed at the disposal of readers.

Price £1 Is. Od. Postage Is. 4d.

CHEMIST'S VETERINARY
HANDBOOK 11th Edition

Formerly Veterinary Counter Practice.

Provides the pharmacist with ade-
quate and up-to-date information
on animal diseases, their causes
and the drugs used in their control,

thus enabling him to answer the in-

quiries and meet the requirements of
members of the veterinary profession;

to dispense their prescriptions; and to

handle with knowledge the goods that

farmers, poultry keepers and pet

owners are accustomed to buy from
him.

Price £1 7s. 6d. Postage Is. 2d.

THE PHARMACY OF SILICONES
AND THEIR USES IN MEDICINE
1st Edition, 1958

By RONALD LEVIN, F.P.S.

The silicones are a group of com-
pounds of growing importance. To
the pharmacist, engaged in whatever
sphere, this book provides both inter-

est and enlightenment. The author has
taken extreme care to tap all avail-

able sources of information on the

subject, and gives his readers the
benefit of his findings. There is also
an extensive bibliography.

Price 15s. Od. Postage 8d.

CHEMIST'S DICTIONARY OF
SYNONYMS
(Incorporating " Rouses Synonyms for
the use of chemists, their assistants

and apprentices.") Contains the best

features and most essential informa-
tion of its predecessors. An extremely
useful handbook in solving queries

that arise at inconvenient moments.

Price 8s. 6d. Postage 7d.

THE FITTING OF TRUSSES AND
ELASTIC HOSIERY
2nd Edition, 1955

This most popular and practical guide
has been rewritten and is presented in

an even more convenient form, with
linson cover and in a page size en-

abling it to be slipped into the pocket.

It gives information also on the sup-
ply of other appliances permitted
under the National Health Service

Adequately illustrated.

Price 4s. 6d. Postage 2d.

C. & D. REFRESHER COURSE
FOR PHARMACISTS
2nd Edition, 1956

First printed as a series of articles in

THE CHEMIST AND DRUGGIST,
the text has been overhauled to bring

the course into line with changes thai

have taken place since 1952. Deals
with recent advances in pharmaceutics
in a simple and concise manner.

Price 7s. 6d. Postage 4d.

A MODERN COURSE OF PHOTO-
GRAPHIC STUDIES
By Dr. H. BAINES, F.R.I.C., F.I.B.P..

Hon. F.R.P.S.. and specialist collab-

orators.

Lucidly imparts in orderly steps and
with ample diagrams and illustrations

the scientific, technical and other

knowledge demanded of entrants to

the examinations of the Photographic
Dealers' Association.

Price 7s. 6d. Postage 7d.

THE CHEMIST AND DRUGGIST, 28 Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. CENtral 6565

Primed by The Haycock Press, Ltd., 106-140 Neate Street, Camberwell, S.E.5,

and published by the Proprietors, Morgan Brothers (Publishers), Limited, at 28 Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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ONLY

GIVES YOU

To offer the 250,000 men who will replace their

old electric shavers this year.

HEAVY NATIONAL ADVERTISING! &
Forceful National advertising- will

feature a reproduction of the spe-

cial display card illustrated below

and will direct purchasers to the

shops which feature it.

Display this showcard promi-

nently in your window and get

your maximum share of this

increased business.

60% SALES INCREASE FOR

SUNBEAM IN 1960!

&

I

CASH
BONUS

SHAVEMASTER
Fact, not fiction. Sunbeam consumer
sales during 1960 were up over 60% — a record which
no other make is likely to have achieved.

For the assistant in your shop every time he sells

a Sunbeam model—Trade-in terms or not.

SIMPLET00PERATE-NQSTRINGS!

All your assistant does is to com-

plete the various sections of the

Guarantee Card while the cus-

tomer is in the shop. Then, in the

bottom right hand corner, the

assistant prints his name (as

shown in the illustration below)

and mails the card. He will then

receive his 5/- bonus award direct

from Sunbeam.

The above bonus scheme operates

between 1st May to 31st July, 1961.

MORE PROFIT FOR YOU!

In addition to the extra money for

your assistant, you make the profit on all the extra

sales this incentive creates. Sunbeam believe that the

man who sells is the man who should be rewarded.

gives you

£2
for your old electric shaver

and
a teafmens shave

hen you buy a

electric shaver

tSunbedm

Guarantee registration card

SHAVEMASTER

Co.UJrSOON, SuRA£ T.

pAVEHASTER

CARD

EX
z ^ss<-~ 3no/tt > t.LE.t-XRj CS i^TD

I

I

S sag— '^Mgjjggr*^'*

If you have not yet received the mailing

brochure giving full details of these

2 great promotions and the special

Trade-in showcard, write now to:—

THE ADVERTISING MANAGER,
Dept. C.D.I

Sunbeam Electric Limited,

Nerston, East Kilbride. Scotland.

means a I I deal
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(she takes YITASUN capsules

for suntan without sunburn

)

She, and more and more people everywhere take

Vitasun ! Big popularity gains in the U.K. ; and in

Holland— Belgium— Luxembourg— Switzerland

—

South Africa — East Africa — Australia — New
Zealand.

Growing demand at the Olympics, too. Used by the

British i960 Team at Rome and Naples— South
African i960 Olympic Team at Rome—as well as for

athletic meetings in South Africa and elsewhere.

Supplies already requested for the 1962 British

Games at Perth.

Big sales also on ships on sunshine routes, Orient,

P. & O. and Royal Mail Lines — and through
NAAFI for Middle East troops and their families.

LIVELY ADVERTISING SUPPORT
• Provincial Press

• Yachting Brochures

Sports Meeting Brochures

Coastal Town Theatre
Programmes

PLUS
Strong Editorial Backing

MAXIMUM PROFITS IF YOU
STOCK UP IN GOOD TIME

VIT ASU
CAPSULES

(Patents applied for in U.K., France. Canada and U.S.A.)

Retail Price : 5/6 for box of I doz. Capsules

Manufactured and Supplied by :

BURGOYNE BURBIDGES & CO. LTD.

274 llderton Road. London, S.E.I5. Tel. New Cross 7144

Recommend Yalcs with confidence to women with

actual or incipient varicosities. Yalcs give all the

therapeutic support of true two-way stretch—with-

out putting a strain on vanity

!

Yalcs are available ex stock— at full trade discount

—in two types:

(o&p&t/tae) Retailing at 63/- pair

SERVICE Retailing at 53/3 pair

Yalcs Service may be supplied against N.H.S.
prescription in Nylon Elastic Yarn (Lightweight)

Two-Way stretch.

Yalcs Elastic Socks for men also available.

Display material, leaflets, shade cards available from
Sales Agents: ci

GLENSIDE (LONDON) LTD, 37 Percy St, London, Wl

BOTANICALS

CHEMICALS
GUMS

ESSENTIAL OILS |
SPICES ft

WAXES H

O
>-

LU

z
>
z
03

C
50
Ci

STROPHANTHIN-G

ATROPINE
SULPHATE

*

STRYCHNINE
ALKALOID

JOHN KELLYS (LONDON) LTD.
24 OLD BROAD STREET, E.C.2.

Telephone : LONdon Wall 6S85 (4 lines)

Telegrams : " Ergotine, Stock. London
"

Telex : 28760
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THE INTERNATIONAL BOTTLE CO., LTD.

140 PARK LANE LONDON W.I

Telephone MAYfoir 6992 (5 lines) Telegrams AUTREFOIS. AUDLEY, LONDON
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READY

THIS
SUMMER

Coronet roll films

are the best

value at

the lowest

price.

They're a

very popular

buy all

through the

year

—but be ready

for the big

demand

this summer !

In all popular sizes,

in display

cartons of

2 dozen films.

2B
ONLY

coronet
|

CORONET LIMITED
303-310 SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM 19

..,^BT,K5!^2;.VSUU~.s i.'.l;:;i-K,..

'is

New!
Pocket-S ize

INSULIN
SYRINGE CASE

""" ' " • !i fc: i!? !•( :

This new, plastic syringe case,

specially designed for the new
B.S.I. 1619 Insulin Syringe, is

pocket-size and spirit-proof.

Polythene washer and retaining

spring hold syringe firmly in

the spirit. For syringes

up to 2cc size.

-'t'i.

m
if

SurgicalEquipmentSupplies L?
1

WESTFIELDS ROAD, LONDON, W. I

ILODERM
a unique self-sterile Ointment that compares with

no other in the treatment of:—

BURNS

•

BEDSORES •

IMPETIGO •

NAPKIN RASH •

DERMATITIS •

CRACKED NIPPLES •

ask your usual wholesale House for supplies

L

HON LABORATORIES
LORNE STREET, HAMILTON, LANARKSHIRE
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Vegetex
THE VEGETABLE TREATMENT FOR RHEUMATISM

vegetex is a concentrated powder prepared by dehydrating

selected vegetables in closed circuit at low temperature.

Being alkaline, vegetex counteracts the over-acidity asso-

ciated with rheumatic conditions.

YOU CAN RECOMMEND VEGETEX WITH CONFIDENCE

We shall be glad to send you literature on request.

Retail Prices

:

40 tablets 3/10 • 80 tablets 7/3

160 tablets 12/1 • 500 tablets 30/9

MODERN HEALTH PRODUCTS LTD. Davis Road • Chessington • Surrey

Other /Modern Health Products include : BIOBALM • VECON • NATEX GARLODEX

'LITTLE WILLIE*ONTHE
MARCHAGAIN! CHEMISTS

for "CARNATION"
the most popular corn remover

On 10ft. high posters in the big cities and towns and advertise-

ments in the National Press this summer, our famous tramp will

be featuring CARNATION CORN CAPS and advertising them

as " FROM CHEMISTS ONLY."

All you have to do is to ensure you have him on display all the

time and there will be regular easy sales

!

CARNATION CORN CAPS -A "BEST SELLER"

Retail 1/3 Packet (including P.T.)

Trade 8/3 Doz. + 2/1 Tax. Generous bonus on quantities.

Also Recommend: CARNATION CALLOUS CAPS— 8/3 + 2/1 TAX

A PRODUCT OF

Telephone: BROadwell 1355 (5 lines)

OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAM
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TANNIC

ACID
ALL QUALITIES

THE

BRITISH DYEWOOD
Company Limited

19 ST. VINCENT PLACE

GLASGOW, C.I

Today's best value in

heavy gauge STEEl
SHELVING

£3'15'0
H DELIVERED FAEE

!

Brand new— Manufact-
ured in our works.

Shelves adjustable every
inch.

Heavy gauge shelves will
carry 400 lb. each.

Stove enamelled dark
green.

6 shelves per bay—Extra
shelves 8/- each.

Quantity discounts.

THE ONLY HEAVY GAUGE

SHELVING AT THIS PRICE

Other Sizes available Also available in white at £5 per bay.

N. C. DDAUfkl | Tr\ Shelving Division :BKUWPI HEYWOOD LANCS.
Tel: 690I8 (6 lines)

PRESCRIPTION
BOTTLES

require top grade cork

stoppers which permit no

leakage.

Chemists, who know
from experience, continu-

ally specify Robinson

Corks — the first class

quality never varies.

Write for full details

and prices to :
—

ROBINSON BROS
CORK GROWERS LTD.

21 HORTON STREET HALIFAX
London Address: 54JS2, Regent Street, London, IV. I Tel: GER 3965 18

DISINFECTANTS

& ANTISEPTICS

CARBOLIC DISINFECTANTS
Black & White types—all strengths

MARKET & FARM DISINFECTANTS
Approved for use under Diseases of Animals Orderi

PINE & AROMATIC DISINFECTANTS

LYSOL B.P.

QUATERNARY AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS

ROXENOL B.P., etc.

Packed in I, 5, 10 and 40 gallon drums

PRINTAR INDUSTRIES LTD.
BRETTENHAM HOUSE, LANCASTER PLACE.

STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

Telephone: TEMPLE BAR 5801 (8 lines)

Work..- PRINCE REGENT'S WHARF, SILVERT0WN, LONDON. E.I6

Telephone: ALBERT DOCK 3311
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Zoflora
vv DISINFECTANT

YOU ARE SUPPORTED TO THE UTMOST-

BY a lively

sustained

National Adver-

tising Campaign

in women's

magazines aerosol3b zoflora2&

BY a first class

well-known and well

presented product

that brings regular

Free display material

available on request

THORNTON AND ROSS LTD HUDDERSFIELD

YOU'LL DO BETTER BUSINESS WITH

SEMI-PERMANENT HAIR COLORS
Sparkling new pack gives Hair Magic powerful
woman appeal

U3 Special shades for hair up to 50% grey

E3 Wonderful range—over thirty colors, including
latest fashion shades

Q Backed up by more national advertising than ever before in:

DAILY MIRROR • WOMAN • WOMAN'S OWN WOMAN'S MIRROR

j

WOMAN'S REALM • WOMAN'S ILLUSTRATED • WOMAN'S DAY • HOUSEWIFE
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING VANITY FAIR • EVERYWOMAN • SHE

MODERN WOMAN - WOMAN'S JOURNAL - ARGUS WOMEN'S GROUP
WOMAN & BEAUTY HAIR FASHION

You pay: 1/8 + P.T.
per bottle

You get: 3/10 per bottle

Your profit: 1/4

on every bottle of
quick-selling Hair Magic

Hair Magic is made by inecto, the largest and most experienced manufacturers of hair colouring in the world

Advice Bureau, INECTO HOUSE 27 DOVER STREET . LONDON W.1 HYDe Park 7541
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JAUNTY FOOT SPRAY
The very latest thing in aerosol-conveyed luxury-
fragrant, refreshing Jaunty Foot Spray cools hot feet

like magicl

Your lady customers, especially, will welcome this

new Ayrton line. Just a dash brings gentle, ecstatic

relief to hot and tired feet.

36/- per dozen. Tax 25%. Retail 5/-.

BIKINI AEROSOL SPRAY
The latest exciting product in the Bikini Series.
No application difficulties here! Simply remove the
cap, lightly depress the plunger and there you have
it! A smooth, controlled application of a first-class

suntan spray. What could be easier? And what more
certain of success on the 1961 holiday beaches?

40/- per dozen. Tax 50%. Retail 6/9.

LAZITAN CREAM
Introduced last season as a liquid, we
now present Lazitan as a cream applica-

tion for a smooth, even, glorious tan
whatever the weather.
Packed in large 2-oz. tubes, the new
Lazitan is easier to carry, easier to handle
and easier to apply. The tubes are in-

dividually cartoned, as illustrated, and
an attractive display outer to hold one
dozen will be available to meet your
orders.

26/- per dozen. Tax 50%. Retail 5/1 1.

AYRTON, SAUNDERS, & CO. LTD., HANOVER ST., LIVERPOOL Phone: Royal 8282

BinaiinfliiuiiiHHBimiiuiiiiHii!HUMUMfUHHHHHHMMMn""—11

iVITAMIN D3

PyRE CRYSTALLINE D3
!

l

MBMi

——— .

o-Cresol-a-glycerol-ether a™
(Mephenesin)

Guaiacol oc qlycerolether

Manufacturers

:

PEBOC
LIMITED

Sales Office: 629/630 TOWER BUILDING

i

LIVERPOOL 3 • ENGLAND

Laboratories: NORTHOLT, MIDDLESEX 1

ilBIBMIHIHBHHBHIIH

EYE
LOTION

Recommend it with

assurance—for Eye Strain, Tired

Eyes, Inflammation, etc.

Retails at

3/B per bottle
(including eye bath)

Cost Price 21 /- per doz.

plus 5/2 P.T.

LARGE SIZE
10 ozs: 4/- per bottle

Cost Price 28/- per doz.

plus 71- P.T.

ILOX EYE BATHS
Cost per doz. 10/- plus 1/6 P.T.

Retail I/4J each.

BONUS OFFER
I DOZEN PARCEL

13 to the dozen

ATTRACTIVE SHOW-CARD
IS ALSO AVAILABLE

from the London Distributors

Prepared by

B. HOOPER & CO. LTD. Chemists
6 Railway Place • Fenchurch Street • London E.C.3. Roy 2380

London Distributors

:

PORTLAND SUPPLY CO., STONEY LANE, E.C.3. BIS 5274
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» 4»> Respiratory diseases

are now a universal problem

Specially designed to meet this problem is

the Kidde Type U.S. Oxygen set which is

available for purchase and has been de-

veloped for the National Health Service. It

is suitable for use with standard medical

oxygen cylinders fitted witli hull nosed

valves.

Approved by the Ministry of Health

for domiciliary tise against E.C.lo

orders

The equipment b simple to operate, can

be easily connected to cylinders by hand

without the aid ol spanners, is robust and

reliable in service. Supplied complete in box

for transit' purposes.

Stock the H.S. set now for prescription

use.

THE WALTER KIDDE COMPANY LIMITED
BELVUE ROAD • NORTHOLT MIDDLESEX • Telephone Vi King 661

1



everythin
BEST HAIR CREAM
CAN GIVE YOU
plus

FREEDOM FROM
DANDRUFF!

LOXENE
• ICO

medicated

HAIR CREAM
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS (% W/W)

HIXACHLOROPHENE 2S ALIAN70IN 002S

Baun Laboratories'. Sunnydale. Derby

s the story we'tt »e

milttons
when the

tett'ma. to

, nvcM£ advertising

campaign
breaks this summer!

N

\

Make sure you get everything by

F.W. Hampshire & Co. Ltd. Sunnydale, Derby.



AND WHAT A CAMPAIGN!
It's got

everything

Heavier, more intensive T. V. Advertising-

frequent 30 second spots on ait stations !

Powerful Press advertising - big, dominant spaces

in the DAIL Y MIRROR and DAIL Y EXPRESS!

The strong sales story only LOXENE HAIR CREAM

can tell

!

Men everywhere are conscious of dandruff.

And with Loxene's bigger than ever
campaign, they'll be conscious that Loxene
Medicated Hair Cream gives them perfect

grooming plus freedom from dandruff. This
means more business . . . more profits for YOU!

stocking and displaying plenty of

Medicated Hair Cream
Urgent Orders: Tel DERBY 22202/4 (3 lines)

1

2

3
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HORMO-PHARMA LTD

ANNOUNCEMENT
On and after 1st April, 1961

MARTINDALE'S
have been appointed sole distributors

for the U.K., Northern Ireland, Eire

and Channel Islands

FOR

OKASA
THE 20th CENTURY TONIC

Solid, Steady Progress

A steadily widening demand continues to

multiply sales of the new-formula OKASA.

Powerful Advertising Programme

The successful advertising programme for

OKASA is being consistently maintained on

Television in Jim's Inn and in such influential

newspapers and magazines as the Daily

Express, Sunday Express, Punch, T.V. Times,

etc.

STANDARD SIZE (100 TABLETS) 24'6
TRADE PRICE 16/4

TRIAL SIZE (50 TABLETS) 1 4^9
TRADE PRICE 9/10

(Not subject to Purchase Tax)

Please address all orders and enquiries to

MARTINDALE'S

14/16 Bruton Place, New Bond Street, London, W.l

Telephone : MAYfair 781

1

Burson Stockings, made exclusively

on special knitting looms, are the product

of many years' intensive research into the

making of surgical stockings.

Always dispense and recommend
Burson 2-Way Stretch Hosiery and ensure

your customers' complete satisfaction.

The quality—finish—colour and durability

of Burson Hose make them the first choice

of those who appreciate the best. Burson

Stockings are fully fashioned and virtually

indiscernible in use.

Burson Stockings are advertised in the

Medical Journals and in a strong list of

National Weekly Newspapers andWomen's
Magazines.

AVAILABLE FREE ON REQUEST WITH BURSON STOCKINGS:—

• Instruction Chart with details for measuring,

fitting and exact adjustment tofit and tension.

• Individual Measurement and Order Forms.

• Instructions for mending and washing.

O Illustrated leaflets for your customers.

BURSON
TWO-WAY STRETCH HOSIERY
IS MADE FROM LASTEX YARN
Your clients may well prefer these

wonderful Burson Nylon Stockings,
made on the identical, exclusive
machines which have made Burson
leaders in their field, and which can
now be dispensed under the N.H.S.

Sole Distributors .—FASSETT & IOHNSON LTD
86 CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON. E.C.I

Also at 6 CROW STREET, DUBLIN
*Burson is the registered trademark of the Kendall Company

Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
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I MALTOSE CRYST.

Enquiries are invited to the manufacturers TRIFAX N.V., Bussum, Holland
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A "C & D» BOOK

The Pharmacy of SILICONES
— and their uses in medicine

BY RONALD LEVIN, F.P.S.

THE silicones are a chemical revolution. Phar-

maceutically they have proved their value in

routine techniques from sterilisation to bottle

washing, from ampoule filling to formulation.

" The Pharmacy of Silicones " gives access to the

chemical and physical properties of these com-

pounds; to their toxicology ; their varied applica-

tions, particularly in medicine; and a bibliography.

WITH EIGHT-PAGE INSET OF PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

Price

15s.
Postage 8d.

Order your copy NOW from :— The Publisher:

THE CHEMIST AND DRUGGIST
28 ESSEX STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C2

New H. & A. Poligloves have
hundreds of uses in and around the home.
CAR MAINTENANCE, GARDENING, FOOD PREPARATION,
HOUSEHOLD WORK, LAYING FIRES, HOME HYGIENE.
Washable and reusable they are ideal wherever hygiene and
cleanliness is important, and especially useful for handling
food. H. & A. Poligloves, which fit either hand, come in

three sizes, small, medium and large. They are packed in

striking display boxes, each containing i doz. medium, £ doz.
large, £ doz. small size individual packs holding io gloves
for a/ii.

THERE'S EXTRA PROFITS AND BUSINESS FOR YOU

!

So order today from your usual wholesaler or from the sole manufacturers

H. & A. MANUFACTURING CO. LTD., HOWAY HOUSE,

NORTH STREET, MANCHESTER 8. Tel: DEAnsgate 8533 (5 lines)

Grams : Howay, Manchester

Whitaker's
for Dyes

"LUTON" STRAW HAT DYES and

"AURORAL" COLD WATER DYES
are nationally advertised and are regularly requested.

Attractive Pattern Cards and Showcards supplied.

Write for Price List giving full particulars to

:

WHITAKER & CO. (KENDAL) LTD., KENDAL.

60 Years'

Repute as

the Family
Remedy

for

Indigestion

BOX'S

P.A.T.A.
Retail Prices

1/7, 3/6,

5/7, 13/5, 24/3
(including

tax).

INDIGESTION PILLS
W. H. BOX, 47 COBOUaC ST., PLYMOUTH
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HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR SUMMER STOCKS YET? This is the season when thous-

ands of photographers are taking millions of colour pictures. Anytime now they'll be looking for

well-designed, reasonably-priced viewers that will show their transparencies big and bright. Johnson
viewers. They are good-looking, sturdy and give years of trouble-free service. To display them is to sell them.

JUMBO 22 VIEWER 2 x 2 in. slides. 4
degrees of magnification. Battery oper-
ated, or mains transformer base.

JUMBO 35 VIEWER ' Big-picture ' viewer
for 35mm. transparencies. Picture magni-
fied almost four times. Battery operated.

JUMBO 66 VIEWER Attractive, battery-

operated viewer for 2iin. square trans-

parencies in 2f x 2f in. frames.

COLORVUE VIEWER Shows 2 x 2 in.

slides brilliantly. With folding table

support. Finger pressure operates light.

JOHNSONS
OF HENDON LTD

HENDON WAY, LONDON, N.W.4
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As a result of extensive clinical tests, Dutton & Reinisch Limited

announce a most important new class of FUNGICIDAL and

BACTERIOSTATIC substances, based on Undecylenic-alka-

nolamides. Far milder on the skin than halogenated phenolic

derivatives, and of far lower toxicity, these substances are highly

effective against fungus infections such as athlete's foot as well as

the yeastlike fungi associated with Dandruff. In having outstand-

ing fungicidal properties allied to bacteriostatic characteristics

these products offer a new weapon to the formulating chemist

in his search for the most effective compositions.

THE NEW

FUNGICIDAL

BACTERIOSTATIC

L

AGENTS

El 185inmiiiLDu.
Undecylenic Alkanolamides

SKIN - FRIENDLINESS

LOW TOXICITY

Jjc Highly fungicidal and bacteriostatic

jjc Far better tolerated by the skin than halogenated phenolic derivatives

Sfc Skin substantive

Compatible with soaps and detergents

tJc Perfume compatible and a perfume fixative

^ Simple in formulations

t£ Patents appliedfor

DUTTON & REINISCH LIMITED 130-132 cromwell road, london, s.w.?

Specialists in Amides.
Tel : FREmantle 6649 & 7777

TELEX 23254

Telegrams and Cables:

CONDANOL LONDON
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Chemist^Druggist
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Telephone: CENtral 6565

Address Box Number Replies to : THE CHEMIST AND DRUGGIST, 28 ESSEX ST.. STRAND, LONDON, W.C 2

Specially spaced Advertisements, including :—Public and Legal Notices, Sale by Auction, Appointments, Contract Work, Patents, Partner-

ships, 20/- per i inch minimum and pro rata. Box 2/-. Clearances and Wants, Businesses for Disposal and Wanted, Premises, Agents

Wanted, Agencies Wanted, Miscellaneous, 20/- for 36 words minimum; then 6d. per word. Box 2/-. Situations Vacant, 15/- for 36
words minimum, then 6d. per word. Box 2/-. Situations Wanted, 4/- for 18 words minimum then 3d. per word. Box 1/-.

Specially displayed advertisements with rule all round, 50/- per inch minimum.

ORRIDGE & COMPANY
II

184 STRAND, W.C.2
Tel : TEMple Bar 9212/3 & 6340

BUSINESSES FOR DiSPOSAL
CENTRAL SCOTLAND. Chemists' business in

County Town for sale by private bargain. Mod-
ern shop on one of the main thoroughfares.

Turnover £12.000. N.H.S. forms over 7,000.

Good reason for disposal. For further particu-

lars apply Box C 3558.

APPOINTMENTS

ASHFORD HOSPITAL,
ASHFORD, KENT
Assistant-in-Dispensing

required at the above hospital.

Salary £395 a year by annual increments to a

maximum of £535 a year.
Applications with names and addresses of two
referees should be made to the Hospital Secre-

tary. C 6460

| CHEMIST BUSINESS TRANSFER AGENTS AND VALUERS WHOLESALE AND RETAIL |
| BRANCHES: BIRMINGHAM • SOUTHAMPTON • LIVERPOOL • SHEFFIELD • CARDIFF j

NEWMARKET
GENERAL HOSPITAL

(302 beds)
Assistant-in-Dispensing

required for Department recently moved to
newly built accommodation.
Ideal working conditions. Alternate long week-
ends.
Preference to applicants with hospital experi-
ence. Salary in accordance with Whitley Scales.
Applications to Chief Pharmacist, Newmarket
General Hospital. C 6464

SEAMEN'S GROUP,
DREADNOUGHT SEAMEN'S

HOSPITAL,
GREENWICH, S.E.10

Locum Pharmacist
required from 17th July—5th August; 14th—
26th August; 25th September—30th September.
Weekly salary 18 guineas plus hourly rate 12/6
for two overtime sessions of two hours each
week. c 555

AND

ALBERT DOCK ORTHOPAEDIC
HOSPITAL, E.16
Locum Pharmacist

required from 28th August—16th September.
Weekly salary £20 9s. 6d.
Apply, House Governor, Dreadnought Hospital,
Greenwich, S.E.10. C 554

SOUTHMEAD HOSPITAL,
BRISTOL
(570 beds)

Post-graduate Apprentice Pharmacist
A vacancy will occur in August next for the
above appointment. This post offers wide ex-
perience in modernised department.
Applications, stating age, qualifications and
experience to be made to Group Secretary.

.

C 3579

STEPNEY GROUP HOSPITAL
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE,

MILE END HOSPITAL,
BANCROFT ROAD, LONDON, E.l

Deputy Chief Pharmacist
Applications are invited for the post of Deputy
Chief Pharmacist (Category IV). Salary scale
£815 p.a. by annual increments to maximum of
£1,110 p.a. plus London Weighting. Whitley
Council conditions of service. Further particu-
lars may be obtained from the Chief Pharma-
cist (Tel.: Advance 4855). Applications stating
age, qualifications, experience and the names
of two referees, to be sent to the Group Secre-
tary at the above address. C 6466

BARNFT GENERAL HOSPITAL,
WELLHOUSE LANE,
BARNET, HERTS

(490 beds)
Pharmacist

required in this modern and well-equipped
pharmacy (Category V Hospital).
Barnet is terminal of Northern Line (London
Transport). Whitley Council salary scale with
London Weighting. Applications to Hospital
Secretary (Phone; Barnet 7421), with names of

two referees. C 6365

BARNET GROUP HOSPITAL,
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE,

WELLHOUSE LANE,
BARNET, HERTS
Locum Tenens Pharmacist

required for duties within this Group of Hos-
pitals from June 1 to September 30.

Applications, giving details of experience, etc.,

should be sent to the Hospital Secretary, Barnet
General Hospital, at the above address. C 558

CENTRAL GROUP HOSPITAL
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Senior Pharmacist
for Bethnal Green Hospital. Modern depart-
ment approved for training students. Salary
scale £770—£1,010 p.a. plus higher qualifica-
tion allowance and London Weighting. Please
apply with details of age, training and ex-
perience to the Group Secretary, 213 Kings-
land Road, London, E.2. C 553

ASHFORD HOSPITAL,
ASHFORD, KENT

Pharmacist
required at the above hospital.

Salary £690 a year by annual increments to a

maximum of £920 a year.

Applications with names and addresses of two
referees should be made to the Hospital Secre-

tary. C 6461

CENTRAL GROUP HOSPITAL
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Locum Pharmacists
Holiday relief vacancies:—

12th—24th June, 1961
Salary 18 guineas p.w. Applications with full

details to Chief Pharmacist, Metropolitan Hos-
pital, London, E.8. C 561

HEATHERWOOD HOSPITAL,
ASCOT, BERKS

Pharmacist
required for modern well equipped department.
Apply with full details and names of two
referees to Secretary. C 6453

LONDON CHEST HOSPITAL,
VICTORIA PARK, E.2

Locum Pharmacist
required for a period of 8 weeks as from May
1. Salary in accordance with the Whitley Coun-
cil scales. Apply to the House Governor, Lon-
don Chest Hospital, Victoria Park, London,
E.2. C 6447

LONDON JEWISH HOSPITAL,
STEPNEY GREEN, E.l

Locum Pharmacist
required at the above hospital from April 24th
to May 27th and from July 3rd for eight

weeks. Salary £18 18s. per week. Applications
in writing to be sent to the Chief Pharmacist.

C 6450

LONDON CHEST HOSPITAL,
VICTORIA PARK, E.2

Senior Pharmacist
required. Salary in accordance with the Whitley
Council scales. Applications stating age, quali-

fications and experience, accompanied by three

testimonials, in writing to the House Governor.
C 6448

ST. STEPHEN'S HOSPITAL,
FULHAM ROAD, S.W.10

Locum Tenens Pharmacist
required at the above hospital. Eighteen guineas
weekly. Apply immediately to Chief Pharmacist.

C6415

ERNEST J. GEORGE & CO.
329 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON W.C.I. Telephone : HOLBORN 7406/7

Professional Valuers to the Pharmaceutical Trade.— Wholesale, Retail and

Hospital Stocks. Branches throughout England and Scotland.
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Appointments—Continued

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA HOSPITAL
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Post-graduate Student
required in the Pharmacies of the Hospitals
in the Southend-on-Sea Group. Salary £460 per
annum. The Hospitals are situated in pleasant
surroundings and the post offers excellent op-
portunities for experience in all branches of
pharmaceutical work including dispensing for
in-patients and for patients from a busy Con-
sultative Out-patients Department, manufactur-
ing, sterilising, dressings and instruments. Stu-
dents who contemplate sitting the Final Exam
this year will be considered for appointment
in September. Applications, stating age, par-
ticulars of education, etc., with the names of
two referees, should be sent to the Secretary,
General Hospital. Southend-on-Sea, as soon as
possible. C 6452

SPRINGFIELD HOSPITAL,
LONDON, S.W.17

Senior Pharmacist
required, permanent appointment. Salary £770
x £30.(1)^E800 x £35 (6)—£1,010 per annum
plus London Weighting.
Applications to: Group Secretary, Springfield

Hospital, Beechcroft Road, London, S.W.17,
giving age, qualifications, details of experience
and names of two referees. C 556

ST. NICHOLAS HOSPITAL
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE,

ST. NICHOLAS HOSPITAL,
GOSFORTH,

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, 3

Assistant-in-Dispensing
Applications are invited for the above post in

the Pharmaceutical Department. Salary within
the range of £175 at age of 16, rising to £395 at

age of 22, rising to a maximum of £535, plus
£50 qualifying allowance for persons over the

age of 18 years holding an appropriate qualifi-

cation. Applications, stating age, education, and
experience, to be addressed to the undersigned
at the above address. G. E. FORD,

Group Secretary.
C 3574

PFIZER LIMITED
The Ethical Pharmaceutical Sales Division of Pfizer Limited

has a number of vacancies for the right men to act as

Medical Representatives
in the North of England, to promote the Department's pro-
ducts to the Medical and Pharmaceutical professions.
Applications from gentlemen aged 25 to 35 are invited.

Candidates should possess :—
A good education.

A Pharmaceutical qualification or a good Medical and Phar-
maceutical background.
Proven or latent ability to sell in this field.

A sincere desire to work hard and progress in an expanding
organisation.

In return the successful candidates will be offered:—
A good basic salary and incentive bonus.
Payment of all business expenses.

Company car.

Comprehensive training.

Participation in generous non-contributory Pension and Life
Assurance Schemes.
Removal Expenses if necessary.

Written applications Quoting Ref. WS/CD and giving details o)

background, education and career to date should be sent to the

Personnel & Training Officer (Sales Divisions),

Pfizer Ltd., Sandwich, Kent

THE [zerGRoup
! CHEMICALS PHARMACEUTICALS VACCINES
AGRICUtTURAL & VETERINARY PRODUCTS

C 6462

SITUATIONS VACANT

RETAIL (HOME)

DARTFORD. Pharmacist required for dispens-
ing duties at central pharmacy, also for relief

at one branch. Applications in writing stating

full particulars and salary required to: Super-
intendent Pharmacist, Dartford Co-operative
Chemists, Ltd., 93 Kent Road. Dartford.

C 3573

EASTBOURNE. Unqualified assistant required,
experienced in dispensing. Comfortable, per-
manent. Meyrick & Davies. Ltd., 149 Terminus
Road, Eastbourne. (Phone: 4810.) C 3581

EXPERIENCED dispensing unqualified assistant

required. Apply Trimming. Willis & Co., Ltd.,

49 High Street, Alton, Hants. C 3577

PHARMACIST. A Relief Branch Manager
Pharmacist required for a permanent position
with the Society. Excellent conditions. Applica-
tions in writing stating full details of age,
experience, salary required to the Personnel
Manager, Co-operative, 110 Fratton Road,
Portsmouth. C 3556

PHARMACIST wanted as relief Manager. Per-
manent post with prospects, in pleasant part of
Hertfordshire. Unfurnished modern flat avail-

able if required. Able to drive an advantage.
Full details at interview. Apply to E. E. Russell
(Chemists), Ltd., 42 Whitehorse Street, Bal-

dock, Herts. ('Phone: Baldock 3345.) C 3568

TOTTENHAM. Experienced lady counter
assistant required, preferably with some dis-

pensing experience. Good salary and congenial
working conditions. Apply Mr. MacPhee, E. C.
Price, Ltd.. 804 High Road, Tottenham, N.17.
(Phone: TOTtenham 1974.) C 3580

YOUNG MAN REQUIRED by leading photo-
graphic dealers. Some experience desirable.

Good prospects. Write: Manager. " City Sale,"
64 Cheapside, E.C.2. C 3569

REPRESENTATIVES
An opportunity exists for suitably qualified gentlemen to join an

International Pharmaceutical Company as:—

PHARMACEUTICAL REPRESENTATIVES
in territories centred on Birmingham and Nottingham. These gentlemen

would sell ethical pharmaceutical products of the Company to Retail

Chemists. Candidates who have a sound education and experience of selling,

preferably to Retail Chemists, are invited to apply. Some knowledge of

current ethical pharmaceutical products would be an advantage.

A comprehensive training scheme is operated by the Company and full

support given to Representatives' activities.

An attractive starting salary is offered and all business expenses paid.

This Company operates non-contributory Pension and Life Assurance

Schemes and housing assistance can be given.

Fully detailed applications are invited from gentlemen of good education

and integrity, aged between 25 and 35. These should be addressed to the

Advertiser, Box C 6457, quoting Ref. CD.
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M&B
DEVELOPMENT
PHARMACIST

MAY & BAKER LTD DAGENHAM ESSEX

require a graduate in Pharmacy in their Pharma-

ceutical Development Laboratories. The work entails

the development of new formulations and manu-

facturing processes. It is an interesting post which

affords scope for originality and the application of

scientific principles.

Applicants should hold a recognised pharmaceutical

qualification and be not more than 30 years of

age. Some experience in the above type of work

would be an advantage.
i

Commencing salary in the range £800—£1,250 p. a.

There is a Life Assurance Scheme and Pension

Fund in operation.

Apply initially in writing to the

Personnel Officer, quoting: Reference No. CD/193/60.

C 6455

Ghana

Branch Manager

A leading Pharmaceutical Company
invites applications from pharmacists

to fill a progressive position as

Manager of their new branch organ-

isation in Tema.

The successful applicant, within the

age group 28/35, will have gained

wide sales and administrative ex-

perience in the promotion of medical

products for preference but experi-

ence in allied fields would be an

advantage. A training course in the

United Kingdom will precede the

appointment.

Applicants should submit full details of career

and qualifications, together with a recent

photograph, to Box C 6454.

CIB A
VETERINARY REPRESENTATIVE

CIBA Laboratories Ltd. invite applications for the post of Veterinary
Representatives in South-East England. Candidates must have had previous
experience in selling ethical veterinary preparations, preferably in the South-
East. This is a first-class opportunity to join a rapidly growing department
and further promotion would follow for the right man who could prove
his ability by results. Good salary, pension scheme and Company car
provided.

Application forms can be obtained from:—
Veterinary Products Manager,
CIBA Laboratories, Ltd.,

Horsham, Sussex.

C 6458

Situations Vacant—Continued

WHOLESALE

ABBOTT LABORATORIES, LTD.,

wish to appoint a Deputy to the Mana-
ger of the Pharmaceutical Development
Laboratory concerned with the formu-
lation of new products. The candidate
should possess a pharmaceutical quali-

fication and have had experience in pro-
duction or preferably development
work. The position offers excellent pros-
pects to the right person and the Com-
pany have many employment benefits.

The appointment will be in the North-
east until about October of this year
when all activities of the Company will

be transferred to new laboratories in

Kent. Please apply, giving full details

of age, education and career to date,

to:
The Secretary,
Reference H.L.,

ABBOTT LABORATORIES, LTD.,
Bede Trading Estate,
Jarrow-upon-Tyne,

Co. Durham.

C 6456

COTON LODGE HONEY FARMS, makers of
honey and other new products, require sales-
men for East and West Midlands. Applicants
must have knowledge of grocery and /or phar-
maceutical markets. Products nationally adver-
tised. Salary and commission. Car provided and
expenses paid. Full details of age and experi-
ence in confidence to Coton Lodge Honey
Farms, Old Water Mill, Desborough, Northants.

C 6463
EXECUTIVE, 30/35. with intimate knowledge
buying and selling pharmaceutical chemicals or
essential oils, required by well-known London
company to establish new department. Oppor-
tunity for investment and eventual promotion
to Board. Replies in confidence to Box C 6392.

LONDON. Stocktakers required by very old-
established firm. Excellent conditions and good
remuneration. Must be prepared to travel when
necessary. All expenses paid. Previous experi-
ence an advantage but not essential. Apply Box
C 6451.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE required for ex-

isting territory in Greater London area servic-

ing retail pharmacies and doctors with drugs,
galenicals, tablets, ethicals, etc. Remuneration
will be by salary and incentive bonus. Car
provided and expenses paid. Full details in

confidence should be sent to C.G.P., Willows
Francis, Ltd., 73/75 Shacklewell Lane, Dalston,
E.8. C 6467

SUPERINTENDENT PHARMACIST required
to take over pharmacy in Alnwick, Northum-
berland, specialising in veterinary products.
The position would suit young selling chemist
with an agricultural background or interests.

Ability to enthusiastically impart product know-
ledge to non-technical sales staff essential. Con-
tributory life assurance /pension scheme. Car
provided. Applications to: Northern Farmers'
Trading Association, Ltd., 12 Westmorland
Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, 1. C 3553

PILL COATER required, also to assist in the
manufacture of medicinal preparations, and light

duties. Hours 8.30-5 p.m. No Saturdays. Apply
to George Eade, Ltd., 232 Goswell Road,
E.C.I. C557

WORKS' CHEMIST

REQUIRED

Excellent opportunity for a Pharmacist
offering interesting work, good pros-
pects and a salary commensurate with
qualifications and experience. Applica-
tions will be treated in strict confi-

dence and should give full details of
age. training and career to date.

WIGGLESWORTH LIMITED,

WESTHOUGHTON,

BOLTON, LANCS.
C 6459
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Situations Vacant—Continued

MALE PHARMACIST

PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY

An opportunity of an attractive career
exists in the Medical Service Depart-
ment for a male pharmacist, aged 25-

30, preferably a graduate with a keen
interest in pharmacology and thera-

peutics. Duties will include the hand-
ling of a wide range of technical

queries and the compilation of medi-
cal literature on the Company's pro-
ducts. The successful candidate will

later take part in the training of medi-
cal representatives.

Salary will be commensurate with age,
qualifications and experience and will

be progressive.
5-day week. Superannuation Scheme.
Staff Restaurant.
Write in the first instance for an Appli-
cation Form to

:

Mr. A. L. Glover,
Personnel Manager,

Parke, Davis & Company,
Staines Road,
Hounslow,
Middlesex.

C 6444

WHOLESALE chemists' sundries department.
Male and female staff required for the following

positions: Order office clerks (typists), order

assemblers, despatch checkers. General experi-

ence of chemists' sundries is required. Excellent

opportunities for those with wide experience

and all-round ability. Apply: The Manager,
Unichem Limited, Westbury Road, Waltham-
stow, E.17. C 6465

YOUNG TRAVELLER required for well-

known toilet preparation manufacturers. Must
be mobile to go anywhere in the United King-
dom and be prepared to work hard. Apply
giving full details of past experience, salary

required to Box C 6430.

AGENTS WANTED
A PROGRESSIVE FIRM of importers engaged
in national distribution of a small range of

fast selling goods suitable for sale to wholesale

hardware and smallware merchants invite ap-

plications from agents currently doing business

with these outlets in the following areas (D
Warwicks, Worcs, Staffs; (2) Notts, Leics,

Derbys, Lines, Northants; (3) Somerset, Devon,
Cornwall; (4) East Anglia and Home Counties.

Payment is by way of commission only, and
earnings of current sales staff vary between £80

and £100 per month. Only those with long

standing connections should apply giving full

particulars of age, etc., and stating area in

which interested, to Managing Director, Box
C 3576.

AGENTS already having connection with chem-
ists and grocers in Lancashire and Yorkshire,

required to sell, on generous commission basis,

an infants' teething syrup and a soothing mix-

ture. Supporting advertising given in agreed

areas. Box C 3578.

EXCLUSIVE AGENCY

For the U.K. and some Dominions

offered for remarkable Swiss cosmetic

speciality. Only first-class firms. Write

in first instance to Box C 3572.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BACKER OR WOULD SELL mail order sell-

ing gadget for facial grooming. Another for

muscle lifting. Complete with cosmetic prepara-

tions as daily home routine service. Scope for

agencies throughout United Kingdom. Box
C 3571 or phone Paddington 9586.

TABLET with potential of millions a week
needs finance with partnership or would sell

outright or on royalty basis. Box C 3570.

THE DISTILLERS COMPANY LIMITED

OVERSEAS MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVES

The Distillers Company (Biochemicals) Limited, a subsidiary of
The Distillers Company Limited, wish to appoint several Overseas
Medical Representatives to operate in the following territories:

EAST AFRICA WEST AFRICA
The Company manufactures a wide range of antibiotics and phar-

maceuticals which it sells in overseas markets through sole importers
and distributors.

Candidates, aged between 30 and 40, should preferably be pharma-
cists, and previous experience as a Medical Representative, either at

home or overseas, is essential.

An Overseas Representative is directly responsible for ensuring
that the sole importers provide suitable distribution facilities through-
out his territory for the Company's products, and he promotes their

sale by establishing and maintaining close contacts with actual and
potential users.

Successful applicants will receive training in the United Kingdom
before taking up their overseas posts. Tours of duty vary according
to territory. Generous home leave is granted on completion of a tour
of duty.

Salary will be in accordance with qualifications and experience and
a car is provided. The Company operates a non-contributory pension
scheme.

Write:
STAFF MANAGER

THE DISTILLERS COMPANY LIMITED
21/22 BOLTON STREET

LONDON, W.l.

Quote Ref : 23/61 CD. C 6429

ARGENTINA

British manufacturers of fine and heavy
chemicals and pharmaceutical speciali-

ties interested in establishing or expand-
ing their market in the Argentine, are

invited to contact important Argentinian
concern with capital, plant and techni-

cal resources. Director visiting London
late April. Box C 6419.

SAVE TAX, limit your liability. Brand new
limited companies available immediately. Ready
to trade today. Cost: £20 (everything inclu-

sive). Companies also formed to order:
£10 10s. (excluding duty). Wildman & Battell.

Ltd., 13 Well Court, E.C.4. CITy 2545. C 3551
U.S.A. URGENTLY NEEDS NEW PRO-
DUCTS, FORMULAE, INVENTIONS.
Leading U.S. specialist firm launched 800 cam-
paigns, 792 made profits and grossed $350 mil-

lions. We can handle entire finance and manu-
facturing also. Discuss your product or formula
new to U.S.A. with U.K. director: G. Welch.
17 Queen's Gate Gardens, S.W.7. Kni. 5679.

C 3494

WANTED
WE WILL PURCHASE for cash a complete
stock, a redundant line, including finished or

partly finished goods, packing raw materials,

etc. No quantity too large. Our representative

will call anywhere. Write or telephone:
Lawrence Edwards & Co., Ltd., 6/7 Welling-
ton Close, Ledbury Road, London, W.ll.
Tel.: Bayswater 4020 and 7692. C 140 .

LARGEST CASH BUYERS. Goods of every
description. Whole or part shop stocks pur-
chased, also soiled or miscellaneous goods.
Our buyers will call for large or small quanti-

ties, distance no object. Write or phone:
C. & R. Strong, Ltd., 29 Toynbee Street,

London, E.l. Phone: Bishopsgate 6066. C 3549

SURPLUS CAMERAS, ENLARGERS,
CINE CAMERAS & PROJECTORS,
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION, SURPLUS
AND OUTDATED FILM & PAPER.
Phone, write or call:

—

SPEARS,
(Dept. D.), Watling Street, Shudebill,

Manchester.
Phone : Blackfriars 9432 (5 lines)

Bankers: Midland Bank, Ltd.
C438

MISCELLANEOUS

20% DISCOUNT FOR CARPETS, etc. — Brit-

ish and Oriental — Axm. or Wilton — Broad-
loom or fitted. Usual guarantees. Warehouse
selection. Free delivery. Write for introduction

card to Manchester or London showrooms:
Gekay Carpet Suppliers, 754 Rochdale Road,
Royton, Lanes. . C 3526

STOCKTAKING
QUIET AND ACCURATE workmanship.
Over 30 years' practical experience. Detailed

inventories supplied to suit your individual

requirements. Your own stock sheets priced.

Terms moderate. C. W. Playfoot, 8 Aylward
Road, London, S.W.20. Phone: Liberty 4104.

C520

MISCELLANEOUS SALES

RAINHOODS 36/- per gross, tax paid,

samples available. S.A.E. please. Linen Market,

121 Oldham Street, Manchester. C 3555

Printed by The Haycock Press, Ltd., 106-140 Neate Street, Camberwell, S.E.5,

and published by the Proprietors, Morgan Brothers (Publishers), Limited, at 28 Essex Street, Strand, London. W.C.2. 50/24/8S
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If so, have you considered how the use of

Alu-Pharm adhesive aluminium bottle capsules

could be the immediate answer to your problem?

The adhesive coating ensures a perfect seal, making

your product tamper-proof.

The Alu-Pharm capsules are available in a large

range of colours and sizes suitable for sealing

bottles whichever closure is used.

They can be applied at high speed and cost less

than any other metal capsule.

May we quote for your requirements?

.^deal Capsules /td.
Edinburgh Avenue, Slough, Bucks.

Telephone: Slough 2225 J. Telegrams: Iseal, Slough.
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THE ETHICAL MEDICAL PREPARATION FOR
THE TREATMENT OF ASTHMA

Prescribed and recommended by the Medical Profession

in Hospitals, Private Practice and Government

Departments in all parts of the world to which it

has been introduced.

Tax free Dispensing Pack available.

_ s&

,

BRITISH FEISOI COMPANY U?
WIGTON HOUSE, 206-212 ST JOHN STREET, CLERKENWELL ,

LONDON, E.C.I.

. Telephone, CLErkenwell. 5862 Cables. 'Felsol', Smith, London.


